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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that respond-

ent Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. , a corporation , has violated
the provisions of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. , is
a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located at
2170 Piedmont Road , N. , Atlanta , Georgia.
PAR. 2. Respondent maintains , and at all times mentioned in this
complaint has maintained , a substantial course
of business including
the acts and practices as hereinafter set forth , in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act.
PAR. 3. Among other services , respondent provides to individuals

and businesses ("consumers ) services to treat houses , buildings , and
other structures (" structures ) in order to destroy and protect against
termites and other wood-" infesting

organisms ("termite-control ser-

vices
PAR. 4. In numerous instances ,

in the course

of advertising,

promot-
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ing, selling, and performing its termite-control services , respondent
of the
structure to reinspect the consumer s structure annually and if necessary,
to either retreat or retreat and repair
agreed for the life

the structure ,

provided the consumer paid a specified fixed annual

renewal fee.
PAR. 5. In contradiction ofthe agreements described in Paragraph
Four , in numerous instances beginning in (2) 1980 and continuing to

the present ,

respondent has raised , or has attempted to raise , the
agreed-upon annual renewal fee for its termite-control services.
PAR. 6. Respondent' s actions described above have thus caused sub-

stantial and ongoing injury to respondent' s

customers that is not

outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition
and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers.
PAR. 7. Respondent' s acts and practices as herein alleged were and

are to the prejudice and injury ofthe public and constitute unfair acts
or practices in or affecting commerce in violation

of Section

Federal Trade Commission Act.

5(a)

of the

INITIAL DECISION By
ERNEST G. BARNES , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

APRIL 22 , 1985
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The complaint herein issued on May 8 , 1984 , charging Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. , (hereinafter " Orkin ) with violation of Sec-

tion 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The complaint alleges

that respondent Orkin provides to individuals and businesses services
to treat houses , buildings , and other structures in order to destroy and
protect against termites and other wood- infesting organisms. In numerous instances , in the Course
of advertising,
promoting, selling and
performing its termite-control services , Orkin agreed to reinspect the
consumer s structure annually lor the life of the structure and , if

necessary, to either retreat or retreat and repair the structure , provided the consumer paid a specified fixed annual renewal fee.
In contradiction of the agreements described above , in numerous

instances beginning in 1980 and continuing to the present , Orkin has
raised , or has attempted to raise , the agreed-upon annual renewal fee

for its termite-control services. It is alleged that Orkin s actions in
raising or attempting to raise (2) the fixed annual renewal fee have
caused substantial and ongoing injury to Orkin s customers that is not
outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition
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and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers , and were and are to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair acts or pracFederof Section
5(a)
of the
tices in or affecting commerce in violation
al Trade Commission Act.
Orkin fied an answer on June 18 , 1984 , generally denying the
charging allegations of the complaint and asserting eleven defenses
including: a claim that the complaint fails to state a violation oflaw;

that the Commission issued the complaint without reason to believe
that Orkin had violated the law; that the Commission violated its own
to defer to state and local
policy set forth in its
Operating Manual

authorities to obtain corrective action in matters primarily intrastate
in nature or effect; that the Commission lacks subject matter jurisdic-

tion over the complaint allegations; that the acts and practices of
Orkin as alleged in the complaint were and are not to the prejudice

and injury of the public and do not constitute unfair acts or practices
in or affecting commerce; that the acts and practices alleged to have
been committed by Orkin have not caused substantial and ongoing
injury to Orkin s customers; that the complaint is barred by applicable statute(s) of limitations; that the alleged unlawful acts and practices have been encouraged , approved , and! or compelled by federal
and state regulatory authorities and law and are therefore exempt

from the Federal Trade Commission Act; that the consumers alleged
to have been injured by Orkin s acts and practices have recognized
accepted , and acquiesced to the alleged misconduct under doctrines of
waiver , estoppel , ratification , accord and satisfaction , limitations , and
latches; and that the relief proposed is inappropriate , not in the public

interest , and is not or would not be authorized by law.
In response to a motion by complaint counsel , not objected to by
respondent Orkin , Paragraph 3 of the complaint was amended to add
and wood decay " as an additional contract service falling within the
category of services alleged in the complaint as having the fixed
annual renewal fee raised in contradiction to agreements with consumers. (Order Amending Complaint , November 15 , 1984) Also , in
response to a motion by complaint counsel , respondent Orkin s Secto believe " Orkin
ond Defense (challenging the Commission reason
had violated Section 5(a) ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act), Third
Defense (stating that the Commission had violated its policy stated in
the Operating Manual to defer to state and local authorities to obtain
corrective action in matters primarily intrastate in nature and effect),
and the introductory paragraph to Orkin s Twelfth Defense (challenging the Commission s H reason to believe " and " public interest" determinations in issuing the complaint) were stricken. (Order Ruling On
Complaint Counsel' s Motion To Strike. . . , August 7 , 1984) (3)
A prehearing conference was held on August 9 , 1984. At the confer-
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ence Orkin s counsel was urged to stipulate to the commerce allega60) Theretions of the complaint. (Prehearing Transcript , pp. 11after , during the course of pretrial discovery, Orkin stipulated that it
maintains , and at all times mentioned in the complaint has maintained , a substantial course of business , including the acts and practices as set forth in the complaint , in or afiecting commerce, as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. (Finding 3 infra)
By motion dated January 30 , 1985 , complaint counsel has moved for
summary decision as to all issues to be resolved in this proceeding.
Complaint counsel' s motion is supported by the pleadings heretofore
fied in this proceeding, depositions of respondent' s offcials ,

ments created , sent or received by respondent during the course

docuof its

business operations and received by complaint counsel from respondent during the investigation which preceded issuance ofthe complaint
herein or during pretrial discovery, and some few third party docu-

ments received by complaint counsel from state agencies and consumers which have been adequately authenticated by complaint counsel
for purposes of ruling on this motion.

Respondent has fied an opposition , dated March 1 , 1985 , to complaint counsel's motion. Respondent has also filed a motion for sum-

mary decision

in its favor , and has submitted afIdavits and

depositions from its offcials , competitors , consumers , one economic
expert , and certain of its documents. Respondent also has submitted
statements of material fact which it contends either directly contravene complaint counsel' s findings of fact , or raise genuine issues of
inference and legal significance that foreclose any entry of summary
decision in favor of complaint counsel.
Respondent , additionally, has fied a supplemental brief, dated
March 8 , 1985 , and a reply and answer brief, dated March 27 , 1985
which additional briefing is or has been authorized. Complaint counsel filed a reply to respondent' s opposition and motion on March 16
1985 , which also was authorized.
Respondent' s submissions and arguments contend that: Orkin s al-

leged breach of contract is not actionable under Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act because it is at most a non-deceptive

alleged breach of a putative contractual promise as to which the
agreements in question are entirely silent; that Orkin s contracts in
issue do not provide for fixed annual renewal premiums but are of an

indefinite duration and hence may be terminated after a reasonable
period of time; and , that the alleged breach of contracts are not an
unfair act or practice " in violation of Section 5 because there is no
unjustified consumer injury. Respondent also contends that any consideration of complaint counsel's requested relief is premature. (4)

, ("
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Section 3. 24 of the Commission s Rules of Practice authorizes any

party to move with or without supporting afidavits for a summary
decision in his favor upon all or any part ofthe issues being adjudicated. The granting of such a motion is authorized where the afidavits
and other evidence relied upon " show that there is no genuine issue
as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to such
a decision as a matter of law. " (Section 3. 24(a)(2)) Any such decision
shall constitute the initial decision of the Administrative Law Judge.
Section 3. 24 closely parallels Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

The Hearst Corporation 80 F.

C. 1011 ,

1014 (1972) Sum-

mary judgment under Rule 56 may be granted only if there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact or the inferences to be drawn
United States v. Diebold, Inc. 369 U. S. 654

from the undisputed facts.

569 F. 2d

(1962); Winters v. Highlands Ins.

Co. , 550 F. 2d

297 (5th Cir. 1978);

Handi

Weiss v. Kay
Jewelry Stores , Inc. 470 F. 2d 1259 , 1261- 62 (D. C. Cir. 1972) The moving party has the burden of establishing that no genuine issue of
material fact exists; all doubts and inferences are resolved against the
Inv. Co. v. Mobil Oil

543 (9th Cir. 1977);

movant; and summary judgment is improper if conflicting inferences
may be drawn from the same evidence.
Exnicious u. United States , 563
2d 418 (10th Cir. 1977) This same standard has been accepted in
The Hearst Corporation , su-

Federal Trade Commission proceedings.

pra; American Medical Association Dkt. 9064 , slip op. at 5 (Order
Dcnying Motion of Respondent The American Medical Association
AMA" ) For Summary Decision Dismissing The Complaint For Lack
of Jurisdiction , Apr. 26 , 1976)(94 F. C. 701 (1979))
Full consideration has been given to the findings of fact and legal
arguments presented by the parties. The Findings of Fact which fol-

low are based on reliable evidence as to which there is no dispute as
to its authenticity or genuiness. A careful study ofthe evidence relied
upon by the parties reveals that there is no genuine issue as to any
of the material facts to be concluded from such evidence , or as to the
relevant inferences which logically can be drawn from such facts.
Therefore , summary decision is appropriate.

All motions not previously ruled upon are denied. Based on the
evidence presented by the parties hereto in support of and in opposi-

tion to motions for summary decision , the following Findings of Fact
arc without substantial dispute.
1. FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. Orkin ) is a Delaware
corporation with its principal place of business locatcd at 2170 Piedmont Road , N. , Atlanta Georgia. (Complaint , nl; Answer , Twclfh
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Defense, Paragraph 1) Orkin is a wholly- owned (5) subsidiary ofRollins, Inc. (CX 142C) Rollins acquired Orkin on September 10 , 1964.
(RIR 30)1 (6)
2. Orkin provides pest-control and exterminating

services

through-

out the United States, but mostly in the Southeast. (Respondent'

Motion for Access , p. 2) In 1980 , Orkin served customers located in 47
states and the District of Columbia. (CX 142C) As of September 1
1980 , Orkin operated approximately 294 branch offces and 44 district
offces. (RIR 32) Branch offces are supervised by the district offces.
(CX 142Z9; Russell Dep. p. 9; Raymond Dep. p. 32)

3. Orkin has stipulated that it maintains , and at all times menI The following abbreviatioos arc used in citations in tbis decision"

Complaint counsel' s !exhibits as listed on complaint counsel' s Preliminary Document List "nd amendments Hod filed in suppm. t of complaint
couns"j' s Motion For Summary Decision.
Respondent' s exhibi\. as listed on its Preliminary Document List and
amendments fied in support of respondenl's Morion For Summary
Decision and in opposition to complaint couns"l' " Motion For Summary
Decision
Respondent's Responses to Complaint Counsel' s First Set of Inter-

RIR

rogatories , response to interrogatory #
Re,,pondent' s Answers and Objections To Counsel's Vir,,t Request For
Admissions , responsH to Tequest fDradmission #.
irst Request for Admissions , requcst #.
Complaint counsel'

CRA

Vindings of Fact in this inilial decision , findinr; #.

Resl'lJldent s Motion for Access

Respondents motion for Issuance of an Onier Requiring Acn'ss to Docu-

ments , dated June 28 1984.
(Namc) Dep.

Deposition of person identified.

(Name) nep. Ex.

Exhibit to deposition of person identified

(Name)Aff.

Affdavitnfl'erson identified

The persons who,,.' depositions and aHidavits are cited in this decision are identified as follows
Earl Geiger , Vice Chairman of Rollins , Ine. (F 11)
GeigHr
Ron KimbHI\ , Orkin Commen:ial Branch Managp.r (Kimbell Dep p- 4),
Kimbell
formerly DirHdor of Customer Services of Rollins, Inc. (F 47).
John Raymond , Director of Administrative Operations of Orkin (F 54
Raymond
57).

Rollins
Russell

Gary W. RoHins ,

pf( sident of RoHins, Inc. (F 38)
Robert M. Russell , Vice- President of Government Relations of Orkin (F

61)

Schneider
Boudreaux
Bourgeois
Childs
r;dwards

James M Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins. Inc. (F 55)
Dr. Kenneth, J. Boudreaux , Profes,,or of Economics and Finance , Gradu.
ate School of Husiness , Tulane University.
Ernest R. Bourgeois, uwner and President , Mr. B' ervices , Inc.
Janet Childs , Receiv;;blHs Audit Supervisor , Orkin.
J;;r:k L. Edwards , retir , formerly President , Ja- Roy Exterminating
Co. , Ine

Goodman

Hoflmm
Hromada

Bryant G. Goodman , Branch :\anager , Orkin
William S. Hoffman , an Orkin customer
Charles Hromilda , Seniol" Vice President of Teehnir:al Services , Ter.

minixlnternational lnc.
Jones
Landry

Joe Jones ,

Branch Manager, Orkin.

Ulysse G. Landry, Jr. , owner and operator of Bouma Pest Control

Nolen

Company, lnc.
Truly D. Nolen , founder and President. ofTmly Nolen of America , Inc.

Terrebonne
Thompson

Ellis l\. Terrebonne , an Orkin customer
Helen R. Thompson , an Orkin customer

Porlions of depositions of some deponents appear in complaint counsel' s motion , in Orkin s motion and opposi-

tion , and in complaint counsel'

anSwer submissions. f71
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tioned in the complaint has maintained , a substantial course
of bus iness , including the acts and practices as set forth in the complaint , in
or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act. (Letter to Katharine B. Alphin from Michael Eric
Ross dated August 17 , 1984 , at paragraph 10; one page letter to Katharine B. Alphin from Michael Eric Ross dated August 24 , 1984; RIR 66;
compare
letter to John C. Staton , Jr. from Katharine B. Alphin dated
August 21 , 1984 , at paragraph 9 with
two page Jetter to Katharine
B. Alphin from Michael Eric Ross dated August 24 , 1984)
4. Orkin is stated to be the world' s largest termite and pest control
company. (CX 142C; Rollins Dep. p. 202) Even though Orkin is the
largest termite and pest control company, it apparently has a small
market share. (Rollins Dep. p. 203; Geiger Dep. p. 16)
5. To be a provider of termite control services on a small scale

rcquires little capital. (Rollns Dep. pp. 204-205) Chemicals used in
termite control are commonly available. (Rollins Dep. p. 205) The
techniques used in termite control services are widely known within
the industry and can be learned without diflculty. (Rollins Dep. pp.
206- 207)
6. Orkin has used a July 1 - June 30 fiscal year for each ofthe years

1978 through 1984. (RIR 57) Orkin had total net

revenues in the

amounts indicated in the following fiscal years:
Fiscal Year Ending
June , 1977
June , 1978
June , 1979
June , 1980
June , 1981
June , 1983
June , 1984

Total Net Revenue
$138 613 108
148, 362 959
164 826,769
181 582 829
193 568 292
212 333 107
228 898 037

(RA 4- 10)
Orkin had the net profits indicated in the following fiscal years: (8)
Net Profit
$22 428 534
258 821
140 842
23,744 000'
142 000'

Fiscal Year Ending
June , 1977
June , 1978
June , 1979
June , 1980
June , 1981
June , 1983
June , 1984

127 691
548 071

(RA 11- 17 (' Rounded to the nearest thousand))
Orkin had a net worth 01'$65

949 714. 89 on June 30

1980 and a net
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659 753 on June 30 1984. (RA 18 , 19; Respondent' s Corrected Answer To Request No. 18 Of First Request For Admissions)
wortb 01'$68

7. Among other services , Orkin provides to individuals and busiand other structures in

nesses services to treat houses, buildings ,

order to destroy or protect against termites , other wood- infesting

or-

ganisms , moisture and wood decay. (Complaint , TI 3; Answer , Twelfth
Defense , Paragraph 3; RA 1; Raymond Dep. pp. 22- 23; Rollns Dep. pp.
15- 16; Kimbell Dep. pp. 4 , 6-7; Russell Dep. p. 13)

8. Orkin has entered into written agreements with its customers
concerning the rendering of services to destroy or protect against
termites , other wood-infesting organisms , moisture and wood decay.
These agreements are hereinafter referred to as " termite contracts.
(Geiger Dep. p. 11; CX 1- , 9- , 16 , 27 , 400, 414 , 449 , 473 , 485; RA
2; RIR 59- 60) The termite contracts charged a specified sum for the
400 , 414
initial treatment provided by Orkin. (CX 1- , 9- , 16
449 , 473 , 485)
of its

9. Under certain conditions Orkin issued guarantees

to destroy or protect against termites ,

services

other wood- infesting organ-

isms , moisture and wood decay. These guarantees are hereinafter
referred to as " termite guarantees. " (Raymond Dep. pp. 18-23; Rollins
Dep. pp. 18- 19; Russell Dep. p. 13; CX 17- 26; RA 3; RIR 61-62)

10. Since prior to 1956, Orkin has used preprinted form contracts
21- 24- 25;
400 414 449 473 485; RX 129A- Z46 , 685A- B) Orkin
ex 1- , 16
salesmen did not have the authority to vary the terms ofthe preprintand guarantees prepared by Orkin. (Geiger Dep. pp.

ed form contracts and guarantees. (Geiger Dep. p. 11)

11. In general , prior to 1966 , Orkin offered termite guarantees for
continued protection to the treated property for a specified price

which lasted for a term of from five to fifteen years. (RIR 4; RX
129A- Z46; Geiger Aff. TI 4) On or about January 1 , 1966 , Orkin began

using the term " lifetime " in its (9) termite contracts and/or termite
guarantees. (RIR 1) Earl F. Geiger , Vice Chairman of the Board of
Rollins , Inc. , who was Executive Vice- President of Orkin from 1964
to 1976 , originated the " lifetime " guarantee concept for Orkin and
proposed its adoption by Orkin. (RIR 2; Geiger Dep. pp. 4- , 15) Mr.
Truly D. Nolen , founder , owner , and President of Truly Nolen of
America, Inc. , claims to have originated the idea of the lifetime guarantee on termite control services contracts in 1955. (Nolen Afr. TI 6)

Other Orkin competitors use the lifetime concept. (Hromada Aft: 11 5)
12. Concerning the purpose of the lifetime guarantees , Mr. Geiger
has given the following testimony:

Q. What was the purpose of these new lifetime guarantees?
A. Well , Orkin at that time was the largest pest control company in the country. We

, pp.

'-IlU"-U
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did 80% ofthe advertising for the pest control industry, or roughly that. We claimed
just about 13% of the business. The obvious strategy was to try to offer a distinctJy
better service to the public than our smaller competitors could offer. So any time you

could enhance your package , your marketing package , you did so.
Q. And that was the reason for the lifetime?

A. Yes. We were able to do it because the primary terrniticide at that time was
proving to be more successful and more efIective than we ever thought it would be.
(Geiger Dep. pp. 16-17)

13. Termite guarantees issued by Orkin include a lifetime retreatment guarantee , a lifetime retreatment and repair guarantee , and a
lifetime guarantee on pretreatment work on new construction. (Raymond Dep. p. 19- 20)
14. The lifetime retreatment guarantee provides in part that at no

extra cost to the customer Orkin will apply any necessary treatment
to the premises if infestation occurs during the duration of the guarantee. (Rollins Dep. p. 18; CX 17- 22; RIR 61) This type of guarantee

is sometimes referred to as a " LC guarantee. " (Rollns Dep. p. 18;
Raymond Dep. p. 20)
15. The lifetime retreatment and repair guarantee provides in part

that at no extra cost to the customer , Orkin will make repairs (up to
a stated dollar maximum) to the structure and its contents in order
to remedy any new damage caused by subterranean termites , pro-

vided that it is established that the new damage occurred after the
initial treatment , and that at the time of (10) discovery of the new
damage , the damaged areas are infested with live subterranean termites. (Rollins Dep. p. 18; CX 23- 26; RIR 61) This type of guarantee

is sometimes referred to as a " LR guarantee. " (Rollns Dep. p. 19;
Raymond Dep. p. 19)

16. Prior to 1969 , Orkin s LR guarantees had a liability limitation
of $25 000. In 1969 , Orkin adopted a policy of issuing LR guarantees
with a liability limitation of $100 000. (RIR 63)

17. The lifetime guarantee on pretreatment work is the same guar-

antee as the LR guarantee , except that Orkin s pretreatment guaran-

tee is for new construction and its LR guarantee covers existing
structures. (RA 21; CX 150A- B) The lifetime pretreatment guarantee
is sometimes referred to as a " PR guarantee. " (Raymond Dep. pp.
19- 20)
18. Orkin s termite contracts and termite guarantees provide for

annual fees to be paid in order to continue the protection that is
guaranteed. If the customer abides by the contract , and pays Orkin
the specified annual renewal fee , the guarantee is to remain in effect.
(CX lA , 2A , 3 , 4A , 5A , 6A , 7 A , 9A , lOA , llA , 12A , 13A, 14A , 16A , 27 A
400A , 414A , 449A , 473A , 485A; Respondent' s

Motion for Access
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19. Orkin s

termite contracts and termite guarantees ,

including

those entered into prior to February 1 , 1975 , that used the term
lifetime " had a " structural modification " clause providing that in
the event the premises were structurally modified ,

altered or other-

wise changed after the date of initial treatment , the agreement would
terminate, unless a prior written agreement was entered into by the
purchaser for Orkin to reinspect the premises , provide additional

treatment , and/or adjust the annual renewal fee. (CX 1B , 2B , 4B , 5B
, 7C , 9B , lOB , l1B , 12B , 13B , 14B, 16B , 17A , 18A , 19A- , 20A21A- , 22 , 24A- , 25A- , 26A- , 27B , 400B , 414B , 449B, 473B , 485B;
59- 62)
20. Before February 1 , 1975 , Orkin s termite contracts and termite

RIR 20 ,

guarantees that included the term " lifetime " did not mention adjustments or increases of the specified annual renewal fee necessary to
continue the lifetime guarantees issued with respect to those con-

tracts , absent the treated premises being structura11y modified , altered , or otherwise changed after the date of initial treatment. (CX
1A- , 2A- , 3 , 4A- , 5A- , 6A- , 7A- , 9A- , lOA- , l1A- , 12A13A- , 14A- , 16A- , 17A- , 18A- , 19A- , 20A- , 21A- , 22 , 24A25A- , 26A- , 27A- , 400A- , 414A- , 449A- , 473A- , 485A- B; RIR

, 59- 62; Respondent' s

Motion for Access ,

p. 3) These termite con-

tracts are hereinafter referred to as " pre- 1975 contracts. " Likewise
guarantees extended by Orkin to a customer in connection with the
execution of a pre- 1975 contract are referred to as " pre- 1975 guarantees " and customers holding these contracts or guarantees are often

referred to as " pre- 1975

customers.

(11)

21. Numerous pre- 1975 contract forms contained a clause stating
that the contract ,

graph and specification sheets , and upon issuance
the guarantee , constituted the complete agreement between the parties , and that the agreement could not be changed or altered in any
manner , oral or otherwise , by any representatives of Orkin , unless

alterations or changes were in writing and executed by a corporate
offcer of Orkin under the corporate seal. (CX 400A- B

(Form 225 Rev.

69); CX 9A- B; CX 473A- B; CX lOA- B IForm F- 19- 135 Rev.
111701;
cx 414A- B; CX 485A- B (Form 225 Rev.
11170);
CX 11A- B (Form F- 19135 Rev.
9172); compare
CX 449A- B (Form F- 19- 135 Rev. 2173J,
with
11173);
CX 13A- B (Form F- 19- 135 Rev.
CX 12A- B (Form F- 21- 3161;
CX 14A- B (Form F- 21- 316); CX 16A- B (Form F- 21- 317); RIR 59- 60)
22. CX 1A is a contract (termed Service Order) dated November 20
1965 , with a customer located in Louisville , Kentucky. The contract

provides for a Control and Repair guarantee to be issued. The Annual
Renewal Premium is specified as $17. 00. This contract has the folJow-
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In addition to the initial term specified in Paragraph 1 above , the Guaranty may, at
the sole option of the undersigned , be renewed annually for
Lifetime
additional years
by making payment of the Annual Renewal Premium on or before the renewal date
of each subsequent year and Orkin agrees to reinspect the premises upon receipt of
each Annual Renewal Premium Payment.

(The word Lifetime , above , was handwritten in a blank space provided in the contract.

CX 2A is a contract (Service Order) dated November 30 1966 , with
a customer located in Louisville , Kentucky. The contract provides for
a Lifetime Control and Repair guarantee. The Annual Renewal Fee
is specified as $18. 00.

The contract has the following provision:

The Guaranty checked above wil be issued and delivered to the Purchaser upon
completion of initial treatment. Guaranty will be efiective as Jong as payment is made
in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of this Service Order.

It is further agreed that Guaranty will provide for an initial term of:

12 months. ORKIN will reinspect the premises upon expiration of the initial term and
upon receipt of the Annual Renewal Fee.
Guaranty at the sale option of the Purchaser may be renewed annually by making
payment of the Annual (12) Renewal Fee on or before the renewal date of each subse-

quent year.

ex 3 is a contract (Service Order) dated March 23 , 1968 with a
customer located in Norfolk , Virginia. This contract provides for a
Lifetime Control and Repair guarantee to be issued. The contract
provides as follows:
ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Under Orkin s Continuous Protection Plan , the above named property will be reinspected in
November 1968 upon prompt payment of $18.
(plus tax where applicable),
and annually thereafter in
November upon payment of $18. (plus tax where applica-

ble -), beginning in

1969

(The underlined portions above were handwritten.
The contract also provided:
Guaranty will be effective so long as payment is made in accordance with the Terms
and Conditions of this Service Order.

CX 400A is a contract with a Bethesda , Maryland , customer dated
April , 1969 , having basic terms identical to ex 3 , above.
CX 414A is a contract dated February 5 , 1972 , with a customer
located in Chesterfield , Missouri. This contract provides for a Life-

time Control and Repair guarantee and states as follows:
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ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Orkin s Continuous Protection Guaranty will provide protection for the above named
property including Annual Reinspections upon payment ufthe initial charges and an
Annual Renewal Payment of
$37
starting
February 1973 and each
February thereafter.
See also
CX 421A , an October , 1972 , contract with provisions similar
to CX 414A , as does CX 439A , a May, 1972 , contract with a customer
located in Surfside , South Carolina.
CX 4A , a contract (Service Order) dated March 1969 , with a custom-

er located in Petersburg, Virginia , provides for a Lifetime Control and

Repair guarantee. The Annual Renewal Fee is specified as $18.00.
The contract further provides that:
ORKIN will, AT NO EXTRA COST ,

reinspect the premises annually

during said

term and upon receipt of the Renewal Fee thereafter. (13)

initial

CX 6A , a contract (Service Order) dated September 25 , 1968 , with
a Brownsville , Texas customer , provides for a Lifetime Control guar-

antee , and for an Orkin Continuous Protection Guarantee upon the
payment of an annual fee of $20. 00.
CX 7 A , a contract (Service Order) dated March , 1968 , with a W.
Columbia , South Carolina customer , provides for a Lifetime Control

and Repair guarantee upon payment of an annual renewal fee of
$15.00.
CX 9A , a contract dated December 17 , 1969 , with a Tulsa , Oklahoma customer , provides for a Lifetime Control and Repair guarantee

and an Orkin Continuous Protection Guarantee upon payment of an
annual renewal fee of $30. 00.
CX lOA , a blank contract bearing form number F- 19- 135 REV.
11/70 has provisions for Lifetime Control and for an ORKIN CON-

TINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTEE " so long as payments are
made in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of this Contract.
CX 11 , a blank contract bearing form number F- 19- 135 REV. 9/72
has provisions similar to the provisions of CX lOA.
CX 13 is a blank contract with a form revision date of 11/73 , which
provides for a Lifetime Control guarantee. The Orkin Continuous

Protection Guarantee states that:

Its coverage , including annual reinspection ,
upon payment

of the

as renewal payments of

wil be eflective for a period of

initial charges and thereafter for a period of

years

- years , so long

are made annually.

CX 205G is a contract (Service Order) dated March 10 , 1969 , with
a customer located in St. Francisvile , Louisiana , which provides for
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a Lifetime Control guarantee and for an Orkin Continuous Protection
Guarantee upon payment 01'$75. 00 annually, to continue " so long as

payments are made in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of
this Service Order. " CX 205R is a 1969 contract with a New Orleans
Louisiana , customer which is similar to ex 205G , with a renewal fee
of $30 annually.
CX 205W is a contract dated July 3 , 1974 with a customer named
Percy Bullock located in St. Amant , Louisiana. It has the following
provision:
ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTEE

The guarantee checked above will be issued to the buyer upon completion of initial
treatment. The Guarantee will cover the above named premises and wil be subject to
the General Terms and Conditions on the reverse side hereof. Its coverage , including
annual reinspection , wil be effective for a period of 2 years upon payment of the initial
LIFE years , so long as renewal payments
charges and thereafter for a period of
(14)
of

$20

are made annually.

(The underlined words were handwritten.)
CX 205Z3 is a contract with the same customer as above , Percy
after
Bullock , dated February 3 , 1975. This contract , entered into
Orkin changed its guarantee provisions , has the following provision:
ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTEE

The type Guarantee checked above wil be issued to the Buyer upon completion of
initial treatment. The Guarantee will cover the treated premises and will be subject
to the General Terms and Conditions on the reverse side hereof. The Guarantee wil
be effective for a period of 2 years upon payment of the initial charges and thereafter
for a period of
**" Life years , so lon g as renewal payments are made annually. ORKIN
guarantees that the first four renewal payments will be $35. 00. Thereafter , ORKIN
writte n notice to the Buyer
reserves the right to increase renewal payments by giving
in advance of the renewal date. During the effective period of the Guarantee , ORKIN

will reinspect the premises at such time as ORKIN may deem necessary, or annually
upon the Buyer s request. No failure on the part of the Buyer to request reinspection
shall , in any way, afIcct the Buyer s rights under this contract. The Buyer agrees to
make the premises available for reinspection.

(The underlined words were handwritten.
23. CX 205U is a form letter which Orkin issued to a customer in
New Orleans , Louisiana. The complete letter reads as follows:
TREATMENT AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Date: April 23 ,

1967

He: Property Located at:
785 Brehm PI.
New Orleans , La. 70121

The treatment and corrective measures necessary to assure you complete protection
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are described in the detailed specifications which are keyed to the scale drawing on the
following pages.
payment for
our services in the amount of' $163.
of the work , and
Upon completion
you will receive ORKIN' S written $25,000. 00 Lifetime Termite (15) Damage Guarantec. This guarantee is backed by OUT corporate assets of more than $50 000 000. 00.

This sensational Guarantee provides for an annual rcinspection to assure that termites
do not return. As the owner of an Orkin- treated building, you may continue protection

from year to year thus assuring virtually lifetime protection against reinfestation. In
addition , your property is protected up to $25 000. 00 against repairs required as a result
of subsequent termite infestation in the treated areas.
The cost

of Orkin

al fee of only

$22.

- a nominal annual inspection renewrelieves you of all further termite worries.

Lifetime Guarantee is modest

Similar letters are in the record. RX 31 is a letter dated September
, 1968 , concerning property located in Cayce , South Carolina; RX
30 is a letter dated January 3 , 1970 concerning property located in
Tucson , Arizona; RX 581F is a letter dated March 1 , 1971 concerning
property located in Bethesda , Maryland; and RX 561F is a letter dated
October 27 , 1971 concerning property located in Summerville , South
Carolina.
24. In approximately MayoI' 1974 , Orkin began revising its termite
contract formes) by adding a term or provision that provided for an

increase of annual fees that did not depend on whetber the treated
premises were structurally modified , altered or otherwise changed
CX 205Z3 quoted above.
(See
after the date of the initial treatment.

The revised termite contract forms containing such a provision were
first used in each of Orkin s sales districts on or about February 1
1975. (RIR 20; Raymond Dep. pp. 54Dep. p. 51; RX 131A-

, 81 and Dep. Ex. 8; Rollins

25. Prior to entering into pre- 1975 contracts with customers , in all
states in which Orkin operated its termite control services business
Orkin had entered into termite contracts that specifically provided
for increases in annual renewal fees , which increases did not depend
on whether the treated premises were structurally modified ,

altered

or otherwise changed after the date of initial treatment. (RIR 22;
Russell Dep. pp. 35- 38 and Dep. Ex. 8; F. 11)
26. The term " lifetime " in Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts refers to the
duration ofthe guarantee(s) given by Orkin in the particular contract
involved , subject to and as limited by the terms and conditions there, including without limitation the obligation of the buyer to pay an
annual renewal fee. Within this context , the term " lifetime " in the
contracts refers to the lifetime of the premises initially treated under
the contract involved as they structurally cxisted on the date of such

Ul'.tll'l

.c./J.I"L

h",
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initial treatment. (RIR 5; Geiger Dep. pp. 15- 17; Kimbell Dep. p. 130;
11 5) The guarantee was
transferable to the new owner of the treated premises in the event the
treated premises were sold. (Raymond Dep. Exs. 5, 6) Contrary to
Nolen

(16) see also

AfT.

n 5; I-Iomada

AfT.

Orkin s interpretation that the " lifetime " guarantee referred to the
lifetime of the treated premises , some state offcials interpreted the
term " lifetime " to refer to the lifetime ofthe homeowner who entered
into the contract , or to the period the original homeowner held title
to the original treated premises. (RX 201A , 208B , 211A)
27. During 1968 , Orkin promoted its services for protection against
termites in a promotion called " Orkin 12 " developed by an outside
advertising agency, Bearden & Associates. (Raymond Dep. pp. 44-47
and Dep. Ex. 6; Geiger Dep. pp. 28- 29; RIR 49; RA 22) The Orkin 12
promotion was advertised in a pamphlet , on billboards , in magazines

and on radio and television. (RIR 51) Orkin spent approximately $1
157 000 advertising Orkin 12. (RIR 50) The advertising program was

discontinued before its slated expiration date because it failed to

results. (Geiger Dep. pp. 29- , 34- 35)
28. The pamphlet concerning Orkin 12 was issued as point-of-sale
material in presenting Orkin s services to its customers. (Raymond
Dep. p. 46 and Dep. Ex. 6; Kimbell Dep. pp. 39- 41 and Dep. Ex. 9) The

produce the hoped- for

pamphlet contained tbe following language as point 6 (hereinafter
point 6"

LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual
rC1nspections and rctreating when necessary. This protects the property against termite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
is very modest and

renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection
never increases.

In case of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

(Kimbell Dep. Ex. 9; Raymond Dep. Ex. 6) (emphasis in original)
29. The Orkin 12 promotion was used and advertised in each of the
following states plus the District of Columbia during 1968: Alabama
Arkansas , Arizona , California , Colorado , Delaware , Florida , Georgia

Ilinois ,

Indiana, Iowa , Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana , Maryland

Michigan , Mississippi , Missouri , Nebraska , New Jersey, New Mexico
North Carolina ,

Ohio, Oklahoma ,

Pennsylvania , South Carolina,

Tennessee, Texas , Virginia, West Virginia , and Wisconsin. (RA 23; CX
650K- L) The Orkin 12 program was utilized in varying degrees by

Orkin s branch offces and sales personnel. (Goodman Aff nn 4 ,
AfT.
Bourgeois Dep. p. 8; Edwards Dep. pp. 12 , 13; Jones
n 4)
30. Orkin promotional literature entitled

5;

Facts You Should Know

About Termites with a revision date of September , 1970 , stated: (17)
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Orkin Provides a
$100, 000. 00 Lifetime
Termite Repair

Guarantee
This guarantee provides for an annual reinspection to guard against new termite

attack. As the owner of an Orkin- treated home , you may continue protection from year

to year to assure virtual lifetime protection against reinfestation. Orkin s guarantee
covers your home for $100 000. 00 against repairs as a result of subsequent termite
infestations. The cost of Orkin s " Lifetime Guarantee " is modest. Only a nominal
annual fee relieves you of all future termite worries.

(CX 645A , Rev. 9/70)

31. Orkin s promotionulliterature with a revision date of November , 1970 , stated:
Orkin guarantees effective pest control. Termite control services are backed by a
special $100 000 guarantee.

The phrase noted by the asterisk was:
Remains in efIect for the lifetime of the property by payment of a low annual" renewal
fee.

(CX 648B , D)

32. In promotional literature with a revision date of March , 1971
Orkin represented that its $100 000. 00 Lifetime Termite Repair Guarantee was " Another Orkin First. " It stated:
Only Orkin, the world' s

largest in termite control ,

termite Guarantee available to America s

could make such a sensational

property owners.

000. 00 against repairs which might
be required as a result of subsequent termite infestations in the treated areas.

This guarantee protects your property up to $100

(CX 646F , G , Rev. 3/71)
33. Orkin s promotional literature with a revision date of February,
1973 , stated:
Orkin offers much more for your investment and unmatched protection for your borne.
by trained re- (IS) inspectors. For pennies
yearly checkups
plan means
guarantee
Our
a day, it can be

renewed at your option ,

for the

lifetime

of your home and

retained

the new owners if you move.

(CX 39R , T) (emphasis in original)

34. In a form letter with a revision date of September , 1973 , Orkin
stated:
We are pleased to render the following quotation to cover termite control (chemical soil
reatment) for the above noted new construction:
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Upon completion ufthe work as required Orkin Exterminating Company shall furnish
the owners with a $100 000 termite damage guarantee , renewable annually for the life
of the building.

(CX 35)

35. Orkin attempted to implement uniform sales techniques for its
Ex. 1- 5) It was Orkin s company policy that new salesmen should be given
Termite
Sales Training Lessons 1- " (Raymond Dep. p. 38 and Dep. Ex. 4)
sales people. (Raymond Dep. pp. 26-1 and Dep.

Complaint counsel contend Lesson # 4 was dated 1972.

(See

Com-

plaint Counsel' s

Answer and Reply Brief, p. 14 n. 8. ) Lesson #5 has
a copyright date 1973. (RX 677Z87) Termite Sales Training Lesson # 4
contained the following:
HOW DOES THE CUSTOMER BENEFIT FROM ORKIN'
SUBTERRANEAN TERMITE TREATMENT?

A. They receive a lifetime guarantee protection which is non-cancellable by Orkin
and renewable by customer s option.

B. Their cost ofthe renewal remains the same so long as renewal payments are made
annually.

E. The guarantee is transferable if they sell their home.

(Raymond Dep. pp. 39-40 and Dep. Ex. 5) Termite Sales Training

Lesson # 4 also instructed branch salesmen that " (y)ou should always
figure the price for Orkin Service by the Termite Pricing Schedule.
(Raymond Dep. Ex. 5) The Orkin training programs apparently were
not uniformly utilized throughout the company. (Jones Afr. nn 6 , 7;
Goodman Afr. nn 7 , 8; Rollns Dep. pp. 10 , 11 , 20 , 21) Some sales
representatives were instructed to inform (19) prospective customers
that the lifetime guarantee annual renewal fee was fixed and did so;
others never received such instructions and did not so inform custom-

ers. (Goodman Aft: n 9; Jones Afr. n 8; Landry Dep. p. 63; Bourgeois
Dep. p. 23; Edwards Dep. p. 30; Hoffman Dep. p. 29; Thompson Dep.
pp. 20-21; Terrebonne Dep. pp. 20- 21)

1971 , for
specified the followof the
origi-

36. A pricing schedule with a revision date of October ,
structures of conventional or slab construction ,
ing annual fees for new contracts depending on the price

nal job and the .type of lifetime guarantee to be issued:
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Job Price
$130
140
150
160
170
180
190

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
400
500

108 F.

Annual Fee For
LC Guarantee

Annual Fee For

LR Guarantee
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
32.
33.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
30.
31.
32.
32.
33.
33.
33.
34.
34.
35.
39. 00 (20)
42.

34.
34.
35.
35.
35.
36.
36.
37.
41.
44.

(CX 385C)
The pricing schedule states:

Important

- You are selling a

non- cancel-

able lifetime guarantee. " (CX 385C) (emphasis in original)
37. A pricing schedule with a revision date of May, 1973 , for structures of conventional or slab construction , specified the following

annual fees for new contracts depending on the price of the original
job and the type of lifetime guarantee to be issued:
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Original
Job Price
$130
140
150
160
170
180
190

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
400
500

Annual Fee For
LR Guarantee

Annual Fee For
LC Guarantee

25.
25.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
30.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
32.
33.
34.
34.
35.
35.
35.
36.
36.
37.
41.
44.

31.00
32.
32.
33.
33.
33.
34.
34.
35.
39. 00 (21)
42.

(CX 384AThis pricing schedule also states:

Important

- You are selling a

non-

cancelable lifetime guarantee. " (CX 384B) (emphasis in original)
38. In 1980 , Gary W. Rollins , then President of Orkin , decided to
increase the annual renewal fees of customers holding pre- 1975 contracts and pre- 1975 guarantees above the amount stated in the contracts and guarantees of those customers. (Rollins Dep. pp. 6 , 12

55- 56, 73) Gary W. Rollins is currently President of Rollins ,

Inc.

(Rollins Dep. p. 5)

39. Prior to increasing the annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts , Orkin requested that Arnall , Golden & Gregory, an Atlanta
law firm , provide Orkin with a written legal opinion. The law firm
prepared a legal opinion dated December 6 , 1978. The opinion concluded that Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts appear to be of an indefinite
duration and , as such , are terminable after a reasonable period of
time. (Rollns Dep. pp. 60- 62; Schneider Dep. p. 64; RX 44A-F) James
M. Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins , Inc. , reviewed the opinion
given by Arnall , Golden & Gregory, and confirmed to management
the conclusion reached in that opinion. (Schneider Dep. p. 67; RX
170A- B) Mr. Gary Rollns reviewed these legal opinions prior to making his decision to increase the annual renewal fees for pre- 1975
contracts. (Rollins Dep. pp. 60-

, 73 , 80-81; RX 43A- G; RX 170A-

40. The legal opinion rendered by Arnall , Golden & Gregory as-
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sumed as the issue to be considered: " Are there any grounds for the

claim that a contract which may be renewed or extended from year
to year , indefinitely, is unenforceable. " The author ofthe opinion also
stated: " I

extend

assume that the Orkin contract involves a right to

and here the issue would be two- fold:
(1) possible failure as a perpetual contract and (2) possible failure for
the term of the original contract

indefiniteness of terms. " (RX 44A) (emphasis in original.)
41. At the time that James M. Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins , Inc. , confirmed to management the conclusion reached by the
law firm of Arnall , Golden & Gregory, Mr. Schneider was not aware
the Orkin 12 promotion.
of Orkin s sales literature statements;
Mr. Schneider was the person at Rollins , Inc. , who had contact with
the law firm of Arnall , Golden & Gregory and requested the legal
opinion from the firm (Schneider Dep. pp. 62- 63; Schneider Dep.

(dated February 8 , 1985J pp. 12 , 22).
42. Between 1978 and 1980 , Orkin undertook an extensive expense
reduction program before deciding, in February 1980 , to increase the
annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts. Also , (22J during February
1980 , Orkin increased by 40% the annual renewal fees on post- 1975
customers whose contracts contained an express provision permitting

such increases. (RX 46A- D; RX 42A-

43. Prior to making his decision to increase the annual renewal fees
of customers holding pre- 1975 contracts and pre- 1975 guarantees
Gary Rollins presented a synopsis of issues (dated February 7 1980)
on the subject of the increase to R. Randall Rollins , who was then
President of Rollins. (Rollins Dep. pp. 73- , 85 , 86 and Dep. Ex. 12)
In part , the synopsis contained the following:
Please find below and attached my analysis of the " pros
the renewal amount afour prc- 1975

and cons "

regarding raising

termite customers.

PROS
1. Potential income increase

of 82 286

614

(#232

969 accounts valued at $6

017,406

X 40% increase less 5% cancellations)
CONS
L A

few customers advised by salesmen and literature that renewal amount would

be fixed.

2. State regulatory agencies (Pest Control , Consumer Protection , etcJ could interpret
our contract in some cases to imply the renewal amount is fixed. Those who obtain old

proposal information wil discover we put this in writing.
3. Our longer term employees might feel that we are going back on our word.
4. There could be customer lawsuits and complaints.

OPTIONS
1. Leave as is.

2. Write customers and put on voJuntary basis.
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3. Meet with individual state regulatory and consumer groups to obtain understanding and raise.
4. Raise and handle exceptions.
(Rollins Dep. Ex. 12) (23)

44. Gary Rollins ' recommendation to R. Randall Rollins , with which
R. Randall Rollins concurred , was option 4 above , to raise the annual
renewal fees and handle the exceptions. (Rollins Dep. pp. 73 , 78-79)

45. Gary Rollins was aware of the Orkin 12 promotion at the time
he wrote his synopsis to R. Randall Rollins. Literature containing
point 6 ofthe Orkin 12 promotion was an attachment to Gary Rollins
synopsis to R. Randall Rollins. (Rollins Dep. pp. 78-80 and Dep. Ex.
12)

46. In 1980 , Orkin sent notices to approximately 207 000 customers
holding pre- 1975 contracts or pre- 1975 guarantees , that Orkin was
increasing the annual renewal fees over the amount specified in those

customers ' contracts or guarantees. (RIR 23; Raymond Dep. pp. 224
239 and Dep. Ex. 46) All customers were notified of the increase well
prior to their respective renewal dates. (Raymond Dep. Ex. 16 (Beginning in August - October renewals

J; RIR 25)

47. The notice of the increase of annual fees stated:
Dear Customer:

Thank you for being an Orkin customer and allowing us to protect your home against
wood infesting organisms. We re sure you agree this protection is as important as
homeowner and fire insurance , but it is much less expensive.

Through the past few years we have improved productivity to absorb our increased
costs of gasoline , petroleum products , labor and increased government regulations.
However , these increased operating expenses can no longer be totally absorbed while
maintaining the high quality
of service you deserve. Therefore , to maintain this quality
protection , we now find it necessary to increase your annual renewal fee to the amount
indicated on the enclosed Termite Renewal Invoice. We hope you understand we would

not increase your renewal fee unless it was absolutely necessary.
Again , thank you for your patronage and understanding. Should you have a question
concerning this matter , please contact your local branch manager as he can best assist
you.
Sincerely,
Is/Ron
Kimbell
Director of Customer Service (24)

(Raymond Dep. pp. 89 , 94 and Dep. Ex. 16 (at A00974j)
Ron Kimbell was never an offcer of Orkin. (Kimbell Dep. p. 53)
48. Notices reflecting increased annual renewal fees were sent to
customers holding pre- 1975 contracts from Orkin s Home Offce locat-
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ed at 2170 Piedmont Road , N. , Atlanta , Georgia , and were transmitted by regular mail, along with first renewal notices two months prior
to the renewal date. (RIR 25) Orkin began sending the notices concerning the increase of annual fees in August , 1980 , for customers
whose renewal month was October , 1980. (Raymond Dep. pp. 89 , 25254 and Dep. Exs. 16 , 49)

49. Customers holding pre- 1975 contracts or pre- 1975 guarantees
whom notices were sent were located in the following states:
Alaska
Alabama
Arkansas
Arizona

Mississippi
Montana

California

New Jersey
New Mexico
New Yark

Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Iowa
Illinois

to

Nebraska
North Carolina

Nevada
Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

Indiana

South Dakota

Kansas

Tennessee

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Texas
Utah
Virginia

Wisconsin
West Virginia
Wyoming

(RIR 26)

50. The annual fees for pre- 1975 contracts were increased to a
minimum 01'$25. 00 or by 40%, whichever was greater. (Raymond Dep.
pp. 89 , 252- 54 and Dep. Exs. 16 , 49)

51. Orkin received communications from customers and customers
attorneys that expressed their beliefthat Orkin did not have the right

to increase annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts. (Kimbell Dep.
pp. 42- 45 and Dep. Ex. 10; Raymond Dep. pp. 108- 109; CX 291 , 292A, 293 , 294 , 295A- , 296A- , 297- 300 , 302 , 303A- , 304-306 , 307A308A- , 309A- B) Orkin s records indicate that as of May, 1981 , its

Customer Service department had received complaints about the increase in the annual renewal (25) fees on its pre- 1975 contracts from
less than 2% of its affected customers. This may not be a complete
total of complaints received by Orkin since those complaints received
by the branch offces may not be included in this total. Additionally
the total of 5700 customers who had their increased annual renewal
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fees rolled back had to complain to receive any action. (F. 67 , 58-0;
RX 73; Rollns Dep. p. 119) Orkin has taken the position when customers have complained to it concerning the increase of annual fees for

pre- 1975 contracts that Orkin had a right to increase the annual
renewal fee. (Rollns Dep. p. 148 and Dep. Ex. 31; F. 51-53; Raymond

Dep. pp. 264-267 and Dep. Ex. 56)
52. Orkin had a policy of returning payments of customers who paid

the amount specified in their contracts rather than the increased
amount. (Kimbell Dep. pp. 68-69 and Dep. Ex. 14; Raymond Dep. p.
210; EX 288 , 289B , 292A , 308A , 309B)
53. Concerning the increase of annual renewal fees for pre- 1975

contracts , Ron Kimbell , Director of Rollins Customer Service , in a
letter dated August 11 , 1980 , wrote to Gary Rollins that:
Several of the customers ' phone calls and letters implied some things that caused me
to review the contracts used from 1968 to present. Some of the contracts said:
.... including Annual Reinspcctions upon payment of the initial charges and Annual
thereaftRenewal payment of $
and each -

starting

er.

form 225 Rev. 11/70
form 1"- 19

135 Rev. 11/

. Its coverage , including annual reinspections will be efTcctive for a period of
years upon payment of the initial charges and thereafter so long as renewal payments
of$_
are made annually. No form # , approximately 1974.
in - - - - - upon payment
upon payment of $- -- - beginning in

. . . . wil be reinspected
thereafter in

of $-

and annually

Rev 3/68
After reviewing these contracts (not the guarantees) I have concluded that the pre- 1975
increase is more questionable than ever. Several of the statements are leaning more
towards the implication of no increase ever , than a possible increase at a later date.

Based upon my experience I would say the decision to increase these accounts (even
though we (26) need the revenue) will lead us down a path quite unpopular with our
customers , the media , and the consumer groups. Angry comments from several customers , one of which was an attorney leads me to conclude we could end up in court on
this. One possibility this could lead to would be one " pioneer " taking us to court for
all consumers that have been " damaged" by this action. I fully understand the reason
and need for this increase , yet I request that this program be suspended immediately
until such time as all parties involved (Legal , Public Relations , Customer Service
Orkin , Finance , etc.) can meet and discuss the repercussions of this program. T can
support any program Orkin decides on , yet I feel we should all have a unified approach
and understanding of this most delicate matter. May I hear from you?

(Kimbell , Dep. pp. 17 42-46 and Dep. Ex. 10; Raymond Dep. p. 103 and
Dep. Ex. 18) This letter was

written at the time the increase in annual

renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts was being implemented. (F. 46 , 47
supra.
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54. John Raymond , Orkin s Director of Administrative Operations,
has testified that " Ron Kimbell' s job was to be like an ombudsman for
the customer. His job was to make us aware of what the customers

were saying, how they felt about things. He did his job very well.
(Raymond Dep. p. 103) Mr. Kimbell' s request for a suspension of the
increase

of annual

renewal fees for pre- 1975

customers was not grant-

ed. (Raymond Dep. pp. 103- 104)
55. James M. Schneider , Rollns General Counsel , testified on February 8 , 1985 , that during the fall of 1978 he was shown an Orkin
contract and asked whether there was a basis for increasing the
renewal price. His reaction was stated as follows:
Well , I looked at the contract , and I recall that my reaction was the reaction that-or

my initial reaction was that of most people that reviewed the contract , I didn t

see

ufThand a basis for increasing the prices. The provision concerning the renewal prices
appeared to be ofinrlefinite duration using words like " hereafter " or " thereafter " and
my instant or immediate reaction was there simply was not a basis for increasing the
prices.

(James M. Schneider Dep. p. 19)

56. Orkin used a form letter in responding to numerous customers
who inquired about the increase ofthe annual renewal fee. The letter
explained the rationale behind the increase. (Kimbell Dep. pp. 27-

65- 72 and Dep. Exs. 6 , 13- 16; Rollns Dep. pp. 179- 181

and Dep. Exs.

42-43; CX 264A- , 266A- , 267 A- , (27) 268A- , 269A- , 270A271A- , 273A- , 274A- , 275A- , 276A- , 277A- , 278A- , 279A280A- , 281A- , 282A- , 283A- , 284A- , 285A- , 286A- B) In part

the form letter stated:
While our contracts prior to 1975 did not specifically mention increases , we believe that
following a reasonable term of absorbing losses due to the impact of inflation , this

increase is both consistent with law and reasonable business standards.
we appreciate your concern and hope that yOu now understand our position and will
submit your renewal payment to keep your coverage in force.

(Kimbell Dep. Ex. 6)
This form letter made no mention of exceptions being made to the
increase of the annual renewal fees.
(Ibid.
57. John Raymond has been Orkin s Director of Administrative
Operations since 1976. In that position he has been responsible for the
administrative procedures used by Orkin , and for supervision of sev.
eral departments , including Orkin s Policy and Procedures Department. (Raymond Dep. pp. 4- 6) In a memorandum dated August 13
1980 , John Raymond wrote to Orkin s branch managers concerning
the increase of annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts and the one

, ",...

.''- """".

,a '.LH
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exception to the increase which customers could invoke. In part , he
wrote:
If a customer tells you that our pre- 1975 contract does not allow for an increase , you
should explain that prior to the inflation spiral , practically no one had this provision
in the contracts. Recent legal rulings interpret this as meaning that the renewal fee
shall remain unchanged for a
rea.o;onahleperiod
which we interpret to be no more than
five years.

If the customer states they have sales literature that specifically states there will not
be an increase in the renewal fee ,

you should ask them to read the statement to you.

the
renewal fee would never increase. This statement was in the " Orkin 12 Point Plan.
The statement , point number 6 says:
Some customers sold between 1967 and 1968 were given a pamphlet that stated

6. Lifetime Guarantee.
Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual (28)
reinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against termite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection is very modest and
never increases. In case of a sale , t.he guarantee is transferable.

Jfany of your customers tell you they have a pamphlet in their possession that prohibits
an increase you should ask them to read to you the exact wording. If the wording is
not verbatum (sicJ as stated in " point 6" above they are , in fact , eligible for an increase.

If their material docs have this statement , and you confirm it , then tell the customer
a computer mistake was made and a corrected bill will be sent. Ask them not to pay

unti a correct bill is received.

(Raymond Dep. pp. 4- , 105- 107 and Dep. Ex. 19) (emphasis in original)
58. In a memorandum dated December 11 , 1980 , John Raymond

wrote to branch managers that Orkin was wiling to make further
exceptions to the increase of annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts. In part , he wrote:
It is not our desire to stand in judgment of the motives and memories of our customers.
While we believe most of our customers were little concerned with the modest price of
the renewal at this earlier time , we are wiling to maintain the old renewal price for
customers who state that at the time of purchase they relied on either a sales presentation or they construed the specific wording of the contract to provide that the renewal
price would not be increased. We believe we are going beyond the letter as well as the

spirit of the law in this matter and are willng to make this commitment provided that
this exception to the general price increase is not abused.

We are willing to make exceptions to give certain customers the benefit of the doubt.
While we intend to be flexible in our evaluations , you should be alert to any abuses
particularly where complaints from customers exceed 1 % of the affected customer
base. You should be sensitive to potential abuses and discuss the matter with your
District Manager. This exception program should be (29) administered fairly and consistently in the interest of all our customers as well as the company.
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(Rollins Dep. pp. 125-28 and Dep. Ex. 23)
59. Attached to Mr. Raymond' s memorandum of December 11
1980 , were procedures for granting this exception to the increase of
annual renewal fees. These procedures contained the following:
PROCEDURES FOR HA:-DLING - RENEWAL PRICE INCREASE EXCEPTIONS

1. The company will continue to bill for the renewal increase.
2. In the event of any complaints , the Branch will attempt to explain and justify this
increase to OUf customers.

3. However , if a customer will not accept the rationale for the increase , we wil honor

their position and hold the renewal at the original rate provided
the customer wil
represent
in writing
his understanding at the time his or her contract was made. This
is an exception and should be granted to those customers who bought our termite

contract with the understanding that the renewal fee was set and not subject to change.
4. In such cases , the Branch Manager will advise the customer that their case will
be reviewed as an exception , and wil be submitted to the District Manager for consideration. Whether the inquiry is by phone or by letter , the attached Letter # 1 should be
prepared by the Branch (each letter to be neatly typed on your Branch Letterhead and
signed by the Branch Manager) and sent to the customer. Please note that this letter
requires a response from the customer stating that as a condition of sale , he or she
believed that the renewal fee was not subject to change. Include a return envelope with
your letter for the customer s convenience.
5. The Branch should forward all written customer responses to the District Manager. The District Manager should evaluate the reasonableness of the customer s position.
Assuming the District Manager determines that the customer s position is correct , he
wil notify the Branch that the renewal price will be returned to the old amount. The
Branch (30) will so advise the customer of the decision to maintain the old renewal price
with attached Letter *' 2.

(Rollins Dep. Ex. 23 rat A00075, A00077J) (emphasis in original)
The letters # 1 and # 2 referred to in the foregoing were as follows:

Letter #1
Dear Customer:

Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding our termite renewal price increase. We
understand your feelings in this matter and as indicated below , we are wiling to make
exceptions for the benefit of our customers from the general price increase previously
announced. Before we discuss such exceptions , please allow us the opportunity to
further explain our position.

At Orkin , as everywhere else , inflation meets us at each turn. Over the years we have
increased employee productivity and reduced expenses , yet the inflation rate has far
overshadowed our own internal efforts in fighting inflation. In 1975 , we clearly recognized the total effects inflation brings. Beginning in 1975 our service contracts clearly
explained that the renewal fee could increase at some time in the future. Of course
this is directly related to the inflation spiral and no one knows when it will stop.
Prior to 1975 , and even as early as the late 1960'

, few people had any concern for

inflation as we do now. In those times no one had automatic rate increase factored in
their contracts. While our service contracts prior to 1975 did not specifically mention
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price increases , we believe that , following a reasonable term , this increase is a fair and
reasonable business practice. We further had our legal stafTreview this point and they
believe we are on sound legal ground in requesting a price increase.
Since the late 1960' s

we have maintained the price line. Now , and only as a last resort

we decided to increase these accounts. However , the increased renewal will still not
bring us even with inflation and is well below our current renewal charge. We certainly

want to keep your business , and believe this increase is reasonable in the light oftorlay
economic condition. (31)
As indicated above ,

we arc wiling to make certain exceptions. If 0) at the time you
entered into your contract with Orkin you were advised by our sales representative
that your renewal price could not be increased at any time in the future or (2) at the
time of purchase you reached the same conclusion based on your reading of the materials supplied to you , Orkin wil maintain for you the fixed renewal price. We are wiling
to take our customers at their word and are relying on their honesty. Kindly write and

advise us as to whether you relied on either a statement by our sales representative
or the contractual materials supplied to the affect (sic) that your renewal price would

not be increased as a condition of entering into the contract with Orkin. Please address
your letter to me. Your letters will receive prompt review and decision. It is important
that you notify us in writing so that a request for exception can be evaluated and
processed.
As our customer ,

we want to keep you satisfied. Please let us hear from you in this

matter.
Sincerely,

Branch Manager
(Rollins Dep. Ex. 23 (at A00079J)
Letter

Dear Customer:

Your letter regarding your renewal price increase has been carefully considered.
As we mentioned earlier , we feel that our contract gives Orkin the right to increase
your renewal amount; however , we want to be fair. Because of the conditions in your
case , we are willing to make an exception.

Your satisfaction as a customer is our most important concern , so we wil maintain
your renewal fee at the original rate. Enclosed is a corrected renewal statement for
your payment. As soon as we receive your payment we wil submit a change request
to reduce your renewal fee to the original amount. In the meantime , if you receive a
renewal statement at the higher amount

please diBregard.

(32)

We appreciate your business and we look forward to continuing to serve you.
Sincerely,

Branch Manager

(Rollns Dep. Ex. 23 (at A00080J) (emphasis in original)
60. In a memorandum dated April 28 , 1981 , Linda Morton , Orkin
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Manager of Policy and Procedure, wrote Orkin s branch , district and
regional offces and stated , in part:
The increase of termite renewals for our older customers sold from January 1940
through December 1974 will end with the billing ofaur September renewal customers
in July 1981.

Until then we will stil need to address the problem of decreasing those customers who
have a legitimate argument for not wanting to accept a price increase. The procedure
for decreasing termite renewals was sent out by John Raymond - Orkin Operations December 11 , 1980.

The following procedure is a revision of that memo so please read it carefully. It is
intended to simplify the process.

A. Please be sure to follow the procedure carefully in order to be sure that the

customer s account in handled properly.

NOTE: This does not apply to contracts sold in 1975 or later. Beginning in 1975 our
contract gave us the right to increase after five years. Those renewals are not to be
decreased.
1. When the customer calls , determine the year of completion. If it is before 1975
attempt to explain and justify the increase to the customer.
2. If the customer strongly objects to the increase on the grounds that they were told

at the time of sale that the renewal fee would never increase , explain that you will need
to send them a letter from your Branch Manager and that you can decrease the renewal
fee upon receipt of a written request from them.

(Raymond Dep. pp. 170- 172 and Dep. Ex. 27; RIR 54 , pp. 32- 33)

(33)

The letter from the branch manager referred to in point 2 above
A00079) set forth in
Raymond Dep. Ex. 27 , letter # 1 rat A05280j,
with
letter # 1 , Rol1ns Dep. Ex. 23 rat A00079J, as set forth in F. 59)
61. In a memorandum dated March 2 , 1981 , R. M. Russell , VicePresident of Government Relations for Orkin , suggested to Gary Rol-

was identical to letter # 1 (Rollins Dep. Ex. 23 at

F. 59

supra. (Compare

lins that customers whose contracts were entered into in 1968 should

no longer be sent notices for increased annual renewal fees. In part
he wrote:
As we are now primarily through our renewal increase program , I think it might be
to our advantage to consider dropping 1968 contracts towards renewal increase for the

remainder of the program. This would give us some base to show our good intent in any
future litigation regarding this program. Even if we do stop now , all months wil have
received two or more notices. In my opinion , the possible reduction in renewal collections would be worthwhile towards our future negotiations and possible litigation.

(Russell Dep. pp. 3- , 75- 78 and Dep. Ex. 17; see
71- 75 and Dep. Ex. 16)
62. From August 1981 through July 1982 ,

also

Russell Dep. pp.

Orkin rolled back the
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increase of annual renewal fees of customers who had entered into
their pre- 1975

contracts in 1968. (Raymond Dep. pp. 180- 184 and Dep.

Ex. 32) Customers were notified ofthe rollback by an insert included
in the renewal notice that was sent two months prior to the anniver-

sary month of their contracts. Customers who had previously paid an
increased rate were given credit for the amount ufthe increase. (Ray.
mond Dep. Ex. 32) In part , the insert stated:
Your annual renewal fee was increased last year for the first time since you contracted for Orkin s services in 1968. The justification for the increase was provided at that
time.

We have subsequently learned that a marketing program may have been used in
your locality in 1968 which could have led you to believe that the amount of your
termite renewal premium would never increase. We do not know whether you were
of this program at the time you contracted for Orkin s services. However , we at
Orkin believe that the simplest and fairest course is to maintain your renewal premium
at the amount initially described in your contract. You are receiving with the current
invoice , a credit equal to the increase (34) that was posted last year. Your next year
aware

renewal wil be at the original rate.

(Ibid. The " marketing program " referred to in the insert discussed
above was the " Orkin 12" promotion (Raymond Dep. p. 181), which
was known to Orkin management at the time the decision to increase
the annual renewal fees was made. (F. 45)
63. Approximately 15 , 832 customers had their annual renewal fees
returned to the level specified in their contracts because ofthe Orkin
12 promotion. (RIR 29b)

64. By May 25 1981 , Orkin had received payments of annual renew257 629 in excess of the sum of the amounts specified in

al fees 01'$1

pre- 1975 contracts of customers who paid their increased annual
renewal fees. (Raymond Dep. pp. 216-224 , 232- 236 and Dep. Exs. 43
41 (at A00889J (" 3. $ INCREASE PAID THROUGH 5/25/81 UPDATE $1 257 629))
65. By May 25 1981 , Orkin had received payments of annual renewal fees of $113 615 in excess of the sum of the amounts specified in
pre- 1975 contracts of customers who entered into their contracts in
1968 and who paid their annual renewal fee. (Raymond Dep. Ex. 44
(at A00175)) As of November , 1981 , approximately 170 000 customers
or 82. 1 %, of pre- 1975 customers had paid the increased price or the

frozen price. Other statistics indicate that as high as 87% of such
customers had paid. (Rollins Dep. Ex. 46) During its fiscal year ending
on June 30 1983 , by June 20 1983 , Orkin had received payments of
annual renewal fees of $959 158 in excess of the sum of the amounts
specified in pre-

1975 contracts of customers who paid their annual

renewal fees. (CX 138P) Orkin has estimated its increased renewal
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revenue through 1984 from its pre- 1975 customers to be $7 515 764.
(CX 195B)

66. By August 1 , 1984 , Orkin had approximately 164 402 customers
with pre- 1975 contracts or pre- 1975 guarantees. (RA 20) Approximately 142 902 customers were paying increased fees as of this date
(164 402 less 21 500). Orkin s cancellation rate on its termite contracts
is normally 5. 8% overall and 5. 2% on contracts that have been in
force over five years. (RX 40A) Orkin contends that its cancellation

rate on its pre- 1975

contracts following its 1980 increase in their

annual renewal fees was approximately 5. 0%. (RX 135S) However

this percentage is calculated by using only a five month period of
cancellations whereas the denominator was the total of all renewals.
The exhibit relied upon by Orkin shows that there were 10 739 cancellations during a five-month period, October , 1980 through February
1981. (RX 135S) This would be equivalent to a cancellation rate in

excess of 12%. As of August 1 , 1984 , the actual cancellation rate of
pre- 1975 customers was approximately 5% per year (207 000 customers as of August 1980 less 164 402 customers as of August 1 , 1984
600 divided by 207 000 equals 20. 5%).
(35)
67. By June of1984 , respondent had approximately 5700 customers

equals 42 600 cancellations-42

with pre- 1975 contracts or pre- 1975 guarantees whose annual renewal fees had been rolled back to the amount indicated in their contract

or guarantee , not including those customers who had entered into
F. 58-60; Respondent' s Motion
contracts in 1968.
(See
for Access , pp. 1- 5 (fied June 28 , 1984); Raymond Dep. pp. 210-211
105- 108 and Dep. Exs. 19 , 22) As of August 1984 , a total of approxi-

their pre- 1975

mately 21 500 pre- 1975

customers had their annual renewal fees re-

turned to the amount specified in their contracts under Orkin
accommodation "

programs. (Childs '

Aff. 11 8)

68. After Orkin had raised the annual renewal fees for pre- 1975
contracts , Orkin considered making additional increases in the annual renewal fees of pre- 1975 contracts. These latter increases did not
occur. (Raymond Dep. pp. 187- 192 , 262- 264 and Dep. Exs. 33 , 34 , 55;
Rollins Dep. pp. 171- 76 and Dep. Exs. 38 , 39)
69. After Orkin had raised the annual renewal fees for pre- 1975

contracts , Gary Rollns asked John Raymond to consider ways to
convert pre- 1975 customers to a new contract that would permit
Orkin to raise the renewal fees again in the future. (Raymond Dep.
pp. 239- 240 and Dep. Ex. 46; Rollns Dep. pp. 197- 201 and Dep. Ex.
46)

70. Orkin has comprehensive guidelines and procedures covering
virtually every aspect and phase of its termite control services business. (RIR 46) Orkin s guidelines and standards for the quality of

._--
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services rendered under its termite guarantees have not differed de-

pending on whether or not the consumer s termite contract was a

pre- 1975 contract. (RIR 46) Orkin has never considered a plan or
proposal to reduce the quality of services rendered under its pre- 1975
guarantees. (RIR 47; Rollins Dep. pp. 72- 73; Raymond Dep. p. 121)

71. Concerning the feasibility of a pre- 1975 customer switching to

another termite control company for the same guarantee as Orkin
provided, Gary Rollins testified as follows:
Do you have an opinion as to the feasibility ofa pre- 1975 customer switching to another
termite control company and that company providing the same guarantee as Orkin for
the annual fee stated in the customer s Orkin guarantee?

MR. STATON: The original annual fee?
MS. ALPHIN: The original

annual fee

stated in the Orkin guarantee.

THE WITNESS, I would doubt that. (36)
BY MS. ALPHIN,
Q. You would doubt that a company would do that for a customer; is that correct?
A. That' s right.
(Rollins Dep. p. 210)

72. According to the Consumer Price Index , between 1966 and 1980

the cumulative inflation rate was over 170%. (RX

686) Costs ofprovid-

ing termite protection services rose constantly between 1966 and
1980. (Hromada Afr. n 6; Nolen Alf. n 9) During the period June

30

1975 to June 30 1979 , Orkin s termite related costs increased 48.4%.
(RX 45A , 46A , 48B , 650C; Rollins Dep. p. 51) However , Orkin has

continued to realize a profit on its renewal business. (RX 650C) Based
on the costs of providing termite renewal service in 1984 , if Orkin
were required to roll back all its pre- 1975 customers to their initial
annual renewal price , Orkin would experience an average loss per
pre- 1975 account per year of $10. 93. (RX 649) Based on the costs of
providing termite renewal service in 1984 ,

annual renewal price ,

even with the increased

Orkin lost an average of $2. 91 per pre- 1975
contract. (RX 649) Ifinflation continues and Orkin is prohibited from

increasing its annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts , its losses on
these accounts wil continue to increase. (Boudreaux Alf. n 4) Orkin
pre- 1975 customers represent approximately one- third of its termite

control services customers, but account for only one-fourth of its termite renewal revenues. These proportions will drop naturally over
the years through attrition. (RX 94C)
73. Offcials of at least seventeen states have questioned the legaliy
of Orkin s increase of the annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts
and pre- 1975 guarantees. These states are Arkansas , Arizona , California , Florida , Georgia , Ilinois , Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana , Mary-
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land. Minnesota , Missouri , North Carolina, South Carolina , Texas
Virginia , and West Virginia. (RX 201A, 208B , 21lA , 560 , 579, 657A
658 659 , 660A , 661A- , 662A- , 663A- , 664 , 665A- , 666A- , 667A, 668A- , 669A- B, 670A- F; CX 200A , 203A- B, 228A- , 248A- , 388)
74. In a letter dated January 15 , 1981 , Roger W. Giles , Assistant
Attorney General of Arkansas (CX 200A- B), wrote to Orkin:
The Arkansas State Plant Board has forwarded to this offce information relating to
several complaints against Orkin Exterminating Company as a result of the company
failure to comply with the terms of Orkin s Lifetime Guarantee. Several individuals
have complained to the State Plant Board that Orkin has refused to accept the annual
renewal fee stated in the Lifetime Guarantee (37) Contract and that the company has
increased the annual fee , thereby breaching the original agreement.
In addition to these complaints, this offce has also received information concerning
your attempt to increase annual fees on Lifetime Guarantee Contracts in North Carolina and the correspondence with the North Carolina Attorney General's

Offce. This

offce is in agreement with their opinion that the Lifetime Guarantee Contracts are
valid , and that any contract modification can only be accomplished with the consent
of both parties.

Therefore , this offce must insist that the contracts entered into with the residents of
the State of Arkansas be perfeJrmed in accordance with their original terms.
(CX 200A)

In a letter dated March 9 , 1981 , Mr. Giles wrote to Orkin:
This letter will confirm our phone conversation of this date in which Rollns Inc. and
the Arkansas State Plant Board agreed as follows:
1. Orkin Lifetime Guarantee contracts entered into prior to 1975

which

did not

specifically state that the annual renewal would increase wil continue to be serviced
at the rate stated on the contract if a representation was made to the purchaser at the
time of sale that the annual renewal fee would not be increased.

2. Any individual who did receive the representation can continue to receive service
from Orkin at the same rate by furnishing Orkin with a signed statement so stating.

The Arkansas State Plant Board and this offce wil be advising everyone who has
made an inquiry or who makes an inquiry in the future ofthis understanding with your
Company.

(RX 658)

75. In a letter dated April 13 , 1981 , to Orkin , Annette M. Lassalle,
Staff Attorney, Louisiana Department of Justice , stated , in part:
ft is the opinion of this offce that Orkin is bound by the renewaJ fees as stipulated
in each client' s contract. Hence , if any client has paid (38) a fee over that stipulated
in his contract, he has overpaid and is due a refund by Orkin.

At this time we ask that you review your records and make the necessary adjustments or refunds to Louisiana c1ients.
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(CX 203A)

76. Enclosed with Ms. Lassalle s letter of April 13 , 1981 , was a copy
of Louisiana Attorney General's Opinion Number 81- , which stat-

, in part:
The facts are as follows: Orkin has entered into a number of individual contracts with
customers providing pest control service on an annual basis. These contracts stipulate
that they may be renewed yearly for a renewal fee specified in each contract. Orkin

now seeks to increase the stated renewal fee on the basis that their operating costs have
increased. The contracts in question have absolutely no provisions for escalation of
renewal fees.

Considering Louisiana Civil Code articles and case law , it is the opinion of this offce
that Orkin is bound by their stipulated contract renewal fee and may not escalate that
rate in contracts which do not have a ratc escalation clause.

(CX 203B)

77. The State of Louisiana has brought suit against Orkin as a
result of Orkin s increasing the annual renewal fees ofpre- 1975 con-

tracts. In part , the suit seeks reinstatement of the annual renewal
fees stated in the contracts and refunds of annual renewal fees collect-

ed by Orkin from customers whose fees were in excess of those stated
in their contracts. (CX 205A- Z16)
78. In a letter dated April 10, 1981 , Jay Laurence Lenrow , Assistant
Attorney General of the State of Maryland ,

wrote to James

Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins (Schneider Dep. p. 4), about
Orkin s obligations under its pre- 1975 contracts. Mr. Lenrow wrote:
It is the opinion ofthis offce that the contracts used by Orkin create a duty on the
part of Orkin to renew its guaranty and inspect the home of any person tendering the
pre- established Annual Renewal Fec.
(39)

This letter shall serve as notice pursuant to Md. Com. Law Code Ann. * 13--02 (1975)

that the State of Maryland is offering your client the opportunity to conciliate this
matter. Your failure to conciliate will force this offce to seek injunctive and other relief
pursuant to Md. Com. Law Code Ann. * 13--06 (1975).
(CX 211A-

In a letter dated May 18 , 1981 , John Henry Lewin , Jr. , of Venable,
Baetjer and Howard in Baltimore , wrote to Mr. Lenrow the following:
This wjJl respond to your request for a statement of position by our client , Rollins
Exterminating Co. , known here as Orkin.

The jurisdiction of the Attorney General is limited to those practices covered by the
13- 101 et seq. This legislaConsumer Protection Act , Md. Ann. Code , Com l Law Art.
tion was enacted in response to the " mounting concern over the increase of deceptive
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practices in connection with sales of merchandise and services and the extension of
credit. " Section 13- 102 (a). Further , the prohibited practices are defincd as the " sale
of any consumer goods or consumer services; " and the " extension of consumer

credit or the collection of consumer debts.

deceptive trade practices ,

" Section 13- 303.

The unfair or

13- 301 , enumerate those practices
which would wrongfully induce a person to enter a contract- situations where , had the
consumer known what the seller meant or intended , he would have had a different view
listed in some detail in

of the deal.

In the Orkin situation , however , there has been no violation of the Act. There have been
no unfair or deceptive trade practices. Orkin fully intended to provide exactly the

services sold at the price stated at the time of entering the contract. Orkin in no way
misled or deceived any customer. Both parties to each contract had exactly the same
view of the agreement-annual service at a fixed price.

(CX 212A-

In a letter dated October 3 , 1984 , Roger C. Wolf; Special Assistant
Attorney General of the State of Maryland , wrote to Mr. Christian
Achstetter (apparently an Orkin customer): (40)

The Federal Trade Commission has brought an action against Orkin and rather than
duplicate efforts we are waiting the results of their action.

(CX 410)

79. In a letter dated October 23 , 1980 , Rebecca R. Bevacqua, Assistant Attorney General of tbe State of North Carolina , wrote to Mr.
Schneider of Orkin that:
L.ifetime
Control and
Repair Guaranty which calls for annual reinspections upon payment of a set fee. The
contract is neither perpetual nor indefinite in duration , being clearly limited by the
term " Lifetime. " Thus , the general rules you cited regarding contracts of indefinite
The contract between Orkin and Mr. Schrimper is one for a

duration are inapplicable.
With regard to the fundamental equities involved , you have failed to take note of one
very important consideration; Orkin used the set annual inspection fee as a key selling
point for these pre- 1974 contracts. The fact that they could continue to pay only $20
a year was a material consideration justifiably relied on by Mr. Schrimper and other
pre- 1974 customers when they chose to contract with Orkin. We think a court would
find it highly inequitable for Orkin to now claim that the contract does not mean what
it led customers to believe it meant at the time it was signed.

We are not unsympathetic with the problems your company faces as a result of inflation. However , the fact that a party to a contract later discovers he made a bad bargain
has never been grounds for rescission of the contract or unilateral changing of its terms.
Therefore , our position in this matter is that Orkin cannot increase its renewal prices
on pre- 1974 contracts unless the increase is agreed to by the customer.

(CX 218A-
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In a letter dated December 9 1980 , the Offce of the North Carolina
Attorney General wrote:

We agree that all pre- 1974 (sic) customers who (whether because ufthe wording of
statements in other documents furnished to them by Orkin , or state-

their contracts ,

ments made by Orkin personnel) relied on the fact that their annual renewal fees

(41)

would remain set and who objected to the increase would be allowed to continue paying

the renewal fce stipulated in their contract.

(RX 667 A-

In a letter dated April 13 , 1981 , Alan S. Hirsch , Assistant Attorney
General of the State of North Carolina , wrote to Jay Laurence Lenrow , Assistant Attorney General ofthe State of Maryland , which was
carbon copied to James Schneider , Rollns ' General Counsel:
This is in response to your letter of April 8 , concerning Orkin Exterminating Company.

Enclosed you wil find two letters , one dated October 23 and the other December 9
1980 , concerning this matter. 'l' he first letter indicates our position in regard to the
legal justification of increasing Orkin contract rates. The second l,,tter indicates an
enforcement decision on our part not to pursue the matter in regard to those individuals that do not affrmatively object to the increase in rates. That we have made this
enforcement decision in no way changes our view that Orkin is probably required to
live by the letter of those contracts.
I spoke to Jim Schneider of Orkin today and reaffrmed this position. I also informed

Mr. Schneider that we in North Carolina reserved the right to reevaluate our enforcement decision should litigation in other states indicate our legal opinion is correct.
(CX 222 , 351A-

In a letter dated April 14 1981 , James Schneider wrote to Alan
Hirsch:
Thank you very much for giving me the courtesy ofa telephone call yesterday concerning your communications with Mr. Lenrow orthe Maryland Attorney General's Offce.
Frankly, I was extremely upset concerning Mr. Lenrow s comments that I had advised

him that North Carolina had approved my legal interpretation concerning Orkin
pre- 1975 contracts. As we discussed yesterday, this statement simply is not the least
bit accurate , and I would not be so foolish as to misrepresent the same.
I am enclosing a copy or my letter to Mr. Lenrow dated April 3 , 1981 which sets forth
our accommodation program which was deCided upon in concept prior to the written
settlement with North (42) Carolina. As you wil observe from the next to last paragraph , I am indicating that the modification has been accepted as a basis for resolving
the issue with North Carolina as well as other jurisdictions. I ' am including a copy of

a typical letter utilized with various jurisdictions to describe our modification program.

I certainly hope that you wil believe me when I say that at no time in the course of
any communications , written or oral, with the State of Maryland or any other jurisdiction did I state that North Carolina or any other state had accepted our opinion as to
the duration or meaning of Orkin s contracts.
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(CX 220A-

80. In a letter dated January 27 , 1981 , the Offce of Pima County
(Arizona) Attorney, Consumer Protection- Economic Crime Division
wrote:
As your letter indicates that Orkin wil treat its pre- 1974 Arizona customers on the
same basis as its North Carolina customers pursuant to an agreement with the Attorney General ufthe State of North Carolina , the above-referenced matter is deemed to
have been settled in the public interest , and we will , therefore , dose our fie.

(RX 659)

81. In a letter dated December 11 , 1980 , Philip L. Fairbanks , Assis-

tant Attorney General of the State of South Carolina, wrote Mr.
Schneider that:
Simply stated , I believe the contracts we are concerned with are not perpetual. While
the durational element is not fixed in terms ofa particular number of years , it is clear
that what the parties intended was a " lifetime guarantee " the lifetime being that of
the home. This interpretation is borne out by explicit language contained in various
of the documents involved. Given this conclusion , the case law relating to the enforceability of perpetual contracts is inapposite.

On the basis of the foregoing considerations, the position of this offce is that Orkin
unilateral alteration of the price term in its Lifetime (43) Guarantee Contracts violates
the South Carolina Unfair Practices Act.
(CX 228A-

82. In a letter dated February 24 , 1981 , George W. Stokes , Assistant
Attorney General of the State of West Virginia , wrote Orkin that:
The Consumer Protection Division of the Attorney General' s Offce has under inves-

tigation your increase in annual inspection renewal fees under your termite agreements.
We have received complaints from difTcrent geographical areas of our State concerning your increase in such fees. The following allegations have been made against Orkin:
On or about May 6 , 1968 , you executed a " Termite Agreement" with one Mildred

White , 1533 Smith Street , Milton , West Virginia 25541. The property was later acquired by Ernest R. Wheeler. The contract provided for " a nominal annual inspection
fee of only $17. 00. " This fee was paid annually until the year 1981 , at which time you
increased the fee to $25. 75.

On or about October 21 , 1974 , you executed a termite agreement with Mr. Frank
Ruble , 816 Mulberry, Elizabeth , West Virginia 26143 , which provided for an annual
renewal fee of$30. 00. This fee was paid each year. In the year 1981 , you increased this
annual fee to $43. 26.
On or about October 10 , 1974 , you executed a termite agreement with Barry Wood

Paw Paw , West Virginia 25434 , which provided for an annual
renewal fee of $41.00. This fee was paid until the year 1981. In the year 1981 , you

Post Offce Box 53 ,

increased the annual fee to $57. 68.

The above increases in annual renewal fees were made unilaterally by you and
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contrary to the express written contract you had with the consumers. The law is well

settlerl in the State of West Virginia that a written contract is not subject to unilateral
modification.
The above allegations , iffbund to be credible , constitute an unfair method ofcompeti.
bon and a deceptive act and practice which is unlawful under (44) the West Virginia

Consumer Credit and Protection Act.

(CX 238A-

On October 20 , 1981 , Orkin entered into an " Assurance of Discontinuance " with the State of West Virginia which provided inter alia
that Orkin will not increase the annual renewal fees of customers in

West Virginia who (1) have objected to the increase on the basis that
salesmen represented to the customers at the time the contract was
executed that the annual renewal fee would not be increased during

the life of the premises covered by the contract , and (2) all (objectingJ
customers who believed by reason of the contract and supporting
documents that the annual renewal fee would not be increased for the
lifetime of the premises covered by the contract. (RX 670A83. In a letter dated December 30 , 1980 , the Department of Health
& Rehabilitative Services of the State of Florida wrote the following

to Dudley J. Lamy (carbon copied to Orkin) concerning Mr. Lamy
complaint against Orkin:
This department takes the position that since your subterranean termite treatment
contract makes no reference to any change in renewal fcc , and contains no contract
termination date ,

the ORKIN company cannot increase the fee. Chapter lOD-55. 105(2)
. the contract shall clearly set forth the following information:

. . . (i) The total maximum price to be charged for treatment service , the exact annual

renewal fees to be charged under the contract , if any.
" Each licensee shall comply with the terms of each pest
control contract it tissues rsicl.

Chapter 10D- 55. 142(1)(bJ:

Therefore , your renewal fcc , for the life of the contract , is $30.
as long as you keep the contract is force.

, and cannot be raised

By copy of this letter we are advising the ORKIN Exterminating Company, Inc. , that
to raise renewal fees , full disclosure ofthis intention must be included in the contract
at the time of its issuance.

(CX 388)

84. In a letter dated January 28 , 1981 , the Oflce of the Attorney
General of the State of Minnesota wrote to Mrs. C. W. Tousley, the
holder of an Orkin pre- 1975

contract: (45)

Orkin has offered to honor its fixed ' life control' price , if a customer sends Orkin a
letter indicating that at the time their services were sold ,
the renewal price would

not

the sales people represented

be increased. The contact person at Orkin is James
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Schneider , Genera! Counsel , P. Q. Box 647 , Atlanta , Georgia 30301 , telephone (404)8732355.

(RX 665D) (emphasis in original)
85. In a letter dated July 9 , 1981 , the Offce ofthe Attorney General
of the State of Missouri wrote:
According to prior correspondence that our offce had with you , concerning a complaint registered by Mr. and Mrs. Johnny E. Russell , it was our understanding that you
would maintain the constant renewal rate for those customers who indicated that they
contracted for Orkin s services on the basis of a fixed renewal price.
(RX 666B)

86. Six states , Arkansas , Arizona , Minnesota , Missouri , North
Carolina , and West Virginia , have indicated an acceptance of some
form of accommodation for those Orkin customers who have complained about the increase in annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts to either Orkin or to state oflcials. (RX 658 , 659 , 665D , 666A667 A- , 670A- F) The North Carolina settement with Orkin also was

accepted by Arizona and Missouri. The North Carolina settlement
provided as follows:
(1) " Customers who objected to the increase " includes those who registered a complaint with our offce , those who contacted the Rollns or Orkin offces in Atlanta by
phone or mail to object , those who wrote or called one of the Orkin branch offices in
North Carolina , and those who refused to send the amount listed on the renewal notice
but mailed in a check for the amount they had paid in the past and which was set forth
in their pre- 1974 contract.
(2) Our oHice wil furnish you with a current list of all individuals who have complained to us , and either you or the Customer Service Department in Atlanta will
contact them and resolve their complaints forthwith.
(3) The Customer Service Department in Atlanta has records showing what individuals registered a complaint directly with the home offce in Atlanta (46J and wil contact

these persons regarding their objections.

(4) The branch offce managers in North Carolina will be advised as to the agreedupon resolution and will contact those customers who registered their objections at the
local level.
(5) Orkin will furnish some written assurance to those customers whose renewal fees
are to be held at the price stated in their pre- 1974 contracts that no additional increase

will be attempted.

(RX 667 A-
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II. CONCLUSIONS
A.

Summary Of The Facts

(1) Description of Orkin and its Customer Contracts and
Guarantees
The complaint in this matter was issued on May 8, 1984. It charged
that Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. ("Orkin ), in advertising,
promoting, selling, and performing its termite-control services to consumers, agreed for the life of the consumer s structure , to reinspect
to either retreat , or retreat
the structure annually and if necessary,
and repair the structure , provided the consumer paid a specified annual renewal fee. In contradiction of these agreements , beginning in
1980 and continuing to the present , Orkin has raised , or attempted to
raise , the agreed-upon annual renewal fees for its termite-control
, 5) These actions by Orkin are alleged to
services. (Complaint
have caused substantial and ongoing injury to Orkin s customers that
is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers. As such , Orkin
acts and practices are alleged to constitute unfair acts or practices in
or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. (Complaint

, 7)

Orkin has denied these allegations in its answer to the complaint
fied June 18 , 1984 , and has asserted numerous defenses , including
that the Commission lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the complaint allegations , that the acts and practices complained of have not
caused substantial and ongoing injury to Orkin s customers , that the

alleged unlawful acts and practices have been encouraged , approved
and/or compelled by state and federal regulatory authorities and are
therefore exempt from the Federal Trade Commission Act , and that
the consumers (47) alleged to have been injured have recognized

accepted , and acquiesced to the alleged unlawful conduct under doctrines
of waiver estoppel , ratification , accord and satisfaction , limitations and latches. Orkin further contends that the relief proposed in

the complaint is inappropriate , not in the public interest , and is not
or would not be authorized by law.

Complaint counsel has now filed a motion for summary decision.
Orkin has responded to complaint counsel' s motion and has fied a

motion for summary decision in its favor. Orkin also has submitted
statements of material fact which Orkin contends either directly con-

travene complaint counsel's findings offact or raise genuine issues of
inference and legal significance that foreclose any entry of summary
decision in favor of complaint counsel.
To the extent that there are factual disputes in this record , they
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relate to peripheral matters not necessary to a determination of the
material issues to be decided in this matter. It is concluded , therefore
that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact in issue and
that it is appropriate to issue an initial decision based on the record
as it has been submitted by the parties in their motions seeking

summary decision.
Orkin provides pest-control and exterminating services throughout

the United States , but mostly in the Southeast. In 1980 , Orkin served
customers located in 47 states and the District of Columbia. (CX 142C)

As of September 1 , 1980 , Orkin operated approximately 294 branch
offces and 44 district offces. (F. 2) Orkin is stated to be the world'
largest termite and pest-control company, and has admitted that the
acts and practices alleged in the complaint are in or affecting com-

merce. (F. 3 , 4)

Orkin has entered into written agreements with its customers concerning the rendering of services to destroy or protect against termites , other wood- infesting organisms , moisture and wood decay.
Under certain conditions Orkin has issued guarantees of its services.
Only an offcer of Orkin is authorized to change or vary the written
terms of the pre- printed contracts and guarantees. (F. 8 , 9 , 10 , 21) In
general , prior to 1966 , Orkin used pre-printed form contracts , and
offered termite guarantees at a fixed price for continued protection to
the treated property for a specified period which lasted from five to
fifteen years. On or about January 1 , 1966 , Orkin began using the

term " lifetime " in its termite contracts and/or termite guarantees.
Earl F. Geiger , Vice Chairman of the Board of Rollns , Inc. , who was
Executive Vice- President of Orkin from 1964 to January 1976 , introduced the " lifetime " guarantee concept to Orkin and proposed its
adoption. (F. 11) (48)

Termite guarantees issued by Orkin include (1) a lifetime retreatment guarantee (LC Guarantee), (2) a lifetime retreatment and repair

guarantee (LR Guarantee), (3) and a lifetime guarantee on pretreatment work on new construction (PR Guarantee). (F. 13)
The lifetime retreatment guarantee provides in part that at no

extra cost to the customer Orkin will apply any necessary treatment
to the premises if infestation occurs during the duration of the guarantee. The lifetime retreatment and repair guarantee provides in part
that at no extra cost to the customer , Orkin will make repairs (up to
a stated dollar maximum) to the structure and its contents in order
to remedy any new damage caused by subterranean termites , pro-

vided that it is established that the new damage occurred after the
initial treatment , and that at the time of discovery ofthe new damage
the damaged areas are infested with live subterranean termites. (F.
15)
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The lifetime guarantee on pretreatment work is the same as the LR
Guarantee , except that Orkin s pretreatment guarantee is for new
construction and its LR Guarantee covers existing structures. (F. 17)

Generally, prior to 1969 , Orkin s LR guarantees had a liability limitation 01'$25, 000. In 1969 , Orkin adopted a policy of issuing LR guarantees with a liability limitation of $100 000. (F. 16)

Orkin s termite contracts and termite guarantees provide for annual fees to be paid in order to continue the protection that is guaranteed. If the customer abides by the contract , and pays Orkin the
specified annual renewal fee , the guarantee is to remain in effect. (F.
18) Orkin s termite contracts and termite guarantees , including those
entered into prior to February 1 , 1975 , that used the term " lifetime
had a " structural modification " clause providing that in the event the

premises were structurally modified , altered or otherwise changed
after the date of initial treatment , the agreement would terminate

unless a prior written agreement was entered into by the purchaser
for Orkin to reinspect theprernises , provide additional treatment
and/or adjust the annual renewal fee. (F. 19) Before February 1 , 1975
Orkin s termite contracts and termite guarantees that included the
of the
speciterm " lifetime " did not mention adjustments or increases

fied annual renewal fee necessary to continue the lifetime guarantees
issued with respect to those contracts ,

being structurally modified ,

absent the treated premises

altered, or otherwise changed after the

date of initial treatment. (F. 20)

In approximately MayoI' 1974 ,

Orkin began revising its termite

contract form(s) by adding a term or provision that provided for an

increase of annual renewal fees that did not depend on whether the
treated premises were structurally modified ,

altered or otherwise

changed after the date of the initial treatment. The revised termite
contract forms containing such a provision were first used in each of
Orkin s sales districts on or about February 1 , 1975. (F. 24) (49)
Thus , Orkin s contracts can be divided into three general categories
Orkin utilized

which are relevant to this proceeding. Prior to 1966 ,

contracts and guarantees that provided for a guarantee for a fixed
term of years , five to fifteen years , provided the customer paid the
annual renewal fee specified in the contract. From 1966 to February
, 1975 , Orkin utilized the lifetime protection guarantee which pro-

vided for lifetime protection for the designated premises upon the
payment by the customer of a specified annual renewal fee. These
contracts did not provide for an increase in the annual renewal fee
absent modification or structural change in the designated premises.
Subsequent to February 1975 , Orkin utilized contracts which provided that the specified annual renewal fee could be increased after
a five- year period. (RX 40A) This proceeding is concerned with those
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customer contracts and guarantees entered into during the period
1966- February 1 , 1975 ("pre- 1975 contracts " and " pre- 1975 guarantees ), and Orkin s increase in the specified annual renewal fees in
those contracts commencing August , 1980. (See discussion
infra.

(2) The Increase in Pre-1975 Annual Renewal Fees
In 1980 , Gary W. Rollns , then President of Orkin , decided to increase the annual renewal fees of customers holding pre-1975 con-

tracts and pre- 1975

guarantees above the amount stated in

the

contracts and guarantees of those customers. (F. 38) Prior to increas-

ing the annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts , Orkin requested
that Arnall , Golden & Gregory, an Atlanta law firm , provide a legal

opinion as to whether such an increase was permitted under the
terms ofthe contracts. On or about December 13 , 1978 , Arnall , Golden
& Gregory provided Orkin with a written legal opinion that its pre1975 contracts appear to be of an indefinite duration and , as such , are
terminable after a reasonable period of time. (F. 39) James M.
Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins , Inc. , reviewed the opinion
given by Arnall , Golden & Gregory, and confirmed to management
the conclusion reached therein. (F. 41) Mr. Gary Rollins reviewed the

legal opinions prior to making his decision to increase the annual
renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts. (F. 39)
Between 1978 and 1980 , Orkin undertook an extensive expense

reduction program before deciding, in February 1980 , to increase the
annual renewal fees on pre-1975 contracts. Also , during February
1980 , Orkin increased by 40% the annual renewal fees for post- 1975

customers whose contracts contained an express provision permitting
such increases. (F. 42)

Prior to making his decision to increase the annual renewal fees of
customers holding pre- 1975

contracts and pre-1975 guarantees , Gary
Rollins presented a synopsis of issues (dated February 7 1980) on the
subject of the increase to R. Randall
(50)
Rollins , who was then President of Rollins , Inc. In part , the synopsis states:
Please find below and attached my analysis of the " pros
the renewal amount of our pre-1975 termite customers.

and cons "

regarding raising

PROS

1. Potential income increase of $2 286 614 (#232 969 accounts valued at 86 017 406
X 40% increase less 5% cancellations)
CONS
1. A

few customers advised by salesmen and literature that renewal amount would

be fixed.

2. State regulatory agencies (Pest Control , Consumer Protection , etc. ) could interpret
our contract in some cases to imply the renewal amount is fixed. Those who obtain old

proposal information wil discover we put this in writing.
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3. Our longer term employees might feel that we are going back on our word.
4. There could he customer lawsuits and complaints.
OPTIONS
1. Leave as is.

2. Write customers and put on voluntary basis.
3. Meet with individual state regulatory and consumer groups to obtain understanding and raise.
4. Raise and handle exceptions.

(F. 43) Gary Rollins ' recommendation to R. Randall Rollins , with
which R. Randall Rollns concurred , was option 4 above , to raise the
annual fees and handle the exceptions. (F. 44)

Beginning in August , 1980 , Orkin began sending notices to approximately 207 000 customers holding pre- 1975 contracts or pre- 1975
guarantees , that Orkin was increasing the annual renewal fees over
the amount specified in those customers ' contracts or guarantees. All
customers were notified
of the
increase well prior to their respective
renewal dates. The notice ofthe increase of annual fees stated , in part:

(51)
Dear Customer:

Through the past few years we have improved productivity to absorb our increased
costs of gasoline , petroleum products , labor and increased government regulations.
However , these increased operating expenses can no longer be totaHy absorbed while
maintaining the high quality
of service you deserve. Therefore , to maintain this quality
protection , we now find it necessary to increase your annual renewal fee to the amount
indicated on the enclosed Termite Renewal Invoice. We hope you understand we would

not increase your renewal fee unless it was absolutely necessary.
Sincerely,

/s/
Ron Kimbell
Director of Customer Service

(F. 46 , 47) The annual renewal fees for pre-1975 contracts were increased to a minimum of $25. 00 or by 40%, whichever was greater.
(F. 50)

Orkin received communications from customers and customers ' at-

torneys expressing their belief that Orkin did not have the right to
increase annual renewal fees for pre-1975 contracts. Orkin has taken
the position when customers have complained to it concerning the
increase that Orkin had a right to increase the annual renewal fee
and Orkin had a policy of returning payments of customers who paid
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the amount specified in their contracts rather than the increased
amount. (F. 51 , 52)
Orkin used a form letter in responding to numerous customers who
inquired about the increase of the annual renewal fees. The letter
explained the rationale behind the increase. In part , the form letter
stated:
While our contracts prior to 1975 did not specifically mention increases , we believe that
following a reasonable term of absorbing losses due to the impact of inflation , this

increase is both consistent with law and reasonable business standards.
(52)

We appreciate your concern and hope that you now understand our position and wil
submit your renewal payment to keep your coverage in force.

(F. 56) This form letter made no mention of exceptions being made to
the increase of the annual renewal fees.

(See

F. 56)

(3) Exceptions to the Pre-1975 Annual Renewal Fee Increase
During 1968 , Orkin promoted its services for protection against
termites in a promotion called " Orkin 12. " The Orkin 12 promotion
was advertised in a pamphlet , on billboards , in magazines , and on
radio and television. Orkin spent approximately $1 157 000 advertising Orkin 12. (F. 27)
The pamphlet concerning the Orkin 12 promotion was issued as
point-of-sale material in presenting Orkin s services to its customers.
The pamphlet contained the following language as point 6 (hereinafter !! point 6"
LIFETIME GUARANTEE Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual
reinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against ter-

mite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection
never

ncreases.

is very modest and

In ca.c;e of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

(emphasis in original) (F. 28)

The Orkin 12 promotion was used and advertised in each of the
following states plus the District of Columbia during 1968: Alabama
Arkansas , Arizona , California , Colorado , Delaware , Florida , Georgia
Iowa , Illinois , Indiana , Kansas , Kentucky, Louisiana , Maryland
Micbigan , Missouri , Mississippi , Nebraska , North Carolina , New Jersey, New Mexico , Ohio , Oklahoma , Pennsylvania , South Carolina,
Tennessee , Texas , Virginia , Wisconsin , and \Vest Virginia. The Orkin
12 program was utiized in varying degrees by Orkin s branch offces
and sales personnel. (F. 29) Literature containing point 6 of the Orkin

ORKIN EXTERMINATIKG CO. , INC.
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12 promotion was an attachment to Gary Rollins ' synopsis to R. Ran-

dall Rollins, discussed above. Thus , Gary Rollins was aware of the
Orkin 12 promotion at the time he wrote his synopsis to R. Randall
Rollins. (F. 45)

On August 13 , 1980 , John Raymond , Orkin s Director of Administrative Operations , wrote to Orkin s branch managers concerning the
increase of annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 (53) contracts and the
one exception to the increase which customers could invoke. In part

he wrote:
Ifa customer tells you that our pre- 1975 contract does not allow for an increase , you
should explain that prior to the inflation spiral , practically no one had this provision
in the contracts. Recent legal rulings interpret this as meaning that the renewal fee
shall remain unchanged for a
reasonable period
which we interpret to be no more than
five years.

If the customer states they have sales literature that specifically states there will not
be an increase in the renewal fee ,

you should ask them to read the statement to you.

the
renewal fee would never increase. This statement was in the " Orkin 12 Point Plan.
The statement , point number 6 says:
Some customers sold between 1967 and 1968 were given a pamphlet that stated

6. Lifetime Guarantee.
Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual reinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against termite
reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is renewed
annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection is very modest and never
increases. In case of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

Ifany of your customers tell you they have a pamphlet in their possession that prohibits
an increase you should ask them to read to you the exact wording. If the wording is
not verbatum (sicJ as stated in " point 6" above they are , in fact , eligible for an increase.
If their material does have this statement , and you confirm it , then tell the customer
a computer mistake was made and a corrected bilJ will be sent. Ask them not to pay
until a correct bill is received.

(emphasis in original) (F. 57)

In a memorandum dated December 11 , 1980 , John Raymond wrote
to branch managers that Orkin was wiling to make a further exception to the increase of annual renewal fees for pre- 1975 contracts. In
part, he wrote: (54)

It is not our desire to stand in judgment ofthe motives and memories of our customers.
While we believe most of our customers were little concerned with the modest price of
the renewal at this earlier time , we are willing to maintain the old renewal price for
customers who state that at the time of purchase they relied on either a sales presentation or they construed the specific wording of the contract to provide that the renewal
price would not be increased. We believe we are going beyond the letter as well as the

spirit of the law in this matter and are willing to make this commitment provided that
this exception to the general price increase is not abused.
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We are wiling to make exceptions to give certain customers the benefit of the doubt.
While we intend to be flexible in our evaluations , you should be alert to any abuses
particularly where complaints from customers exceed 1% of the affected customer
base. You should be sensitive to potential abuses and discuss the matter with your
District Manager. This exception program should be administered fairly and consist"
ently in the interest of' all our customers as well as the company.
(F. 58)

Attached to Mr. Raymond' s memorandum of December 11 , 1980
were procedures for granting an exception to the increase of annual
renewal fees. The procedures. in part, were:
PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING - RENEWAL PRICE INCREASE EXCEPTIONS

1. The company will continue to bill for the renewal increase.
2. In the event of any complaints , the Branch will attempt to explain and justify this
increase to our customers.

3. However , if a customer will not accept the rationale for the increase , we will honor

their position and hold the renewal at the original rate prouided
the customer will
represent
in writing
his understanding at the time his or her contract was made. This
is an exception and should be granted to those customers who bought our termite
contract with L55J the understanding that the renewal fee was set and not subject to
change.

(emphasis in original) (F. 59)

In a memorandum dated April 28 , 1981 , Linda Morton , Orkin
Manager of Policy and Procedure , wrote Orkin s branch , district and
regional offces and stated , in part:
The increase of termite renewals for our older customers sold from January 1940
through December 1974 wil end with the biling of our September renewal customers
in July 1981.

Until then we will stil need to address the problem of decreasing those customers who
have a legitimate argument for not wanting to accept a price increase. The procedure
for decreasing termite renewals was sent out by John Raymond - Orkin Operations December 11 , 1980 freferred to above).

The following procedure is a revision of that memo so please read it carefully. It is
intended to simplify the process.

A. Please be sure to follow the procedure

carefully in order to be sure that the

customer s account is handled properly.

)JOTE: This does not apply to contracts sold in 1975 or later. Beginning in 1975 our
contract gave us the right to increase after five years. Those renewals are not to be
decreased.
1. When the customer calls , determine the year of' completion. If it is before 1975

attempt to explain and justify the increase to the customer.
2. If the customer strongly objects to the increase on the grounds that they were told
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of sale that the renewal fee would never increase , explain that you wil need
to send them a letter from your Branch Manager and that you can decrease the renewal
fee upon receipt of a written request from them.

at the time

(F. 60) (56)

In a memorandum dated March 2 , 1981 , R. M. Russell , Vice- President of Government Relations for Orkin , suggested to Gary Rollins
that customers whose contracts were entered into in 1968 should no

longer be sent notices for increased annual renewal fees. In part , he
wrote:
As we arc now primarily through our renewal increase program , I think it might be
to our advantage to consider dropping 1968 contracts towards renewal increase for the
remainder

of the

program. This would give us some base to show our good intent in any
if we do stop now , all months will have

future litigation regarding this program. Even

received two or more notices. In my opinion , the possible reduction in renewal collec-

tions would be worthwhile towards our future negotiations and possible litigation.
(F. 61)

From August 1981 through July 1982 , Orkin rolled back the increase of annual renewal fees of all customers who had entered into
their pre- 1975 contracts in 1968. Customers were notified of the rollback by an insert included in the renewal notice that was sent two
months prior to the
anniversary month of their
contracts. Customers
who had paid an increased rate during the previous year were given

credit for the amount of the increase. (F. 62) Customers who qualified
under Orkin s further exception to the fee increase also had their
annual renewal n,es rolled back. The record is silent as to whether
this latter group of customers received credit for any increased fees
they may have paid.

(4) Results of the Increase in Pre-1975 Annual Renewal Fees
By May 25 , 1981 , Orkin had received payments of annual renewal
257 629 in excess of the sum of the amounts specified in
pre-1975 contracts of customers who paid their increased annual
renewal fees. (F. 64) As of that date Orkin had received payments of

fees of $1

annual renewal fees of $113 615 in excess ofthe sum of the amounts

specified in pre- 1975 contracts of customers who entered into their

contracts in 1968 and who paid their annual renewal fee. As of
November , 1981 , approximately 170 000 customers , or 82. 1 %, of pre1975 customers had paid the increased price or the frozen price. Other
statistics indicated that as high as 87% of such customers had paid.
During its fiscal year ending on June 30 1983 , by June 20 1983 , Orkin
had received payments of annual renewal fees of $959 158 in excess

of the sum ofthe amounts specified in pre- 1975 contracts of custom-
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ers who paid their annual fees. Through 1984 , Orkin has estimated
that it received $7 515 764 from tbe increase in pre-1975 customers
annual renewal fees. (F. 65) (57)
Approximately 15 832 customers had their annual renewal fees
returned to the level specified in their contracts because of the Orkin
12 promotion. (F. 63) Approximately 5 700 other pre- 1975 customers
had their annual renewal fees rolled back in accordance with Orkin
accommodation program. Thus , as of August , 1984 , a total of approximately 21

500 pre-1975 customers had their annual renewal fees

rolled back to the original renewal fee specified in their contracts. (F.
67)

1984 , Orkin had approximately 164 402 customers
contracts and pre- 1975 guarantees , of which 142 908

By August 1 ,
with pre- 1975

were paying the increased fee. (F. 66) Approximately 80% of the
pre- 1975 customers were making annual renewal fee payments as of
August 1 , 1984. Orkin s cancellation rate on its termite contracts is
normally 5. 8% overall and 5. 2% on contracts that have been in force
over five years. (RX 40A) Orkin had cancellations on its pre- 1975

contracts following its 1980 annual renewal fee increase of 10 739
through the renewal months of October 1980 through February 1981.
(RX 135S) Extrapolated over the entire year would give Orkin a can-

cellation rate on pre- 1975 contracts in excess 01'12% during this first
fee increase. However , over a four- year period , 1981- 1984
year
of the
the cancellation rate approximated 5% per year. (F. 66)
According to the Consumer Price Index , between 1966 and 1980 , the
cumulative inflation rate was over 170%. (RX 686) Costs of providing

termite protection services rose constantly between 1966 and 1980.
1975 to June 30 , 1979 , Orkin s termite
renewal costs increased 48. 4%. Based on the costs of providing ter-

During the period June 30 ,

mite renewal service in 1984 ,

if Orkin were required to roll back all

its pre- 1975 customers to their initial annual renewal fee , Orkin
would experience an average loss per pre- 1975

account per year of

$10. 93. Based on the costs of providing termite renewal service in
1984 , even with the increased annual renewal fee , Orkin lost an
average of $2. 91 per pre-1975 contract. If inflation continues and

Orkin is prohibited from increasing its annual renewal fees on pre1975 contracts , its losses per pre- 1975 customer wil continue to increase. Orkin s pre-1975 customers represent approximately oncthird of its termite control services customers , but account for only
one- fourth of its termite renewal revenues. This proportion will drop
naturally over the years through normal attrition. (F. 72)

$-- - -
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B.

Orkin

Contract Terms

Commencing in 1966 and continuing through February 1 ,

1975

Orkin adopted a lifetime guarantee plan in connection with its sales
of termite control services. The guarantee provided in the contracts
would remain in effect for the lifetime ofthe treated premises so long
as the customer paid a specified annual (58J renewal fee. These lietime guarantees were designed to offer consumers additional services

over existing contracts which limited the guarantee to terms of 5 to
15 years if the customer paid the annual renewal fee. (F. 12) These
pre-1975 contracts " offered lifetime guarantees and were silent as
to any increase in annual renewal fees ,

with one exception. If the
treated premises were modified or structurally changed , the contract
would terminate unless a prior written agreement were entered into
providing for a reinspection of the premises by Orkin and an adjustment in the annual renewal fee.
Numerous copies of Orkin s contracts are in the record. The terms
and conditions of several of these contracts have been set forth in the
Findings of Fact.
(See
F. 22) Examp1es ofthese terms and conditions
include:
ex 3 , a contract dated March 23 , 1968 , offers a " Lifetime Control and Repair (LR)"
guarantee , and has the following statement:

ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROn;CTION GUARANTY

Under Orkin s Continuous Protection Plan , the above named property will be reinspected in
(plus tax where applicable
November 1968 upon prompt payment 01' $18.
), and annualJy thereafter in
November upon payment 01' $18. (plus tax where
applicable $ ), beginning in 1969.
RX 571A , a contract dated March 11 , 1971 , om rs
tee , and has the following statement:

a "

Lifetime Control (LC)" guaran-

ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Under Orkin s Continuous Protection Plan , the above named property will be rein), and
Mar. 72 upon payment of Paid (plus tax where applicable $annualJy thereafter in
Mar. upon payment of $35. 00 (plus tax where applicable

spected in

beginning in

1974.

CX 414A , a contract dated February 5 , 1972 , offers a " Lifetime Control and Repair
(LR)" guarantee , and has the following statement:

ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Orkin s Continuous Protection Guaranty will provide protection for the above named
property including Annual Reinspections upon payment of the initial charges and an
Annual Renewal Payment 01' $37. starting
February thereFebruary 1973 and each
after. (59)
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CX 421A , (contract dated October 1972); CX 439A (contract
dated May 1972); RX 562A (contract dated October 1971); all which
have terms identical to those of CX 414A , set forth above.
CX 205W , a contract dated July 3, 1974 , offers a " Lifetime Control
(LC)" guarantee , and has the following provision:
(See also

ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTEE

The guarantee checked above will be issued to the buyer upon completion of initial
treatment. The Guarantee will cover the above named premises and wil be subject to
the General Terms and Conditions on the reverse side hereof. Its coverage , including
annual reinspection , will be effective for a period of years upon payment ofthe initial
$20
LIFE years , so long as renewal payments of
charges and thereafter for a period of
are made annually.

(The underlined words were handwritten.

The only logical interpretation of this plain language in the Orkin
pre 1975" contracts is that Orkin has contracted to provide lifetime
protection for the treated premises for a fixed annual renewal fee. As
long as the customer paid the specified annual renewal fee , the guarantee would continue , absent modification or structural changes in
the premises. 2 The words (60) used in the contracts are words that

Orkin itself originated , and they must be given their customary and

usual meaning, unless it is shown that the parties used them in a
, Contracts Section 301. The contracts use
ordinary English words , not technical or scientific words , and it is not
Restatement
necessary to have extrinsic evidence as to their meaning.
1979 , Section 212 , Comment d. The interpretation
(Second) Contracts,
and construction of contracts or agreements is within the province of
See Amrep Corp.
the administrative law judge and the Commission.
different sense. 17 A C.

Ron Kimbell , Directur Qf RoBins Customer Servi!:e , in a letter dated August 11 , 1980 , wrote to Gary Rollins
con!:erning customer complainL

about the annual renewal fee increase:

Several of the customers ' phone c"Us and letters implied some things that caused me to review the contracts
uSHdrrom 1968 to present

After reviewing these contracts (not the guarantees) I have concluded that the prc- 1975 increase is more
questionable than ever. Several ofthH statements are leaning more towards the implicat.ion of nO increase ever
thana possible increase at a later date
(F .53)

James M. S"hfleider , Rollins General Counsel , t.est.ified on February 8 1985 , that during t.he fall of 1978 he was
shown an Orkin cont.r"ct and asked whether there waS a basis for increasing the renewal price. His rHaetian was'

Wdl , ! looked at the contract , aod 1 recalllhat my reaction was the reaclion that--r my initial reactionwas
that of most people that reviewed the contract , I didn t see om,and a basis for increasing the prices. The provision
concerning the renewal prices appeared to be ofindefJnitedllration using words like " hereafter or " thereafter
and my instant or immediat.e reaClion was there simply was not. a basis for increasing the price
0", 55)

j"
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102 F. C. 1362 , 1663- 64 (1983);
(1981).

Horizon Corp. 97 F.

C. 464 , 842- 846

Respondent Orkin has admitted that the term " lifetime" as used in
its contracts and guarantees is for the lifetime ufthe treated premises.

It is admitted that the contracts contain a specified annual renewal
fee in order to maintain the lifetime guarantee in effect , and that
there is no provision for an increase in the annual renewal fee , absent
structural modification or change. Thus , the Orkin contracts provide
a lifetime guarantee at a set annual renewal fee. The contracts are

neither indefinite nor perpetual , being clearly limited by the term
lifetime.
Orkin contends that the term " lifetime " as used in its pre- 1975
contracts , does not refer to the time that the annual renewal fee wil
be maintained at any particular level. (Resp. Brief; p. 43) By this
argument Orkin is attempting to separate the analysis to be given the

contract. The contract must be interpreted as a whole; it offers lifeSee Restatement (Second) of
Contracts
Section 202(2);
Holmgren v. Utah- Idaho Sugar Co. 582 P.
856 , 860- 61 (Utah 1978). Orkin also argues that no one at Orkin who
participated in the decision to offer a " lifetime " guarantee on its

time protection at a stated annual fee.

pre- 1975 contracts intended that the initially stated annual renewal
fee would never be increased for the lifetime of the contracts (Resp.
(61) F. 13 , 14), 3 that its sales personnel were never instructed by
anyone at Orkin that the annual renewal fees on its pre- 1975 contracts were fixed , that they were never instructed to make such representations to customers ,

and

that they never made such

representations to customers. (Resp. F. 13 ,

14 , 29 , 30)
The interpretation to be given Orkin s contracts raises a question
of law , not fact. While the plain language of the contracts does not
require extrinsic evidence of the intention of the parties to the con-

tract , the record presents undisputed evidence of Orkin s interpretation of its contracts at the time they were being utilized.

The Orkin 12 promotion is compellng evidence that Orkin intended the contracts to provide for a lifetime guarantee at a fixed annual
renewal fee. The Orkin 12 advertising campaign was directed at a
lifetime fixed annual renewal fee. The point-ol'sale pamphlet stated:
LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual
reinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against ter-

mite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection
never increases.

is very modest and

In case of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

rTlhe intention ofa party that is relevant to formulntion ofa contract is the jnt.ention manifested by him rat.her
th,HJ any different undisclosed intention. " Rl!statcmcnt (Sp.cond) of Contracts Section 200 Comment B

,"
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(Kimbell Dep. Ex. 9; Raymond Dep. Ex. 6) (emphasis in original)

Orkin attempted to implement uniform sales techniques for its
sales people. (Raymond Dep. pp. 26-1 and Ex. 1- 5) It was Orkin
company policy that new salesmen should be given " Termite Sales
Training Lessons 1- 6. " 4

(Raymond Dep. p. 38 and Ex. 4) Termite Sales

Training Lesson # 4 contained the following:
HOW DOES THE CUSTOMER BENEFIT FROM ORKIN' S SUBTERRANEAN
TERMITE TREATMENT?
A. They receive a lifetime guarantee protection which is non-cancellable by Orkin
and renewable by customer s option. (62)

B. Their cost of the renewal remains the same so long as renewal payments are made

annually.

E. The guarantee is transferable if they sell their home.

(Raymond Dep. pp. 39-40 and Dep. Ex. 5) Termite Sales Training

Lesson # 4 also instructed branch salesmen that " (y)ou should always
figure the price for Orkin Service by the Termite Pricing Schedule.
(Raymond Dep. Ex. 5) Two pricing schedules to be used by Orkin
salesmen in pricing annual renewal fees have the following statement:
Important

- You are selling a

non-cancelable lifetime guarantee. (CX 384B , 385C)

(emphasis in originals)
These pricing schedules have reViSIOn dates of October ,

1971 , and

May, 1973.

Form letters issued by Orkin to customers reflect Orkin s interpretation of its contracts and guarantees , and the representations made
to consumers. CX 205U is a form letter dated April 23 , 1967 , issued
to a customer located in New Orleans , Louisiana. RX 30 is a lorm
letter dated January 3 , 1970 , issued to a customer located in Tucson
Arizona. RX 31 is a form letter dated September 26 , 1968 , issued to
a customer located in Cayce , South Carolina. RX 561F is a form letter
1971 , issued to a customer located in Summerville
South Carolina. RX 581F is a form letter dated March 1 , 1971 , issued
to a customer located in Bethesda , Maryland. RX 30 has a form revision date of February 1969; RX 561F has a form revision date of
January 1970. These form letters state, in part:

dated October 27 ,

As the owner of an Orkin- treated building, you may continue protection from year to

year thus assuring virtually lifetime protection against reinfestation.
Termite Sales Training Lessons 1- 6"

"pp,ncntly wcrc in use as late as 1973.
(See F. 35)

- - - --
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of Orkin

Lifetime Guarantee is modest

-a

nominal annual inspection fee of

only $31.00 relieves you of all further termite worries.

(RX 30

see also

CX 205U , RX 31 , 561F , 581F; F. 23)

Significantly, when Gary Rollins made his recommendation to R.
Randall Rollns to increase the annual renewal fees for all pre-1975
contracts , he specifically noted that " a few customers " were advised
by salesmen and literature " that the renewal amount would be fixed.
He stated that " those who obtain old proposal (63) information wil
discover we put this in writing. " He also stated that " our longer term
employees might feel that we are going back on our word. " (F. 43)
Based on the plain language of the Orkin pre-1975 contracts and
the undisputed evidence set forth above , it is concluded that the annual renewal fees were fixed for the lifetime ofthe treated premises , that
Orkin intended that the annual renewal fees be fixed , and that such
representations were made to customers through advertising and by
sales representatives. This conclusion is buttressed by the fact that

Orkin rolled back the annual renewal fee increases for all 1968 customers based on the Orkin 12 promotion. (F. 62) Another 5700 pre1975 customers convinced Orkin to roll back their annual renewal fee
increase based on their understanding of the contracts and the representations made by sales representatives. (F. 67) Testimony also has
confirmed that customers believed ,

or were told , that the annual
renewal fee was fixed. (See Bourgeois Dep. p. 23; Edwards Dep. p. 30;

Landry Dep. p. 63; Hoffman Dep. p. 29; Thompson Dep. pp. 20-21;
Terrebonne Dep. pp. 19-20.
Orkin s contention that the pre-1975 contracts are of an indefinite
duration and terminable after a reasonable time (Resp. Brief, p. 45)
is unpersuasive. Orkin s contracts must be read in their entirety to
determine if there is any ambiguity. The contracts speak in terms of
the treated property. The type of guarantee to be issued is " Lifetime.
The contracts provide that:
ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Under Orkin s Continuous Protection Plan , the above named property will be inspected
Nov. 68 upon payment of
(plus tax where applicable $ ), and

in

annually thereafter in
, beginning in

Nov ,
1969

upon payment of

$ 15.

(plus tax where applicable

(CX 429A)

The contract also states:
The Guaranty checked above !Lifetime Control and Repair (LH)) will be issued and
delivered to the purchaser upon completion of initial treatment. Guaranty will be
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effective so long as payment is made in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of
this Service Order.
(CX 429A)

Under the language of the contracts , quote sic above , thc duration
of the guarantee is fixed; it is the lifetime of the treated property.
Orkin , one party to the relevant contracts , (64) has admitted that the
lifetime of the treated property is the intcrpretation to be given the
duration of its contracts (see Resp. F. 6 , 7), and complaint counsel
agrees with this interpretation. The lifetime guarantee is to continue
so long as payment is made in accordance with the Terms and Conditions " of the contract.
Words which fix an ascertainable fact or event , by which the term
of a contract' s duration can be determined , make the contract definite

and certain in that particular. 5 17 Am. Jur. 2d , Contracts Section 80
The payment of an annual renewal fee is a condition precedent to
continuation of the contract. Payment of the annual fee obligates
Orkin to perform according to the terms of the contract , which is to
provide lifetime protection against termite infestation to the
designated property.
This is not
only
the interpretation which Orkin gives

its contracts , but it is obviously the manifest intent of the parties to
the contracts. Any interpretation of the term " lifetime " to be anything less than the lifetime of the treated property would be an injus-

tice to the plain meaning of the word and the intent of the parties
expressed within the four corners of the contract.
The mere fact that an obligation under a contract may continue for

a very long time is no reason in itself for declaring the contract to
exist in perpetuity or for giving it a construction which would do

violence to tbe expressed intent of the parties. Where it appears that
the parties did in fact intend that the obligation terminate at
ascertainable time , the courts , in effect , will supply the missing clause
Warner- Lambert Pharm. Co. v.
John J. Reynolds , Inc. 178 F. Supp. 655 , 661 (S.
Y. 1959),
aff'd per
and construe the contract accordingly.

curiam

280 F. 2d

197 (2nd Cir. 1960) Thc lifetime ofthe treated struc-

ture is suffciently definite to be enforceable.

It is concluded that the Orkin contracts can be renewed annually
at the option of the owner of the treated premises for the life ofthe
treated premises upon payment of the fixed annual renewal fee stated
in the contracts. (65)
"To the extent there is any ambiguity in the meaning of the contracts , the ambiguity must. be resoJved against
Orkin , who prepared the form cont.racts- Restatement (Second) COntract.s Sectiun 206; A. Corbin , Corbin on
Contracts , 527 (One Volume Edition 1952). This is especial1y t.rue in the case of Orkin , which had earlier utilized
contracL whi"h did provide for a definite number of year):five to fifteen- for its guarant."e t.o contimH'- W- 11)
Adopting t.he term " Lifetime " and omitting the definile number afyears previously used in ils contracts , indicates
Orkin s intentions were to offer a lifetime guarantee

UK.ill\i t' Alr Ii:V1l1"'i\11l'J1. CU. , 1l'Jl263
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C.

Orkin s

Acts and Practices Violate Section 5

(1) Breach of Contract Can Constitute a Violation of Section 5
Orkin asserts that a non- deceptive breach of contract does not violate Section 5 ofthe FTC Act and that this proceeding constitutes the
first attempt by the Commission to apply Section 5 to such a practice.
This unprecedented attempt to extend the scope of Section 5 is wholly
unauthorized and improper , according to Orkin. Orkin relies on severcourts; namely,
2d 985 (4th Cir.

litte

FTC Acts " by the
United Roasters , Inc. v. Colgate- Palmolive Co. , 649
Stearns v. Genrad Inc. 1984- 2 Trade Cas. n
1981);

al decisions involving interpretations of "

CF Industries , Inc. v. Continental Gas Pipe
C. 1978);
Coble v. Richardson
322 S. E.2d 817 (N. C.App. 1984), interpreting the
Corp. of Greensboro,
North Carolina Unfair Trade Practice Act , N. C. Gen. Stat. Section
Pepsi- Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co. v. Checkers
75- 1.1(a)(1981); and
Inc. No. 83- 1422 (1st Cir. Jan. 28 , 1985), interpreting the Massachusetts statute, Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A.
294 at 67

Line Corp.

266 , 67

270;

448 F. Supp. 475 , 485 (W.

The North Carolina Unfair Trade Practice Act tracks the language
of Section 5 ofthe FTC Act , and the North Carolina courts look to the
decisions of the Commission and the federal courts under Section 5 in

interpreting the North Carolina statute. The Massachusetts statute
provides that the courts in construing the state statute are to be

guided by the decisions of the Federal Trade Commission and the
federal courts in construing the FTC Act. Mass. Gen. Laws ch 93A
Section 2(b) However , the reverse is not true , the Commission does not
look to the interpretation of state statutes in interpreting its organic
Act. Indeed , the Commission can find a practice unfair even where it
is authorized under state law.
Spiegel , Inc. v. FTC 540 F. 2d 287 , 292
Peerless Products v. FTC 284 F. 2d 825 , 827 (7th Cir.
(7th Cir. 1976). In
1960), cert. denied 365 U. S.

843 (1961), the court held:

Unless Congress specifically withdraws authority in particular areas ,
upon its general grant of authority under 15 U.S.

A.

the Commission

45(a)(6), (66) can restrain unfair

business practices in interstate commerce even if the activities or industries have been
the subject of legislation by a state or even if the intrastate conduct is authorized by
state Jaw.

The North Carolina courts , the Massachusetts courts, and federal
courts reviewing cases under the " little FTC" statutes , have held that
mere breaches of contract , without more , do not violate the respective
"There have been numerOUS Commission proceedings wnere breach ofcontrad has been held lo be unfair, bul
lV"rris
usuaIJy in the context of other challenged practices.Ja)'
See

Corp. 91 F. C 751 , 848 (1978),

affd.

598 F.

444 VB 9S0 (1979) 1fai!ur€ to ca!lRistently meet guarantee claims of prompt
rlelivr,ry as well ilR money back guarantees);
Skylark O,'iginals , In" SO F.T. C. 337 , 350 (1972), ,,(fd 475 F. 2d la96
(::rd Cir. 197:'1) (failure w promptly honor money back guaranlee as represented in advertisements and t:atalogs)
1244 (2d Cir. J979),eer!. denied.
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State ex reI. Edminsten v. J. C Penney Co. 292
311 , 233 S. E.2d 895 (1977), the North Carolina Supreme Court held

state statutes. In

that the North Carolina statute is directed only

at the sale of pro-

ducts , and the debt collection practices which were challenged in the
proceeding followed a sale and were not part of a sale, and not within
the statute ? In a later case Johnson u. Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. 300 N. C.

247 , 266 S. E.2d 610 (1980), the court broadened its

between a mortgage
Marshall v. Miller 302 N. C. 539 , 276 S. E.2d

interpretation ofthe statute to include a contract
broker and a borrower. In

397 (1981), the court repeatedly described the statute as a protection

for consumers.
In

Coble v. Richardson Corp. of Greensboro ,

supra

a purchaser

brought suit against a real estate development company for damages
resulting from breach of warranty and unfair and deceptive trade

practices in connection with the sale of a single- family residence. The
purchaser was awarded compensatory damages, but the North Carolina Court of Appeals refused to award treble damages under the North
Carolina Unfair Trade Practice Act. The court , in rejecting a claim
of unfairness , used language somewhat similar to the language ofthe
Commission Statement of Policy on the Scope of the Consumer Unfairness Jurisdiction

letter to Senators Wendell

H. Ford and John C.

Danforth , dated December 17 , 1980. The court , in Coble stated:
Although unfair conduct that is neither deceptive nor fraudulent may constitute an
unfair trade practice , the evidence at bar did not rise to the level of unfairness as that
concept has been defined by our courts. " A practice is unfair when it offends established
public policy as well as when the practice is immoral , unethical , oppressive , unscrupulous , or substantially injurious to consumers. Johnson v. Insurance
Co. , 300 1\. c. 247
263 , 266 S. 2d 610 , 621 (1980), " (AJ party is guilty of an unfair act or practice when
it engages in conduct that amounts to an inequitable assertion of its power or position.
Libby Hill Seafood Restaurants , Inc. v. Owens 62 L67J N. e.App. 695 , 700 , 303 S. 2d 565
569 , cert denied 309 N. e. 321 , 307 S. E.2d 164 (1983J.

The case before us involves a breach of contract based on written warranties and oral

representations that were essentially restatements of what defendant was already
bound to do under the warranty. There is nothing so oppressive or overreaching about
defendant' s behavior in breaching the contract that would transform the case into one
for an unfair trade practice.

The federal courts give credence to the North Carolina courts ' interCF Industries v. Transcontinental
Gas Pipe Line Corp. 448 F. Supp. 475 (W.
G. 1978), the district
court considered the
J.
Penney
decision , referenced the dissent in
pretation of their own statute. In

the case ,

and concluded that under

a remedy where a contract is

C Penney,
obtained

the statute provided

as a result of a violation of the

statute, but no remedy where the violation is unrelated to the con'There was a strong dissent in the case stating that the maj01'it \' decioion ,' ead " unfair " out of the statute
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tract' s formation. The court stated , in respect to the breach of contract:
Whatever may be the case generally, the court concJuded that on the mere allegation
of deliberate or intentional refusal to procure and deliver natural gas , without any
suggestion of deception or any claim of injury to competition , plaintiffs have not stated
a claim under (the N. C. " little FTC Act" j. 448 F. Supp. at 485
In

United Roasters v. Colgate- Palmolive Co. 649 F. 2d 985 (4th Cir.

1981), the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals considered an intentional
breach of a contract, and concluded:

Remaining to be determined , however , is whether Colgate s acts were unfair or
deceptive within the meaning of 75- 1.1. It is clear that the statute encompasses such
things as misrepresentation and a wide variety of shady practices sometimes associated
with the marketing of consumer goods and services. Whatever the limit of their reach
however , the words must mean something more than an ordinary contract breach.
In a sense, unfairness inheres in every breach of contract when one of the contracting
parties is denied the advantage for which he contracted but this is why remedial
damages are awarded on contract claims. Ifsuch an award is to be trebled , the North
Carolina legislature must have intended that. substantial aggravating circumstances be
present.
(68)

The contract here was carefully negotiated and drawn by sophisticated parties. There
is no hint of any unfairness to either party before Colgate s cessation of performance.

It then broke the contract , but we cannot conclude that unfairness inhered in the
circumstances of the breach within the meaning of the statute simply because the
breach was intentional and not promptly disclosed.
In a very recent decision ,

Inc. 1984- 2 Trade Cas.
held:

the Fourth Circuit , in Stearns v. Genrad
294 at 67 266 (4th Cir. Nov. 20 , 1984),

The statute has been construed as directed against deception in connection with the
sale of goods.

ld.

at 67

269

Even if there had been an intentional breach of the distribution contract by Genrad
that would not have been a violation of the North Carolina statute.

ld.

at 67

270

Thus , the present interpretation of the North Carolina " little FTC
Act" is that an intentional breach of a contract without more is not
actionable under that statute. 8 However , the interpretation of the
North Carolina statute offers little guidance as to the interpretation
H Massachusetts courts have reached similar conclusions.
Pepsi- Cola Metropolitan RntliingCo. p. Checkers . Inc.
No. 83. 1422 (l.'t Cir. , hin 2H , 1985 , slip op. at to) These state precedents , involving as they do the breach ofa single

consumer' conlrad. or a breach of contract between two commercial enterprises , offer no assurance as to how the
state sl"tutes would be construed where tl,e breach of cont.nlct affects t.he right.s of hundreds of consumers.
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to be given the FTC Act. The North Carolina statute diflers in a
substantial way from the FTC Act; the North Carolina statute grants
standing to sue under Section 75- 1.1 to individuals, firms and corpo-

rations , and also provides for treble damages where a violation has
Marshall v. Miller 302 N. C. 539 , 276 S. 2d 397 , 402
(1981). Interpretations of the two statutes differ substantially; for
example, debt collection practices , held not to be within the scope of
the North Carolina statute e. Penney, supra have long been held

been found.

Floersheim v. FTC 411 F.
Capax , Inc.
Spiegel v. FTC 540 F. 2d 287 (1976);

to be within the ambit of Section 5. See
874 (9th Cir. 1969);

C. 1048 (1978). The FTC Act applies broadly to deceptive acts
and practices and to unfair acts and practices; it is in no way limited
to practices connected directly to the sale of products , the interpretation given the North Carolina statute. (69J
Orkin s reliance on state court decisions has little relevance in this
91 F.

proceeding, and in no event do state court decisions foreclose a conHutchison Co. 405 U.
trary FTC Section 5 decision. FTC v. Sperry
,
Orkin
s
breach
of
contract
must be measured
233 , 239 n. 4. Thus
against the Commission s policy on unfairness, not court interpretations of state statutes.

The Commission has stated:
Unjustified consumer injury is the primary focus of the FTC Act , and the most imporS&H
criteria. By itself it can be suffcient to warrant a finding of
unfairness.

tant of the three

Commission Statement of Policy on the Scope of the Consumer UnfairJurisdiction p. 5 (" Unfairness Statement"
ness
International Harvester the Commission set forth three tests for
In

determining whether consumer injury is legally unfair. It must be:
(1) substantial; (2) not outweighed by any ofJsetting consumer or competitive benefits
that the practice produces; and (3) one which consumers could not reasonably have
avoided.
International Harvester Co.

3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)

217 at

181 (December 21 , 1984).

If Orkin s acts and practices violate Commission policy on unfair
ness , a violation of Section 5 has been established.
.. There are two state proce dings ag"inst
Exte,. min,oting Company v. Dept. of"Health

Orkin
Orkin "risinfi out offacts similar to the facts in this proceeding-

and Rehab. Services.CilSt' No /:1- :J89 WI". Cir.Ct. October 21 1981),
(Fla.DisLCt.App. 1982). (Orkin enjoined from raising renewal fees for customers holding form
cooLracts in stipulated record- CX 248A- E), and Statr' of LOlli,iana v. Or"i" Exterminatin Co.. Cast' Nu 8:J- 2166
afrr. percll'. iort

(Dist. Ct. for the Parish of Orlt',ms) (Pt'nding) (CX 205A- Z16).

~~~~
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(2) The Injury to Consumers was Substantial

Beginning in August , 1980 , Orkin increased the annual renewal
fees of its pre- 1975 customers by 40% or to a minimum of $25.
approxi

whichever was greater. The price increase notice was sent to

mately 207

000 customers. (F. 46) Approximately 21

500 pre-1975

customers had their renewal fees r01led back to (70) the original
contract level under programs initiated by Orkin after the fee increase had become effective. (F. 67) As of August 1 , 1984 , Orkin had
approximately 142 902 customers with pre-1975 contracts whose an-

nual renewal fees had been increased. (F. 66) By May 25 , 1981 Orkin
had received $1 257 629 in annual renewal fees in excess of the sums

of the amounts specified

in the pre- 1975

contracts which were
renewed. (F. 64) Orkin has estimated that its increased renewal revenue through 1984 from the fee increase to its pre- 1975
be $7

515

customers wil

764. (F. 65)

The injury sustained by individual customers over the years has
been and will continue to be substantial. While each customer s increase in the annual renewal fee may have been small , the customer

is faced with paying this increased amount each year to retain the
guaranteed protection. The Commission has stated that an injury
may be substantial if it does a sma1l harm to a large number of people.

Further , Orkin has considered ways to increase the annual renewal
fee again. (F. 68- 69) Such action would heighten consumer injury.

Under these criteria , the injury caused by Orkin s breach of its pre1975 contracts is substantial.

(3) Consumers could not Reasonably have Avoided Injury
A1I of Orkin s pre-1975 contracts were preprinted forms. Orkin

sales personnel did not have the authority to vary or change the
forms. (F. 10) The contracts provided that payment of the annual
renewal fee specified in the contract would continue the protection for

the lifetime of the treated property. The form contracts did not state
that Orkin reserved the right to raise the annual renewal fee. In fact
Orkin promoted its lifetime guarantees as having a fixed annual
renewal fee. Since Orkin s customers could not have foreseen that
Orkin would increase the annual renewal fee at some future date,
they could not have reasonably avoided the injury. When Orkin sent

the notice of the increase in annual renewal fees to its pre- 1975
customers , the customers had no choice in the matter other than to
pay the increased fee ,

or lose the guaranteed protection.'O If the cus-

'" Private legal action " may be too expensive to b" practicable for individual COnSUmers
7 n- HJ
1'_

nessStatement "

to pursue

See

Unfair-
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tamer paid the fee specified in the customer

s contract, Orkin

turned the payment.

Although Orkin has made exceptions to the increase of annual
renewal fees for some of its customers , the exceptions have not ameliorated the injury to the vast majority ofthe affected customers. As a
general matter, Orkin did not inform its customers that any excep-

tions to the increase would be made. The notice Orkin sent to custom-

ers informing the customers (71) ofthe fee increase made no mention
of exceptions. (F. 47) Mr. Raymond' s memorandum of August 13
1980 , to branch offces instructed that if a customer complained that
Orkin did not have the right to raise the annual fee, Orkin personnel
were to attempt to justify the increase by explaining Orkin s interpretation ofthe contracts. (F. 57) A form letter sent by Orkin to numerous
customers who complained about the fee increase stated that the
increase was consistent with law and reasonable business standards;
it made no mention of making exceptions to the increase. The form
letter requested submission of the increased fee to keep the cus-

tomer s coverage in effect. Customers had to rely on their own persistence to obtain information that exceptions could be made to this price
increase. (F. 56)

The exceptions that Orkin would make to the increase ofthe annual

renewal fees changed over time. (F. 58) In his memorandum of August
, 1980, Mr. Raymond advised branch offces that the only exception
prove
to the increase of annual fees would be for customers who could

they had the pamphlet concerning " Orkin 12" by reading point 6 of
that pamphlet. Ifa customer did that , the customer was to be told that
a computer

mistake

had been made and that a corrected bil would be

sent. (F. 57)

Four months later , in his memorandum of December 11, 1980 , Mr.
Raymond wrote to branch managers that further exceptions could
made to the increase of annual fees. (F. 58) The procedures for handling price increase exceptions attached to Mr. Raymond' s December
memorandum instructed branch personnel to attempt to justif'y the

increase if a customer complained. (F. 59) If such justification were

not accepted and the customer remained unsatisfied , the customer
was to be told the annual fee stated in the customer s contract would
that at the time of
in writing
be restored if the customer would state
entering into the contract the customer believed the fee would not

increase. Whether the customer contacted Orkin by phone or letter
a form letter was to be sent to unsatisfied customers reiterating what
the customer must place in writing. (F. 59) This form letter also
contained assertions that Orkin had a legal right to raise the annual
fee. (F. 59 at " Letter # 1" ) If a customer made this representation to
Orkin in writing, Orkin would review the request for restoration of
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the original fee. Branch managers were instructed that " while we
intend to be flexible in our evaluations you should be alert to any
abuses, particularly when complaints from customers exceed 1% of
the afiected customer base. " (F. 58)
Orkin eventually rolled back the annual fee of customers who entered into their termite contracts in 1968 , the year Orkin 12 had been
promoted. (F. 62) One year after Orkin raised the annual renewal fees
customers with contracts dated 1968 were notified of the rollback by

an insert in their renewal notices that were sent from August , 1981
through July, 1982. The insert attributed the rollback to a marketing
program Orkin had learned (72) about subsequent to the original
increase of the annual fees. (F. 62) The marketing program referred
to was Orkin 12. This representation was false. Gary Rollns , President of Orkin , had full knowledge of the " Orkin 12" promotion when
he made the decision to increase the fees. (F. 45) The decision to roll

back the annual fees for 1968 customers was the only exception to the
increase that did not place the burden to act on customers.

In the memorandum written by Gary Rollins , then President of
Orkin , to R. Randall Rollins , then President of Rollins , Inc. , Gary
Rollins listed as one option in respect to the proposed increase in
annual renewal fees to " write customers and put on voluntary basis.

Another option was to " raise and handle exceptions. It was this
latter option that Orkin chose. Customers were given the option of
paying the higher fee or losing protection. Only the persistent customers were accommodated. Thus , Orkin s " accommodation " programs

were not viable means by which customers could have avoided injury.
Orkin contends , however , that the guarantee at an alleged fixed
renewal fee was really
icing
on the cake ; that consumers really did

not rely upon this contract provision at the time the contracts were
executed. (Resp. Brief, pp. 50- 52: Resp. Reply, p. 14) According to
Orkin this lack
of reliance
on the guarantee at a fixed annual renewal
fee is shown " by the remarkably low percentage of Orkin s pre-1975
customers who objected to or refused to go along with the 1980 increase, " Orkin states that " at a minimum " the evidence creates a
genuine question of material fact" as to the extent Orkin s pre-1975
customers bargained for an assurance from Orkin that the initially
stated annual renewal fee was fixed. (Resp. Brief, p. 53)
Orkin contends that most customers first became interested in termite protection after discovering that they had a termite problem;
that most customers were concerned principally with getting prompt
termite treatment and not with a long- term guarantee; that Orkin

was contacted because of its reputation; that customers did little
comparison shopping " before electing to contract with Orkin; and
that " a good number " of customers contracted with Orkin irrespec-
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tive of the " lifetime " guarantee , the initially stated annual renewal
premium , or whether Orkin (73) could , or would , ever raise the annual renewal premium. l1 (Resp. Brief; pp. 51- 52)
Orkin contends , in effect , that the fixed annual renewal rate was
of secondary or little importance to consumers.!2 Assuming that Orkin s contentions are true , they are of peripheral significance in this
case. Many sales or !O deals " are made possible by the
icing on the
cake " that is offered as part of a deal. It is this something extra that

convinces the consumer to make the contract. After making a contract , consumers are entitled to receive everything contracted for
whether it was the primary inducement or secondary inducement in
the agreement. Any determination to permit only partial compliance
with a contract, or to require performance of only the primary benefits of the contracts , would make a mockery of contract law and
consumer protection. Further , the evidence which Orkin cites as support for the proposition that the fixed annual fee was not of significance to consumers does not support this claim. (See Resp. F. 94- 95)
Witnesses Trahant , Hoffman , Thompson and Terrebonne , cited by
Orkin , testified that the fixed annual renewal fee was of significance

to them.
The fact that as of August 1 , 1984 , 164 402

pre- 1975 customers were
paying the annual renewal fee and over 142 000 of those customers
paying the
increased
annual renewal fee , is strong evidence that Orkin s customers value the protection being (74) offered by Orkin
lifetime guarantee.!3 (F. 66-67) Further , in 1968 , Orkin spent $1 157
000 advertising the Orkin 12 program which promoted the lifetime
protection concept at a fixed annual renewal fee. This is also strong
evidence that Orkin believed the lifetime protection plan was of significance to consumers. (F. 27) As of 1980 , Orkin had 647 128 termite
renewal accounts. (RX 650Z28) According to Orkin , its major competi-

tors offer lifetime guarantees on their termite control services contracts. (Resp. F. 15- 19) The fact that Orkin and its competitors offer
LL Respondent Orkin also cont.eods that " a not insubstantial number " of customers holding pre- 1975 contracts

were or arc not the original homeowners who actualIy contracted with Orkin , and it is unlikely these purchasers
rclieri on the " lifetime " guarantee or the initially stated annual renewal rate. The new homeowner steps into the
shoes ofthe original contracting party, pursuant to fI feature
l1d"erti. ed and pmm.utea by Orkin (see the Orkin 12
pamphlet- F. 28 , the February, 1973 promutionalliterature-F. 33 , and the " Termite Sales Training Lessons 1-

- F. 35), and is entitled to the Same protection as the contracting homeownnr. The termil. protection offered by
Orkin s guarantee must have had some significance to the new homeowners , ifpaymnnts under the guaranl.e wen'
continued
L" The Commission assume that all expressed claims arc mal.rial , and that implied claims are material if they
217 at 23 178.
'" In the letter SHnt tu pre-- 1975 customers noLifying customers of the increase in the annual renewa! fees , Orkin

perlain to costs.
lnlernoliorwl HarvesterCo. , 3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)

stated
Thank you for being an Orkin customer and allowing us to protect your home against wood infesting organ.
isms. We re sure you agrn" this protection is as irnportHnt as homeowner and fire insurance , hut it is much
less expensive
(F 47)

,"
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of imp or-

lifetime guarantees is a strong indication that this service is

tance to consumers. (Nolen AFF. 11

6) Normal attrition in Orkin
annual renewal contracts is only 5. 8% overall , and only 5. 2% on

contracts in effect over five years (F. 66), another indication of the

significance to consumers of the continued guarantee. At the time of
the increase in 1980 of the annual renewal fee , the affected customers

had been paying annual renewal fees for from five to lifteen years.
Since consumers continue to pay the annual renewal fees to maintain
their termite protection , it is concluded that customers place a definite value on the lifetime protection guarantee.

Orkin also argues that the pre-1975 customers could receive " sub-

stantially " the same protection that they received from Orkin from
any
of Orkin competitors who also offer a " lifetime " guarantee , and
that such competitors would have assumed Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts
at their initially stated annual fee or for fees less than those charged
by Orkin after the 1980 increase. " (Resp. Reply, p. 15; Resp. F. 72) The
evidence cited by Orkin does not support this contention. Witnesses

Murphy, Hromada and Tindol state that they have ,

on occasion

picked up the contracts of competitors at the fixed contract rate. From

this general testimony it cannot be concluded that these competitors
would pick up some , or all of Orkin s pre-1975 contracts at the contract rate fixed prior to 1975. Gary Rollins , President of Orkin , testified that he would doubt that competitors would accept the Orkin
contracts at the pre-1975 rates. (F. 71)

One of the basic arguments advanced by Orkin in this proceeding
is that the inflation in costs has caused Orkin to sustain a loss on the
pre-1975 accounts even with the increase in (75J fees that was made
in 1980. Orkin s loss would be much greater if the rates were rolled
back to the initial fixed rate. (F. 72) It would be ilogical , indeed , to
conclude that competitors would service Orkin s pre- 1975 customers
at the initial fixed annual renewal fee and inevitably sustain a loss
on the contracts. Thus , consumers could not avoid injury by switching
to Orkin s competitors.
There is an adequate record on which to determine that the fixed
annual renewal fee was

of value

to consumers and was

of significance

to consumers in entering into contracts with Orkin. Therefore , no
evidentiary hearing is necessary on these issues. It also is concluded
that customers suffered substantial injury when Orkin in 1980 raised

the fixed annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts , and that the
pre-1975 customers could not reasonably have avoided this injury.
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(4) There Were No Countervailing Renelits to Consumers or
Competition
Orkin s prc- 1975 customers have not benefited from Orkin s raising of the annual renewal fees thai they must pay to continue their
guarantees. All that customers have received from the increase in
annual renewal fees is the additional burden of paying more for Or-

kin s services than they had originally agreed upon. Orkin s guide-

rendered under its termite
guarantees did not differ either before or after the annual renewal fee
increase depending on whether or not the customer s termite contract
was a pre- 1975 contract; nor did Orkin ever consider lowering the
qualiy of service to pre- 1975 customers. (F. 70) Furthermore , customof services

lines and standards for quality

ers were not in danger of losing their protection under the guarantee

as a result of Orkin going into bankruptcy. Orkin is and has been a
profitable concern at all times with a substantial net worth. (F. 6)
Thus , the increase in annual renewal fees did not offer any counter.

vailing benefits to pre- 1975 customers.
Orkin s raising of the annual renewal fees has not provided any
countervailing benefits to competition. Information as to the availability, nature and prices

of products

and services plays an indispensaSee

ble role in the allocation of resources in a free enterprise system.

433 U. S. 350 , 364 (1972). Based on
information available to them , consumers make their purchase decisions once they find an acceptable price and quality mix among the
relative offerings of competing sellers. " One effect of healthy competition is to redirect production and sales from less efficient firms to
Telegraph Corporamore effcient rivals. International Telephone

Bates v. State Bar of Arizona

tion 3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) n 22,188 at 23 082

(July 25 , 1984).

Assuming an economic model of a competitive market , consumers
wil choose the seller who offers the lowest price for a given level of
quality. Assuming a normal competitive return , the seller with the
lowest price has the lowest costs per unit and is the most effcient. In

this (76) fashion , the market rewards the effcient seller to the ultimate benefit of consumers.
Orkin s action reduces the reliability of the price information that
decisions , in a previously
consumers havein making their purchase
undisclosed manner , a seller is allowed after the transaction is con-

summated , to raise the total price of services rendered , consumers
wil be unable in the first instance to determine the seller offering the

lowest total price for a given quality of service. Ineffcient sellers
would be able to mask their ineffciency until after the sale was made

and at a later time reveal the higher price. The competitive process

of rewarding effcient competitors would be impaired if a seller is
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allowed to except itself from the competitive process by unilaterally
changing the bargains it has made.
Contracts are used in our society to promote value exchanges. They
do so by defining the terms of exchanges parties have agreed upon and
by providing increased certainty that the exchanges will occur as

agreed. A basic tenet of contract law is to preserve mutually agreed-

upon bargains that have been freely recorded

in contract terms-

Courts wil not remake contracts for the benefit of one party and the
detriment of another; nor will courts allow a unilateral modification
ofa contract. These policies ofthe law seek to avoid the loss to a party
of the basis of his bargain. By refusing to perform as promised , Orkin
threatens the integrity of contracts and their vital Tole in value ex-

changes. Competition wil suHer if the integrity of contracts can be
abrogated at the instance of one party to the contract. Marketplace
confidence wil be lost and competition wil suffer.
Orkin raises several defenses to this issue of countervailing benefits
to consumers and competition. Orkin argues that any order compel-

ling Orkin to roll back the annual renewal fees on its pre 1975 contracts , and forbidding it from raising these fees for the lifetime of the
agreements , would have severe adverse repercussions on its entire
and on many of its smaller competitors , that would
more than offset any cost savings that may be enjoyed by Orkin
pre 1975 customers.
If pre- 1975 customer annual renewal rates are frozen at the pre-

customer base ,

1975 rates , post- 1975 customers wil be left to carry the full burden
of escalating costs of servicing all Orkin customers. One group of
customers would be subsidizing another , which , according to Orkin

would be unfair and at odds with what should be the policy underlying
Section 5 enforcement. (Re3p. Briel; pp. 55-56) Orkin contends its
competitors would also suffer if its pre 1975 contracts were deemed

not to permit any increase in their initially stated annual renewal
premiums. A number of other termite control companies collectively
have outstanding numerous similar contracts and most , if not all , of
these competitors have raised the annual renewal rates on their con-

tracts. Any ruling in this proceeding that jeopardized these (77) past
increases by these competitors , or any future raises , could endanger
the survival of certain of these smaller operators which make up the
bulk of the industry. In addition , it would be diffcult , if not impossible , for competitors of Orkin successfully to solicit any pest control
business from any of Orkin s more than 142 000 remaining pre-1975
customers so long as Orkin is foreclosed from increasing the annual
renewal fees. These customers will essentially be " locked" into Orkin
and removed from the normal interplay of unrestricted market
forces.
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Upholding Orkin s right to raise the annual renewal premiums on
its pre- 1975 contracts would be accompanied by substantial economic

and equitable advantages to both the majority of its termite control
services customers and many of its competitors- Orkin submits that
these purported gains outbalance any injury that allegedly would be

sustained by its pre- 1975 customers ifthey are required to pay a more
fair proportion of the actual costs of honoring their pre- 1975 guarantees.

Assuming that Orkin will increase the annual renewal fees of post1975 customers above what it would normally do , to recoup in part the
loss
of revenue
from the inabiEty to increase pre- 1975 annual renewal rates, this may not have the anticompetitive consequences which

Orkin foresees. If the industry is as fragmented and competitive as
Orkin contends (Resp. F. 85), Orkin may not be able to increase post-

1975 annual renewal fees to the extent desired due to competitive
pressures. Orkin may have to become more efficient to overcome the

shortfall in revenues, or suffer a decline in profits. This could enhance

competition in the industry. Under this competitive scenario post1975 customers would not be subsidizing pre- 1975

customers. To the

extent there is some subsidization , economics provides no effciency
judgment on the transfer of wealth between various individuals. However , competition will be enhanced generally
if sellers
are required to

perform according to their contracts and consumers are able to rely
upon the integrity of the marketplace. To permit unilateral modifica-

tion or breach of contract

by

sellers would be disastrous to consumers

and to competition generally.

The effect on competitors of a ruling in this proceeding requiring
Orkin to roll back its price increase on pre- 1975 contracts and prohibiting any future fee increase is grossly overstated by Orkin. If competitors have contracts similar to the Orkin pre 1975 contracts , and
have increased renewal fees which they may have to roll back , consumers and competition will benefit. If some competitors have to go
out of business as a result , which is highly unlikely, others can enter
and grow and fill the void , since entry into the termite control business is easy, requiring little capital and expertise. (F. 5) Ifall termite
control companies honor their guarantees , the industry will be operating on a higher ethical level , from which consumers and competition will benefit. (78)

The effect on Orkin s competitors of a price freeze on Orkin s pre1975 customers wil be minimal , if there is any discernable eflect at
all. Orkin states that all competitors now offer lifetime guarantees.
Customers who receive a lifetime guarantee from one company will
be unlikely to switch to another company. Thus , within the industry

these guarantees tend to freeze customers with the company that

~~~~~~~
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performs the initial treatment to the premises. Further , Orkin s pre1975 customers have been tied to Orkin; some as long as eighteen
years (1966-1984). Being tied to Orkin for a longer period wil have
little or no additional effect on competitors. The market for termite
control services is immense. Growth of new construction creates a
growing market , especially in the South and Southwest , where such
services are in demand. (F. 2) The small segment ofthe market represented by Orkin s pre-1975 customers, which declines normally each
year , represents no threat to competitors. In a pretrial ruling in this
proceeding which rejected Orkin s assertion of injury to competition
it was stated:
There is little likelihood that the number of customers receiving, or eligible to receive
respondent's asserted " below cost prices " wil enable respondent to acquire a monopoly

in any relevant market , nor does it appear that such prices will create a dangerous
probability of monopolization.
(Order Denying Respondent's Motion For Reconsideration OfIts Mo-

tion For An Order Requiring Access To Documents Pertaining To
Costs , p. 2 , October 2 , 1984)
It appears that there are no countervailing benefits to consumers
or to competition that outweigh the injury to consumers caused by
Orkin s increase in the annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts.
D.

Orkin s

Other Defenses

(1) Good Faith Reliance on Legal Opinions

During December , 1978 , Orkin received a legal opinion from Arnall , Golden & Gregory, regarding the permissibility of increasing the
annual renewal fees of pre-1975 customers. The law firm concluded

that Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts were of indefinite duration and terminable after a reasonable time. James M. Schneider , General Counsel of Rollins , Inc. , reviewed the legal opinion received from Arnall
Golden & Gregory, and confirmed to management the conclusions
reached in the opinion. (Resp. F. 39) Orkin contends that Gary Rollins
relied upon these opinions (79) in his decision to increase the annual
renewal fees of pre- 1975 customers.!4 (Resp. F. 38 , 41)

There is reason to doubt Orkin

s claim of good faith reliance on

these legal opinions. The issue considered by the law firm was \( are
there any grounds for the claim that a contract which may be renewed
or extended from year to year , indefinitely, is unenforceable?" The
firm also assumed that the Orkin contract involved " a right to extend
" Orkin "Iso references a legal opinion it received from a Florida law fir' m in 1981 , aller the price increase
decision had been made and implemented , as a good faith basis for continuing in effect the price increiise (Resp
F. 47- 48) Since this legal opinion Was received orler the price increase had heen implemented , it could not have
contributed in any way to the l'arlierdecision to increase the annual renewal fees
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and here the issue would be two- fold:

(1) possible failure as a perpetual contract and (2) possible failure for
indefiniteness of terms. " (emphasis in original) The issue considered
by the law firm and the assumptions by the firm do not meet the issue

presented within the four corners of the Orkin contracts--oes a
contract that guarantees lifetime protection to a designated property
upon payment of a stated annual renewal fee have a determinable

duration? Further , it is established that at the time Mr. Schneider
reviewed and confirmed the legal opinion rendered by the law firm
Mr. Schneider was not aware of the Orkin 12 promotion. Since Mr.

Schneider was not aware of the Orkin 12 promotion and was the
person who communicated with the firm , it is questionable whether
the law firm was aware of the promotion.

(See

F. 41) The Orkin 12

promotion stated:
LIFgTIME GUARANTEE. Orkin s lifetime termite protection plan includes annual
rcinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against ter-

mite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection
never increases.

is very modest and

In case of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

(F. 28) (emphasis in original)
The Orkin 12 promotion , quoted above , is a clear statement by
Orkin that the Lifetime Guarantee protects the property against ter-

Had the law firm of
mite reinfestation
for the life of the structure.
Arnall , Golden & Gregory, and Mr. Schneider , had this information
before them at the time of rendering legal advice , it is probable that
they would not have assumed the contract to be perpetual or indefinite in duration. (80)

Gary Rollins , when he wrote his synopsis to R. Randall Rollns
concerning the proposal to increase the annual renewal fees on pre1975 contracts ,

did not mention any legal opinion as a basis for his

decision to increase the annual renewal fees. Gary Rollins ' synopsis
indicates that he expected there could be problems with state regula-

tory agencies and customer lawsuits. W. 43) Had the legal opinions of
counsel played a significant role in his decision to increase the annual

renewal fees , it seems likely he would have mentioned this fact in his
recommendation.
The Commission s complaint has charged Orkin with raising the
fixed annual renewal fees on its customer contracts in contradiction
of its agreements with customers to maintain the fixed annual renewal fees for the life of the structure. Orkin s subjective state of mind
or intent at the time it increased the annual renewal fees is immaterial to the violation of law charged in the Commission s complaint.
Further , it is setted law that a party cannot be absolved from liability
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Gregg
v. Chauffers, Teamsters and Helpers Union Loco I lSD 699 F. 2d 1015

because it relied on the advice of counsel. As the court stated in

1017 (9th Cir. 1983):

Such a rule would virtually eliminate a remedy for arbitrary, discriminatory, or bad
as long as an attorney recommended such action. We are not
persuaded that reliance on an attorney s advice should insulate the union from liability
faith union action ,

for its breach of its duty to represent its members fairly.

(2) Costs

Orkin has raised the specter of its increased costs in servicing pre1975 contracts at the fixed annual renewal lee stated in its contracts
and the loss Orkin will suffer if prohibited from increasing the annual
renewal fees. (Resp. F. 82- 83) " As a general principle , diffculty or
even improbability of accomplishment without financial loss will not
Section
release a party from his contract. " 17 Am. Jur. 2d,
Contracts
402 Further , Orkin s financial condition does not appear to be imperiled by any financial loss it may sustain in fulfiling its contractual
obligations to its pre- 1975 customers. (F. 6)

(3) Public Policy Considerations

Orkin maintains that public policy recognizes

the fairness and

legitimacy of Orkin s increase in the annual renewal fees on its pres conduct
act or practice " would squarely contradict the

1975 contracts. Orkin states that any finding that Orkin
constitutes an

unfair

statutory and common law of each of the states in which Orkin entered into these agreements. Further , Orkin stresses that thirteen
states " have declined to take any action against Orkin " after carefully reviewing Orkin s " accommodation " programs which have excepted certain customers (81) from the price increase. Six ofthese states

according to Orkin , have acknowledged that the accommodation program is a reasonable response to Orkin s need for additional revenue
to cover continually escalating costs of its termite operations. CRespo

Brief, pp. 59- 60)
A basic tenet of contract law is that private agreements should be
enforced according to their terms. Courts will

not make

a better con-

tract for the parties than that which they have sccn lit to enter into

nor will courts alter a contract for the benefit of one party and to the
v. Midland CooperaWilliams Petroleum
Co.

detriment of another.

tives, Inc. 539 F. 2d 694 , 696 (10th Cir. 1976). Orkin claims that at the

time it entered into the pre- 1975

contracts no one anticipated that

inflationary pressures would be a major problem. (Resp. Brief; p. 38)
Prior to 1966 , Orkin limited the duration of its guarantees to five to
fifteen years. In 1966 , Orkin commenced a marketing program offer-
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ing lifetime guarantees at a fixed annual renewal fee. Thus , Orkin
accepted the risk of costs increasing over time , the possibility of which
was certainly known to Orkin. Customers were placed under duress
by Orkin when the price increase was announced; the customers had
no choice but to pay the increase or lose the protection. The bargain-

ing power ofthe parties was weighted heavily in favor of Orkin. Orkin
has cited no statutory or public policy statement that would support
such a unilateral breach of a contract.
Orkin s claims that inaction by thirteen states after reviewing Orkin s accommodation program , and' approval by six states of Orkin
accommodation program, amounts to an expression of public policy

approving Orkin s acts and practices. This is an overstatement of the
significance of this state action. Each of these states chalJenged Orkin s right to increase the annual renewal fees on pre- 1975 contracts
and each state accepted Orkin s pledge to roll back the price increase
on every customer who complained and insisted that Orkin had represented that the annual renewal fee would remain fixed. The record

is not clear as to the care with which the various states reviewed the
facts of customer complaints. Certainly there is no indication that the
states have reviewed a record such as is presented in this Commission
proceeding; nor is there any substantial evidence of why the states

chose not to take any further action after being presented with Orkin s accommodation program.1 The North Carolina Attorney General' s offce stated: " That we have made this enforcement decision in

no way changes our view that Orkin is probably required to live by
the letter ofthose contracts. " (CX 222) The Maryland Attorney General's offce has indicated (82J that the State of Maryland is awaiting the
Commission

s action in this proceeding16 (CX 410)

The actions of the states in accepting Orkin s accommodation program in settlement of consumer complaints indicate at most an exercise of prosecutorial discretion. These actions by the states do not
express a public policy that is " declared or embodied in formal sources
such as statutes , judicial decisions , or the constitution as interpreted
by the courts. . . . Unfairness Statement
at 12. State action does not
foreclose the Commission from taking such further action as the public interest may require. See
FTC v. Sperry
Hutchison Co. 405 U.s.
233 , 239 n. 4.
,:, Orkin s ;Iccommodation program ;Imuunts tu nulhing more than Gary Rollin s r commeodation at the time

Orkin iocreased the ,mnual renewal fees on pre-- 1975

cootracts-

IRlais.' and handle exceptior:s, " (F, 4.

1(, The st tes of Florida ;Ind LOllisiaDa I,ave instituted court. "diuo ag"inst (See
Orkin.
fn 9 , sltpm)
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III. RELIEF

It is well established that " the Commission has wide discretion in
its choice of a remedy deemed adequate to cope with unlawful practices " and that , so long as the remedy selected has a " reasonable
relation to the unlawful practices found to exist" the courts will not
interfere.
Jacob Seigel Co. v. FTC 327 U.S. 608 , 611 (1946);
see also
FTC v. Cement Institute 333 U.s. 683 , 726 (1948);
FTC v. ColgatePalmolive Co. 380 U.s. 374 , 392 (1965);
L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC 442
2d 1 , 23 (7th Cir. 1971).

The relief proposed in the complaint includes provisions that would
prohibit Orkin from collecting or receiving from any consumer any
annual renewal fee for termite protection which is greater than the

fixed annual renewal fee specified in the consumer s contract , unless
the contract clearly discloses that the fee may be increased. Orkin
would be prohibited from terminating or modifying any agreement
with a consumer by any means inconsistent with the contract terms.
Orkin also would be required to notify each consumer with whom
Orkin has an agreement containing a fixed annual renewal fee that
Orkin is prohibited from collecting or receiving any annual renewal
fee which is greater than the fixed annual fee specified in the agreement. The proposed relief also states that , if the facts are found as
alleged in the complaint , the Commission may seek relief to redress
injury to consumers under Section 19 of the FTC Act. Section 19

relief

is not before the administrative law judge in this action and will not
be considered further.
See Electronic Computer Programming Institute , Inc. Dkt. 8952 , 86 F. C. 1093 , 1097 (Interlocutory Order , Nov.
, 1975). (83)

Complaint counsel has requested an order along the lines of the
relief proposed in the complaint. In addition , complaint counsel would
require Orkin to mail to each pre-1975 customer (or his successor in
interest) a notice in the form of a letter which would inform each

customer that the Commission has ordered Orkin to roll back the
annual renewal fee on the customer

s contract. This notice would

advise those customers whose contracts have lapsed since Orkin increased the annual renewal fee in 1980 ,

that Orkin wil honor the

customer s guarantee at the fixed annual renewal fee in
the pre- 1975 contracts. Complaint counsel is not seeking restitution
terms

of the

or refund of any increased payments that have been made by pre1975 customers.

Orkin objects to complaint counsel' s proposed letter to all pre- 1975

customers as unnecessarily and improperly disparaging of Orkin.
Orkin also objects to the broad category of customers complaint counsel' s proposed order would require Orkin to notify about the roll back
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in annual renewal fees. Orkin maintains that it is unnecessary and
not a remedy of any alleged unfair act or practice to send notices to
the approximately 21 500 customers who have had their annual
renewal fees rolled back and frozen at the renewal fee initially stated
in their contracts. Orkin also states that first class postage to this
group of customers would impose unreasonable and unduly burdensome costs upon Orkin with no countervailing benefit to consumers.
Such a notice also would be confusing to their customers , according
to Orkin.
Orkin foresees legal and practical diffculties in complaint counsel's
proposed requirement that Orkin notify and , in effect , reinstate those
former pre- 1975 customers who have chosen not to continue their

Orkin contracts since the announcement of the 1980 increase. This
requirement is reasonably related to the remedy sought by complaint

counsel only if those customers stopped paying their annual renewal
fees because of the 1980 increase of their premiums. Cancellations by
pre- 1975 customers has not exceeded to any appreciable degree Orkin s usual cancellation rate. (F. 66)
Orkin points out that there are many reasons why these former
pre- 1975 customers may have failed to renew their contracts. For
instance , they may have obtained similar services elsewhere at a
lower rate; they may no longer have felt the need for termite service
because the problem which caused them to call Orkin initially had
been rectified; or , they may have sold the covered residence to subsequent owners who chose not to continue the coverage. To comply with
the proposed order , Orkin would have to send notices to the record
addresses of all those pre- 1975 customers who received notice of the
increase in 1980. Many of these notices would go to the new owners

of residences , once covered by pre-1975 contracts , who have never
been Orkin customers. This would cause great confusion and numer-

ous administrative diffculties. Orkin states that the requirement
that Orkin reinstate the guarantees of those pre- 1975

customers (84)

contracts , exposes Orkin to either unwarranted risk or expense. Unless these former customers have , in the
interim , contracted with another termite service , their homes have
who have not renewed their

gone uninspected and untreated for up to five years. Orkin should not
be deemed to have guaranteed these structures against damage which

may have occurred during the period when Orkin did not service the
premises. In addition, even if these former customers have received
in the interim , termite control services from another company, Orkin
should not be required to guarantee the work ofthe other companies.
To eliminate the risk inherent in reinstating cancelled guarantees
Orkin would have to undertake , at great expense, the retreatment of
each of these structures.
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Finally, Orkin argues that complaint counsel's proposed order de-

nied Orkin and its pre- 1975 customers the right to modify their con-

tractual relationship by mutual agreement. This is contrary to
well-established principles of contract law
ond)

Sections 273 ,

(see , e. g., Restatement (Sec-

279 and 280), and serves no remedial purpose. Any

remedial order entered in this proceeding should expressly provide

that Orkin may, in the required notice or at any other time , offer its
pre- 1975 customers the opportunity to substitute , for additional consideration , Orkin s current contracts for their pre- 1975 contracts , or
seek any other modification or novation permitted under recognized
principles of contract law.

Orkin has also submitted an alternative proposed notice to be sent
customers , which Orkin submits
avoids some of the diffculties inherent in complaint counsel'

to its current , unfrozen pre- 1975
proposed notice.

The arguments presented by Orkin in respect to the 21 500 customers who have had their annual renewal fees rolled back and frozen at

the initial contract level are persuasive. Since these customers already have received all the relief complaint counsel proposes , it is
unnecessary to notify them
of the
Commission s action in this matter.
It also has the possibility of causing some confusion to these customers. Finally, it would be burdensome and expensive to Orkin to perform what is essentially an unnecessary act. The order to be entered
herewith will exclude these customers from the notice being required

by the order to be sent to pre- 1975 customers. The other remedial
provisions of the order will assure that Orkin does not increase the
annual renewal fees of these customers , except as provided in the
order.
Orkin s argument in respect to the pre-1975 customers who failed
to keep their guarantees in eflect spells out the diflculties which will

be encountered in any reinstatement of the guarantees of those customers. First , it is not known why these customers failed to renew
their guarantees , and it would be impractical to attempt to ascertain
the reasons the customers did not renew their guarantees. Some cus-

tomers may have renewed (85J their contracts in 1980 , but failed to
continue the guarantee in later years. Only

if the

failure to renew was

due to the increased annual renewal fee would these customers be

entitled to relief. As Orkin points out , the cancellation rate of pre1975 customers after the 1980 increase in the annual renewal fees did
not exceed the usual rate of cancellation of all customers.
The more serious problem raised by Orkin concerns the fact that

Orkin would be required to reinspect and possibly retreat the premises of customers who allowed their guarantees to lapse , and Orkin

would be liable for any reinfestation or damage which may have
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occurred during the period since 1980. Further , some customers who
were really interested in continuous protection against termite infestation and objected to Orkin s price increase may have contracted
with other termite control companies since 1980. This could cause

some problems between Orkin and its competitors , if Orkin offers to

reinstate its guarantees to such customers.

Also ,

this could cause

confusion to the customers.

In sum , it appears that requiring reinstatement of all pre- 1975
customers who did not renew their guarantees. or who renewed their
guarantees in 1980 ,

but later determined to drop

the protection

would cause many problems and much confusion to the extent that

such relief is not warranted.
Some ofthe criticisms which Orkin has leveled at complaint counsel's proposed notice are well taken. Orkin s proposed notice is. unacceptable in its entirety. An appropriate notice has been ordered. The
notice will be sent only to those pre- 1975 customers who are still
renewing their termite protection at the increased annual renewal
fee. The requirement that this notice be sent to those 21 500 customers who have had their annual fee rolled back is unnecessary, would

require additional costs to Orkin , and could be confusing to those
customers.

Under terms of the order entered herewith , Orkin is prohibited
any
pre- 1975 customer any annual

from charging or receiving from

fee that is greater than that specified in the pre- 1975 contracts or

pre- 1975 guarantees. This provision would include those pre- 1975
customers whose annual renewal fees have already been rolled back.
Orkin is also prohibited from refusing to accept payment ofthe annu-

al renewal fee stated in the pre- 1975

contracts or pre- 1975 guaran-

tees, and from refusing to perform the obligations specified in such
contracts and guarantees when the annual renewal fee is tendered.

Orkin is also prohibited from requesting, charging, collecting or
any
customer any annual renewal fee that is greater
than the annual fee stated in the customer s contract or guarantee
unless the contract specifically provides that Orkin may increase the
annual renewal fee. Orkin is prohibited from modifying or changing
any customer s contract or guarantee by any means not specified in
the contract or (86) guarantee. These are fencing-in provisions which
receiving from

are necessary to insure in the future that Orkin does not unilaterally
and in contradiction of its contracts , modify or change its customer
contracts. As has been shown by this record , most customers were at
the mercy of Orkin when their contracts were changed. They had no
choice but to agree to the modification , or lose protection. These fencing- in provisions will assure that Orkin will not repeat in the future
the violation which occurred in the past. Additionally, Orkin will not
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be unduly burdened by these provisions since contracts easily can be
drafted which will set forth the procedures for contract modification
or change.

A proviso has been included in the order which will permit Orkin
to seek a modification or novation of its pre- 1975 contracts. It seems
reasonable to permit Orkin to contact these customers and seek approval of customers for a contract change. This provision will require
customers approval for any contract change , and is in stark contrast
to Orkin s past action in unilaterally modifying its customer contracts. Two safeguards have been written into this proviso. First , no
attempt at contract modification can be made until customers have
made two annual renewal fee payments at the rate specilied in the
pre-1975 contracts. This is to prevent any confusion which might

arise if Orkin sends out the notice letter that fees are being rolled
back and at the same time asks for contract modification. The two

year period will enable the customer to comprehend the value of the
reduced annual renewal fee , and to consider any request for contract
modification separate and apart from the fee roll back. The additional
safeguard requires Orkin to obtain approval from the Commission of

any materials or communications with these customers in respect to
any request for contract modification. This provision will assure that

all communications wil1 be clear and understandable , and that no
customer will be pressured or misled in any material respect.
IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over respondent

and the subject matter of this proceeding.
2. At all times relevant herein , respondent has maintained a substantial course of business , including the acts and practices as hereinafter set forth , in or affecting commerce , as commerce is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3. In contradiction of the agreements it had entered into with its
pre-1975 customers , from 1980 to the present respondent has raised
or attempted to raise the amount of the annual renewal fees stated
in the agreements , thereby causing substantial and ongoing injury to
such customers. (87)

4. The substantial and ongoing injury to respondent' s customers is
not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition and is not reasonably avoidable by consumers.
5. Respondent' s acts and practices as described in Paragraph 3
above , constitute unfair acts and practices in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended (15 V. C. 45(a)).
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appropriate to

remedy the aforesaid violations of law.
ORDER

It is ordered That for purposes of this order the following definitions shall apply:

A.

Customer

shall mean any consumer or business owning or hold-

ing a termite control services contract or guarantee entered into or
issued by respondent.
B.
shall mean any contract entered into by rePre- 1975 contract
spondent for the purpose of supplying services to control termites
wood- infesting organisms , moisture , or wood decay to its customers
that incJucles the term tI lifetime " and does not mention adjustments
to or increases of the annual fee (which annual fee must be paid to

continue the lifetime (88) guarantee issued with respect to such contract), except and unless the treated premises are structurally modified , altered or otherwise changed after the date of initial treatment.
Pre- 1975 guarantee
shall mean any guarantee extended by reC.

spondent to a customer in connection with the execution ofa pre-1975
contract.
D.
Pre- 1975 customer
shall mean any customer owning or holding
a pre- 1975 contract and/or pre- 1975 guarantee to whom Orkin sent
a notice of the increase in annual fee and who has submitted an

annual fee each year since such increase of annual fees occurred.

II.
is ordered
That respondent , Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc.
a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the advertising,
ofIering for sale , sale or distribution in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , of any
product or service to (89) protect a house , building or other structure
from termites , wood- infesting organisms , moisture , or wood decay,

. It

shall forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Requesting, charging, collecting or receiving from any pre- 1975
customer (or his successor in interest) any annual fee that is greater
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than that specified in the pre-1975 contract or pre- 1975

guarantee of

that customer.

B. Refusing to accept from any pre-1975 customer (or his successor

in interest) the amount of the annual fee stated in the pre-1975
contract or pre- 1975 guarantee of such customer.
C. Refusing to perform the obligations specified in the pre- 1975

guarantee of any pre- 1975 customer (or his successor in interest) who
tenders payment ofthe annual fee stated in that customer s pre-1975
contract or pre-1975 guarantee within two months ofthe anniversary
month of the initial treatment by Orkin , and/or refusing to perform
such guarantee obligations in any succeeding year in which a pre-

1975 customer (or his successor in interest) tenders payment of the
annual fee specified in his pre- 1975 contract or pre-1975 (90) guarantee within two months of the anniversary month ofthe initial treatment by respondent.
D. Requesting, charging, collecting or receiving from any customer
owning or holding a contract or guarantee any annual fee that is
greater than the annual fee specified in the contract or guarantee of
the customer , unless said contract or guarantee clearly and conspicuously discloses that such annual fee may be raised at respondent'
option.

K Modifying, changing or altering, or attempting to modify, change
or alter , any contract and/or guarantee by any procedure , method or
means not clearly and conspicuously disclosed in any such contract or

guarantee.
Provided , however That nothing contained in this order shall prevent respondent from seeking a modification or novation of its pre1975 contracts and pre- 1975 guarantees with its pre- 1975 customers
which would permit inter alia a change in the annual fee to be paid
or the services to be rendered provided further that no such attempt
to seek modification or novation shall be made until each such customer has received a notice of this order , as provided in Part III
hereof, and has made at least two annual fee payments at the annual

fee specified in the pre- (91) 1975 contract and/or guarantee , and
that respondent shall obtain approval ofthe Federal
Trade Commission for each and every document or representation
which respondent may use or make in any attempt to seek a modification or novation of its pre-1975 contracts and/or pre- 1975 guarantees
as provided herein.

provided further

III.
It is further ordered

That respondent shall send each pre-1975

customer (or his successor in interest) by first class United States mail
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the following notice no later than two months prior to the anniversary

date of the initial treatment rendered to such customer:
Dear Customer:

This letter contains important information about a decrease of your annual fee.
Please read it.
Beginning in 1980 , Orkin increased the annual fee for certain or its customers whose
lifetime guarantees did not give Orkin the right to raise the annual fee. You were one
of the affected customers. The Federal Trade Commission has ordered Orkin to roll
back your annual fee to the amount stated in your contract or guarantee. Under the

(92J terms of the Federal Trade Commission order you will continue to receive the
lifetime protection that Orkin has guaranteed as long as you pay the annual fee each
year.
There is one exception to this order. If you have structurally modified the treated
structure , Orkin may terminate the guarantee or increase the fee under the terms of
your original agreement. Absent such a structural modification , Orkin is prohibited
from increasing your annual renewal fee without your consent.
If you desire to continue your guaranteed protection , please submit your annual fee
along with the enclosed invoice. We suggest you check the amount of the annual fee
invoice. If there is any

stated in your contract or guarantee with that of the enclosed

discrepancy or you have any other questions , please call your local branch.
Sincerely yours

President of Orkin (93)

Each envelope containing the foregoing notice shall bear the following legend in red 14 point print on its face: IMPORTANT NOTICE OF

ANNUAL FEE REDUCTION ENCLOSED.
IV.

It is further ordered That respondent distribute a copy of this order
to all of its current offcers, directors , district managers and branch
managers , and to future personnel in those positions for the next two
years , and that respondent secure from each such person a signed
statement acknowledging reGeipt of said order.

It is further ordered

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the respondent
such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of
a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or
any other change in the corporation that may affect compliance obli-

gations arising out of this order.

Opinion
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VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall for three years fie with
the Commission everyone hundred eighty (180) (94) days after service

upon it of this order a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which it has complied with this order.
VII.

It is further ordered That respondent shall maintain for a period
of five (5) years after service of this order upon it , records that shall
show the manner and form of respondent' s continuing compliance
with the above terms and provisions of this order and make them
available for inspection by Commission staff' within thirty (30) days
of receipt of notice that an inspection is sought.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By Azcuenaga Commissioner:
This case is before the Commission on cross appeals from an Initial
Decision by Administrative Law Judge Ernest G. Barnes granting
complaint counsel' s motion for summary decision. Judge Barnes
found that Orkin Exterminating Company ("Orkin ) has engaged in
unfair acts or practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , 15 U.sC. 45 (1982) (" Section 5" ), by unilaterally

raising the fixed annual renewal fee on certain of its termite control
contracts. We affrm.
Orkin , the self- proclaimed largest termite and pest-control company in the world , sells its pest-control and exterminating services to
consumers for their homes and other structures. From 1966 until
February, 1975, Orkin offered contracts for pest control and repair
services with guarantees for the lifetime of the treated structure as
long as the consumer paid a specified annual renewal fee. In 1980

citing the need to recoup some of its rising costs , Orkin decided to
raise the renewal fees on (2) these contracts. The contracts , however
contained no express language authorizing such an increase. Instead
they offered " lifetime " guarantees and specified payments in stated
amounts beginning on a particular date and on the same date each
year " thereafter.
The Commission issued its complaint on May 8 , 1984.1 The complaint alleges that Orkin s increase of its annual renewal fees has
I In response to an U!1oppo.'cd motion by complaint counsel , Paragraph 3 of the complaint was amended on
and wood decay " in the de cription of the contractervices offered by

November 15 , 1984 , to indude the word

Orkin
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caused substantial , ongoing and unavoidable injury to Orkin s customers and the public that is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. It charges that the company
action has violated Section 5. After a period of pretrial discovery,
complaint counsel moved for summary decision with respect to all
issues. Orkin opposed the motion and made a cross-motion for summary decision. Orkin also submitted (( statements of material facts
that it contended either directly contravene complaint counsel' s findings
of fact
or raise genuine issues
of inference
and legal significance
that foreclose entry of summary decision in favor of complaint counsel. The Administrative Law Judge granted complaint counsel's motion for summary decision and issued his Initial Decision.

Both Orkin and complaint counsel have appealed. Orkin challenges
the Initial Decision on several grounds. It objects to the issuance of
a summary decision , asserts that the challenged conduct is outside the
scope of Section 5 , takes issue (3) with various findings and conclusions and asserts that the order is unduly burdensome and does not
bear a reasonable relation to the alleged practice it purports to remedy. Complaint counsel's appeal is Jimited to the assertion that the ALJ

improperly limited the scope of the order.
FINDINGS OF FACT

These findings , which we have drawn from the Initial . Decision and
from the parties ' fiings, reflect only those facts that are not subject
to genuine dispute.
1. THE RESPONDENT
Orkin is a Delaware corporation with its principal place

of business

in Atlanta , Georgia. IDF 1. It is a wholly- owned subsidiary ofRolJins
Inc. (" Rollins ), by which it was acquired in 1964.
Id.
During the time
covered by the complaint , Orkin provided pest- control

and exterminating services throughout the United States , operating through
branch offices under the supervision of a number of district offices.
IDF 2; RIR 32; CX 142Z9; Russell Dep. p. 9; Raymond Dep. p. 32. Orkin

has stipulated that it maintains , and at all times mentioned in the (4)
'We lJse the foUowingabbreviations in this opinion"
LD.

IDF
RAB
RRB

RIR

rniti,d Decision
Initia! Decision Finding
Respondent' s Appeal Brief
R"spondent' s Reply Brief
H."spondent' s Answer t.o First Set of Interrogatories
Exhibillo Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Summary Decision
F;xhibit to Respondent' s MOlion for Summary D cisiot1 and OppO!;ition to Complaint Counse\'

Mot.ion

RPF

Respondent's Propo.'"d Findings of Fact
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complaint has maintained , a substantial course
of business including
the acts and practices set forth in the complaint , in or affecting commerce within the meaning of Section 5. IDF 3.
Orkin claims to be the world' s largest termite and pest-control
company. IDF 4. The company s services include treatment of houses
buildings and other structures to destroy or protect against termites
other wood- infesting organisms , moisture and wood decay. IDF 7.

Orkin charged a specified amount for the initial treatment of the
affected structure , and , under certain conditions , it has issued guarantees of the termite control services provided under its contracts.
IDF 8. Since prior to 1956 , Orkin has prepared and used its own

preprinted form contracts and guarantees that are not subject to
modification by its salesmen. IDF 10.
II. ORKIN S PRE- 1975 CONTRACTS
Before 1966 ,
tection

of the

Orkin generally offered guarantees for continued pro-

treated property at a specified price for an express term

of from five to fifteen years. IDF 11. In 1966 , Orkin began offering a
guarantee for continued protection that would last the lifetime ofthe
treated structure , and the company began using the term " lifetime
in its contracts and guarantees. IDF 11 , 26. Orkin was able to ofler
this initial treatment and lifetime continuing guarantee package

because the primary termiticide it used " was

proving to be more

successful and more effective than (Orkin) ever thought it would be.
IDF 12. Orkin used the lifetime concept as a competitive device "
try to ofler a distinctly better service to the public than (its) (5) smaller competitors could offer. " IDF 12; Geiger Dep. pp. 16-17. Orkin
offered several kinds of lifetime guarantees , including a lifetime retreatment guarantee ,

a lifetime retreatment and repair guarantee

and a lifetime guarantee on pretreatment work on new construction.
IDF 13. Generally, the first two ofthese guarantees provide that after

initial treatment and at no extra cost to the customer , Orkin respecif new
infestations occur and
make repairs (up to a stated dollar maximum) ifit is established that
the new damage occurred after the initial treatment. IDF 13- 16. The
tively will retreat the covered structure

pretreatment guarantee is similar but applies to new construction
rather than to existing structures. IDF 17.
Between January, 1966 , when Orkin first started using " lifetime
in its contracts , and February 1 , 1975 , Orkin s termite contracts and
guarantees provided that the consumer must pay a specified annual
fee in order to continue the coverage of the guarantee. IDF 18. If the

customer continued to pay the renewal fee , the guarantee remained
in effect for the lifetime of the treated premises, unless they were
structurally modified after their initial treatment. IDF 18- 19 and 26.
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Tbe contracts stated explicitly that the company could adjust the fee
in the event of structural modification (IDF 19), but they made no
other (6) provision for adjustment of the renewal fee. 3 The language
in these agreements , which we refer to in this opinion as " pre- 1975"
contracts, ' varied slightly from time to time within the 196&-1975
period , but it is undisputed that all of the contracts contained terms
similar to those quoted below.

For example, CX 2A , a contract dated November 30 , 1966, specifies
an Annual Renewal Premium of $17. 00 and provides:
In addition to the initial term specified in Paragraph 1 above , the Guaranty may, at
the sole option of the undersigned , be renewed annually for Lifetime additional years
by making payment of the Annual Renewal Premium on or before the renewal date
of each subsequent year and Orkin agrees to reinspect the premises upon receipt of
each Annual Renewal Premium Payment. (The underlined word was handwritten in
a blank space provided in the contract.

Similarly, CX 414A , a contract dated February 5 , 1972 , provides for
a " Lifetime Control and Repair " guarantee and states:
ORKIN CONTINUOUS PROTECTION GUARANTY

Orkin s Continuous Protection Guaranty wilJ provide protection for the above named
property including Annual Reinspections upon payment of the initial charges and an
annual renewal Payment 01'$37.00 starting February 1973 and each February thereafter. IThe underlined words were handwritten in blanks provided in the contract.
See

also

IDF 22- 23. (7)

The pre- 1975

contracts generally contained a clause stating that

the contract ,

graph and specification sheets , and , upon issuance , the
guarantee , constituted the complete agreement between the parties.
IDF 21. They provided that the agreement could not be changed or

altered in any manner , oral or otherwise , by any representatives of
Orkin , unless the alterations or changes were in writing and executed
by a corporate offcer of Orkin under the corporate seal. IDF 21-23.
For example , some of Orkin s pre-1975 contracts contained the following language:
It is understood and agreed between the parties that this Contract , the Graph and
Specification Sheets which bear this Contract Number and , upon issuance , the Guaran-

ty constitute the complete agreement between the parties and that said agreement may
not be changed or altered in any manner , oral or otherwise , by any representative of
3 Before 1966 , Orkin s form contracts for "In express term of years specifically provided for increases in the,mn"a)

renewal ref! that. did nOt depend upon structural modification of the treated structure. IDF 2:1. On or about
p.hrllary 1 , 1975 , Orkin began using a similar provision for fee im:rease in it lifetime guarantee contracts that
did not depend on structural modification. IDF24
, Because it is the term used by thp. Admini trative Law Judge in the Initial Decision and for convenience , we
use the term " pre- 1975" a8 an abbreviation for the period of time from Januarv. 1 66. to Februarv 1. 1975

g,
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ORKIN unless alteration or change be in writing and executed by a corporate otncer
ofOHKIN EXTERMINATING COMPANY , INC. , under this corporate seal. (CX-- 9B.
See also, e. eX- lOB , lIB , 12B , 138 , 1413 , 16B, 19B, 20B , 24B , 25B, 400B , 4148 , 473B
and 485B; see

also

IDF 21.)

Other Orkin contracts used during the pre-1975 period stated:
It is understood and agreed that ORKIN and the Buyer are bound only by the terms
and conditions of this agreement and not by any other representations , oral or otherwise. (CX- 449B , 11B. See
see also
IDF 21.1

also , e.

eX-

, 2A , 3 , 4A , 5A, 6A , 9A , 12B and 21B; RIR 59- 60;

The company does not dispute that its pre- 1975

contracts used these

clauses or clauses of a similar nature.

III. ORKIN 12 ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

For several months during 1968 , Orkin promoted sales of its termite
control services through an advertising campaign called " Orkin 12.
The promotion was advertised in a pamphlet , on billboards , in magazines and on radio and television. IDF 27. The pamphlet contained the

following language: (8)
LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Orkin s lietime termite protection plan includes annual
reinspections and retreating when necessary. This protects the property against termite reinfestation for the life of the structure provided the lifetime guarantee is
renewed annually. The yearly premium for this lifetime protection is !Jery modest and
never increases.
In case of a sale , the guarantee is transferable.

IDF 28; Raymond Dep. Ex. 6 at 2. (Emphasis in originaLj The Orkin
12 advertising campaign was in effect for approximately six months
but was discontinued before its scheduled expiration date because it
failed to produce suffcient consumer sales leads. (Geiger Dep. pp.
34- 35); IDF 27.
IV. RENEWAL FEE INCREASE
By late 1978 ,

Orkin had begun to explore the possibility of in ere as-

ing the annual fee on its pre-1975 contracts and guarantees. Orkin
asked James M. Schneider , General Counsel of Rollns , Orkin s parent company, whether the contracts provided a basis on which to
increase the renewal fee. He initially concluded that they did not. IDF
55. He stated:
Well , I looked at the contract , and I recall that my reaction was the reaction that--r

my initial reaction was that of most people that reviewed the contract , I didn t see
offand a basis for increasing the prices. The provision concerning the renewal prices
appeared to be of indefinite duration using words like " hereafter " or " thereafter " and

,"

. .
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my instant or immediate reaction was there simply was not a basis for increasing the
prices.

Schneider Dep. (2/8/85) p. 19. Later , after " he had pondered" the
question " for days and days , . . . it struck (him) that no company in
its right mind would ever issue a contract that provided for ongoing
services in perpetuity without a right to increase prices. Id. (9)
After considering the question himself, Mr. Schneider requested
advice from the company s law firm. The firm s two and a half page
unsigned memorandum, dated December 6 , 1978 , concluded that " the
duraindefinite
Orkin contract" (unidentified) " would appear to be of
tion " (emphasis in original) and , therefore would be terminable by
Orkin after a reasonable period of time. " RX 44A- C; IDF 39. The
memorandum does not purport to construe a particular Orkin contract. Nor does it refer to or quote language from any specific Orkin

contract. It is explicitly limited to the issue: " Are there any grounds
for the claim that a contract which may be renewed or extended from
year to year , indefinitely, is unenforceable. " It is also explicitly based
exon the " assum(ption) that the Orkin contract involves a right to
tend the term of the original contract (emphasis in original). IDF 40;
RX-44A. The memorandum does not address the proper way to construe the term " lifetime " in a contract. Mr. Schneider reviewed the
law firm s memorandum and endorsed its conclusion to Orkin s management. IDF 39.
In February, 1980 , before deciding to increase the annual renewal
fees on the pre- 1975 contracts, Gary W. Rollns , President of Orkin
prepared a synopsis of issues for Rollins ' President , R. Randall Rol-

lins, setting out what he believed to be the merits and risks of the
renewal fee increase and stating the available options. The single

reason he identified in favor of the fee adjustment was the potential
increase in income that it would produce. The points militating
against the increase included the following: (10)
1. A

few customers (were) advised by salesmen and literature that renewal

amount

would be fixed.
2. State regulatory agencies.

could interpret our contract in some cases to imply

the renewal amount is fixed. Those who obtain old proposal information will discover

we put this in writing.
3. Our longer term employees might feel that we are going back on our word.
4. There could be customer lawsuits and complaints.

The options were:
1. Leave as is.

2. Write customers and put (the increase) on voluntary basis.
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3. Meet with individual state regulatory and consumer groups to obtain understanding and raise (fee).
4. Raise (fee) and handle exceptions.

IDF 43; Rollins Dep. Ex. 12. Gary Rollns attached to his memoran-

dum the Orkin 12 promotional pamphlet describing the " yearly
premium " that " never increases. " IDF 45; Rollins Dep. Ex. 12.
Shortly thereafter , Orkin decided to raise the annual renewal fees
on the pre-1975 contracts , and the company began notifying the affected customers in August 1980 , giving them several months ' notice
before renewal payments were due. IDF 46 and 48. The annual fees
were raised to a minimum of $25 or by 40%, whichever was greater.
IDF 50. Orkin sent price increase (11) notices to approximately 207
000 customers. 5 By August 1 , 1984 , Orkin had increased the annual
renewal fees of approximately 142 902 customers with pre-1975 contracts. By May 25 , 1981 , Orkin had received an additional $1 257 629
solely as a result of the fee increase to its pre-1975 cust"mers , and
estimates submitted in this proceeding show that it had received
increased revenues through 1984 , from the same source , of $7 515

674.

Orkin s announcement brought complaints from customers , who
expressed the belief that Orkin did not have the right to raise the

renewal fees for pre-1975 contracts. It also brought communications
from offcials of at least seventeen states , who questioned the lawfulness of Orkin s action. IDF 51 and 73-85.
Customers had few , if any, alternatives to paying the higher fee.
Although they could seek to have Orkin s competitors assume the
pre-1975 contracts at the initial renewal fee , competitors apparently
would not have assumed the contracts without imposing (12) conditions that would have resulted in additional charges to Orkin s customers or subsequently raising the renewal fees as expressly

permitted in their own contracts. ' Indeed , Orkin s President , Gary
"' The figures in this paragraph appear in the Initial DecisiorJ and reflect information produced by the respondent

IDF 64-67 and findings cited therein.
" Six of these states , while not conceding that Orkin s fee increase was lefial , have accepted "orne form of
accommodation for tho e Orkin customers within their jurisdictions who have complained about the ree increase
See

Hither to Orkin or to state offcials. IDF 86. In Stale
ex reI. Gusle v. Orkin E:rterminaling
Co. ,

No 83-- 2166 (Dist.

Cl. La. , Orleans Parish , Feb. 25 1986), the court held Orkin liable for breach of its pre-1975 contracts based On
lhe fee increas!! and declared the breach an unfair trade practice under stateSeelaw.
a/so Orkin Exterminating
Co. v. Department
of Health
Rehabilitative Services No. 81- 389 (Fla. Cir. Ct. Oct. 21 , 1981), afrd per curiam
(Fla. DisL Cl. ApI'. 1982) (CX
24BA- D) (holding, on a stipulated record , that Orkin s pre-1975 contr"ds provided

for a fixed annual renew"j fee)
7 It was not the practice of Terminix , the second largest firm in the industry (alter Orkin), to aSSUme other
contracL and , when it did so " on occasion " it normaily would require reinspection and possible retrealment
apparently at the customer s exp!!nse. Hromada AfT. 118. Another firm required tho: customer tn produce a " certificate " showing when the property was last treated and also required a " booster retreat,ment" when considered
necessary. Murphy AfT. 114.
The contracts att"ched to competitors ' affdavits expressly permit the companies to
raise or renegotiate their renewal fees after specified periods of time ranging from four to six years following initial
treatment.
See exhibits to affdavits of HromadlJ and Tindol; see
also exhibit to :;olen AfT.

,"
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Rollins , testified , when asked whether he believed competitors would

accept the transfer of the pre-1975 contracts and provide the same
lifetime guarantee for the annual fees stated in the contracts , that he
would doubt" that competitors would do that.
Ron Kimbell , Director of Rollins ' Customer Service , wrote a letter
to Orkin s President , Gary Rollins , dated August 11 , 1980 , stating

that (a)fter reviewing these contracts. . . I have concluded that the
pre-1975 increase is more questionable than ever. " IDF 53; Kimbell
Dep. Ex. 10. Mr. Kimbell requested that the fee increase program be
suspended immediately until such time as all parties involved

. . . (within the company) can meet and discuss (its) repercussions
Id.

(13)
v. ACCOMMODATION EFFORTS.

Orkin did not suspend the fee increase program but instead , developed a form letter to respond to complaining customers and created
some limited exceptions to the program. Orkin refers to the exceptions and its procedures for granting them as its " accommodation
program. RAB 11. In the form letter , Orkin cited the impact ofinflatioD as the reason for the increase and stated that
this increase is
both consistent with law and reasonable business standards. " IDF 56;
Kimbell Dep. Ex. 6. The form letter said nothing about the company
decision to grant certain exceptions from the general fee increase.

Id.

In a memorandum dated August 13 , 1980 , John Raymond , Orkin
Director of Administrative Operations , reiterated to Orkin s branch

managers the points made in the form letter but added special instructions for customers who claimed that they had sales literature
stating that the renewal fee would not be raised. He referred specifi-

cally to the Orkin 12 promotion. IDF 57. Mr. Raymond ,

in effect

directed the Orkin sales force to insist that complaining customers
demonstrate that they had relied upon the Orkin 12 promotion. If; but
only if such a demonstration was made , the salesmen were instructed
to inform the customer that Orkin would retract the fee increase.
Id.

Approximately a year later , Orkin decided to roll back the increase

for all customers who had entered into their contracts in 1968 , the
year during which the Orkin 12 promotion had been used. IDF 62. (14)
In
a second memorandum to branch managers , Mr. Raymond said
that Orkin was willing to make further exceptions to the general fee
increase
for customers who state that at the time of purchase they relied on either a sales
presentation or they construed the specific wording of the contract to provide that the
renewal price would not be increased. . provided that this exception to the general
"Rollins Dep. at210
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price increase is not abused. It is our chief desire to maintain the goodwill of these
customers.

He added:
We are willing to make exceptions to give certain customers the benefit orthe doubt.

While we intend to be flexible in our evaluations , you should be alert to any abuses
particularly where complaints from customers exceed 1% of the afTected customer
base.

IDF 58; Rollins Dep. Ex. 23 at 2.
As of August 1984 , under its accommodation program , Orkin had
granted roll backs to approximately 21 500 pre-1975 customers. IDF
67. Some 15 800 ofthese customers were subject to the general exception for 1968 contracts. IDF 63 , 67. Between August 1980 and August
1984 , some 42 600 consumers cancelled their pre-1975 contracts. IDF

66. Although Orkin considered additional increases in the annual
renewal fees on pre-1975 contracts , after it had implemented the first
increase , it did not do so. IDF 68. Orkin also considered ways to
convert (15) pre-1975 customers to a new contract that would permit
the company to raise the renewal fees again in the future. IDF 69.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The issue before us is whether Orkin has engaged in an unfair act
or practice under Section 5 by unilaterally increasing the renewal
fees in its pre-1975 contracts. This is not an action at common law for
simple breach of contract. Rather it is an action under a federal

statute that makes unlawful conduct causing injury to consumers
that is substantial , unavoidable and without countervailing benefits.
Because determining whether Orkin s conduct was " unfair " depends
in large part on what consumers properly could have expected from
Orkin under the pre- 1975 contracts , we focus first on those contracts
before addressing the merits of the unfairness allegations.
1. SUMMARY DECISION

In assessing both Orkin s contract obligations and the unfairness of
its conduct , we also must consider the propriety of proceeding by way
of summary decision. Under Commission Rule 3. 24(a)(3)IO , a party
opposing a motion for summary decision " must set forth specific facts
showing that there is a genuine (16) issue of fact for trial." The
purpose of the summary decision procedure , as articulated in the 1963
"10 November , 1981 , Orkin s ligures show that the pre- 1975 tontracts compri f,d about 33% of the company
turmite renewal customer base io numbers and less than 25% in doJlars. Those figures were expected tu " drop
naturally through normal attrition over the years. " RX 94C
'" 16 CF.R 3. 24(a)(3) (1986)

'"

, !'.
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Advisory Committee Notes to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure , is to determine " whether there is a genuine need for
trial." l1 The Commission cannot try issues of fact on a motion for
summary decision but can only determine whether there are issues
to be tried.!'
The standard for deciding when summary judgment is appropriate

is whether the pleadings and any affdavits or other documents on the
summary decision record raise genuine disputes of material fact, assuming that ambiguities in those documents and any factual inferences to be drawn from them are construed against the moving
party.!3 To forestall summary judgment , the nonmoving party may
not simply rely on unsupported assertions but must set forth specific
facts that reveal genuine disputes necessitating trial.14 To determine

whether genuine disputes of material fact exist , we must consider
three questions: first , whether any disputes Orkin has raised are
factual; second , ifso , (l7J whether they relate to material or outcomedeterminative issues; and third , assuming the answers to the first two
questions are affrmative , whether the factual disputes are genuinethat is , substantiated in the documentation presented by the parties
rationalizations.
by more than mere assertions or
post hoc
The issues Orkin has raised are , for the most part , legal rather than
factual. To the extent that they involve matters offact , those facts are
not material to our decision ,

because their resolution in the manner

suggested by the respondent would not alter our decision.!6 For exam-

ple , Orkin cites the reaction of state attorneys general to Orkin s fee
con
increase and increases in renewal fees for customers holding

tracts entered into after February, 1975. Both are plainly irrelevant.
Orkin also opposes reliance on evidence concerning a portion of an
alleged employee training manual as a statement of company policy

and the uniformity of Orkin s efforts to train its sales force. We do not
rely on this evidence.

'10 the extent that Orkin s alleged factual disputes purport to place
at issue the intent of the parties to Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts , we
conclude , as discussed in Section II , below , that the disputes are not

genuine. To the extent that they are based on unsupported assertions
" Thc Commissior! has long accorded deference to the case law on Rule 56 ofed",rOlI
the
Hul",s of Civil Procedure

in cOr! truing the meaning ofit;;own rule.
See

, The liears! Corp.
80 F.

C. 1011 (1972);

Lehigh Portland Cement

C. 639 , 728 and n. l0 (19811;American Medical Ass
9064 , (April 26 , 1976) (Order Denying Motion of Respondent for Summ'lrY Decision).
Heyman v. ecHn"'erce and Industry Ins. Co.. 524 F. 2d 1317 , 1319. 20 (2d Cir. 1975).
1" Sec,
Matsltshi!a
Electric Industrial Co. , lAd. v. ZenUh Radio Corp. 106 S. CL 1:348 (1986).
Co. , 78 F.

C. 1556 (1971) See also Krnger Co. , 98 F.

"Schwar'

Sl1mmaryJlldgment Under !he Fedeml Rules. /Jefining Genuine Issues of Material

DkL

Fad , 99 F.

465 482 (1983) (hen' OIfter " Schwarzer
at 469. 484
See , I' Ii. , Rip,
Tire Dealers, Inc. v. Big Warehouse 741 F2d 160 , lG: (7th Cir 1984);United S!ates I). First

Nat

l Rani, orCirde, 652 F.2d 882 ,

887 (9tf, Cir. 1981)

,"

."

),
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and conclusions drawn after- the- fact , they do not meet the standard
of Rule 3. 24(a)(3). (18)
Some of Orkin s points of disagreement , such as those concerning
the proper interpretation ofthe company s pre- 1975 contracts , do not

constitute issues of pure fact. Instead , they are issues of mixed fact
and law , and whether they must be tried depends on which feature
predominates. Mixed issues , according to Judge Schwarzer:
are properly decided by the court and are therefore appropriate for summary judgment
if the underlying historical (pure) facts are not disputed. That is true even though the
process of decision requires the trial court to " weigh the evidence " on both sides of the
argument in deciding what ultimate fact to derive.17

The question of how to treat the distinction between fact and law
(including law mixed with fact) frequently arises with specific reference to the interpretation of contracts. The question of the meaning
ofthe words ofa contract , is a question oflact , but , as Professor Corbin

states

it may be a question that should be answered by the judge
jury. IB Although in a Commission adjudication
there is no jury, the theoretical assignment of the issues as they might
be assigned in court is useful in determining when it is appropriate
for the Commission to decide issues without trial.
As Professor Corbin has observed in very many cases where the
contract is in writing the interpretation of its language has (19) been
held to be for the court and not for the jury. 19 The law is clear that
rather than by the

the court may undertake the interpretation of a written contract
without a trial ifthe contract language is both undisputed and unambiguous. 2o Where it can be determined that the " historical" facts
concerning a written contract are not substantially in question- that
, that the words of the instrument are " definite and undisputed"

the next question is whether the meaning of the contract is
nonetheless ambiguous. The existence of ambiguity is a question of
law to be decided by the court. The court may properly determine
that an instrument is unambiguous notwithstanding that the parties

do not agree on the construction of the contract , that a party has (20)
17 Schw,Hzer , at 173.

See

rI/sD :'ote Facto s Affectin

the Grant

Denial of SI'mmary Judgmen! 48 Colum

L. Rev. 780 (1918)

'" 3 A Corbin A Treatise on the Law ofContrtd.
Ill. at 225 (footnotes omitted),
See

al.

not.e 1:-1 supra;

551 at 220- 21 (1960) (hereafter " Corbin

Restatement (Second) of Contracts (hereafter " Restate-

ment" ) Section 212 cornmem d (1979)
See Tohir' Marine
I Corbin
554 at 224

e Ins, Co. v. McDonnell Douglas Corp..
617 F.2d 936 ,

910 (2d Cir 1980)

"" C, Wright , A, Miller & :\, Kane Federal Practice' and P acedure 2730. 1 at 279 (2d ed. 1983) (hereafter
Wright , Miller & Kam' See. e. g, Gomez v. American Elee. Power Servit, ,, C"
726 F. 2d 649 , 651 (10th Cir, 1984);
Scolll'aper CD.V, Taslog. fnc.,
638 i". 2d 790 , 796 (5th Cir. Unit H 1981);
Freeman v. Continental Gin Co. 381 F'2d
459 (5th Cir. 1967).
See also, e, g.. Amrep Corp.. 102 F. C. I:J62 , 1663- 64 (1983), aff'd 768 F. 2d 1171 (lOth Cir. 1985).
ccrt denied,106

S. Ct. 1167 (1986);H"ri2on Corp. 97 r. C. 464 , 812--6 (1981)

".
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asserted that tbe contract is ambiguous 23

or that the parties have

introduced extrinsic evidence bearing on intent. If the court con.
cludes that no reasonable ambiguity exists , it may proceed without
trial to interpretation or construction of the contract.
We conclude , as explained below , that summary decision is proper
in this case.

II. ORKIN S CONTRACTS
At the outset , we consider whether we properly may rely on the
contract terms alone or whether it is necessary to consider extrinsic
evidence to ascertain the meaning of the contract. Although , under
some circumstances , examination of extrinsic evidence might be indicated , such an examination need not be undertaken where the COlltracts at issue are integrated documents , that is , they embody the

complete and final agreement between the (21) parties. 26 According

Restatement one ofthe principal effects of a binding integrated
agreement is " to focus interpretation on the meaning of the terms
embodied in the writing. "27 The pre- 1975 contracts contain integration clauses stating clearly that Orkin considered the materials listed
in those clauses (the contract , the graph and specification sheets and
upon issuance, the guarantee) to constitute the entire agreement be-

to the

tween the parties and that no other understandings or representa-

tions were intended to be part ofthe agreement. We therefore look
solely to the contract documents to ascertain their meaning.
Having focused on the terms of the pre-1975 contracts , we conclude
that they arc unambiguous. It is undisputed that they (22) refer to
lifetime " services and guarantees. They specify an annual renewal

fee , and they contain no language that suggests in any way that the

renewal fee may change during the lifetime ofthe treated structure
1 Freeman v. Con!inenlal Gin Co. ,

381 F. 2d 459 , 465 (5th Cir. 1967).

" Scatt Papa CO, V. TaE/og, Inc 638 F.2d 790 ,
"See,
Howard,

Takio Marine

796 n.4 (5th Cir. 1981)
Fire Ins. Cu. u. McDonnell DouglaE Corp.

Freeman
459 F. 2d 616 (8th Cir. 1972);

Crmtinmtal Gin

617 F.2d 936 (2d Cir. 1980);
Parish

!J.

ome
Ca. , 381 F2d 459 (5th Cir. 1967). A!though

commentarie5 draw a distinction between " interpretation " and " construction " ofcontract5 , the terms are general4 S. Wi11ston A Treatise on !he Law or Con/rods,
ly regarded as 5ynonyms and used interchangeahly " See,

!:602at320(foot.noteomillcdl(3ded, 196l)(hereafter Willist.on
'" Even contracts purporting on lheir face to be integrated instruments , under some cin umstanc,, , may be
"hown t.o depend on prior agreements between t.he parties necessitating consideration oftbose agreement.J. Here

however , the record contains no evidence nf any prior agreements , and we may rely OIJ the integratioIJ clauses
Nor i

See Amrep
thijj a case in which the integration clause itself i.' at issue under Section
5, Carp.. 102 F,

denied 106 S. Ct. 1167 (1986);11ori"on Corp. , 97
1362 1667- 68 (1983),arrd 768 F. 2d 1171 (10th Cir. 1985), cert.
F.T. C. 464 , 847 (1981).
7 Restatement , Ch. 9 , Topic 3 at 114

rationaliza.
r:mpany s obligations under Rule 3. 24(a)(3)
to set forth specific facts showing that t.here is a genuine issue of fact for I.ri..j" 16 C, R. 3. 24(a)(:J) (1986), See
alsoJ. Moore & J. Wicker Federol PracticeTI56.17lI1J at. 56-778 through 56- 779 (2d ed 1985) (hereafter Moore

Orkin ha m..de no showingofintentoutside. the

postofhac
corners of the contract.s except by way

the
tion and unsupported assert.ions, These are insuffcient to meet

& Wicker); Worth

lJ. Orkin Ex!ermina!in.1i
Co"

142 Ga ApI' 59

234 S. E.2d 802 (1977) (upho!ding Orkin s refusal

to give effect to an oral contract. alleged by a custr)mer becaujje " provisions of the writteIJ contract clearly

" "

'"
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or that the duration of the stated renewal fee is diITcrent from the
lifetime " duration of the guarantee, assuming timely annual payin circum-

ments. The contracts provide expressly for fee adjustments

stances involving extension.

of the guarantee where the treated

premises have been structurally modified. This express provision for
certain adjustments makes the absence of language anticipating
other adjustments even more significant. Orkin would not have needed to provide expressly for fee increases in the context of structural

modification had the company intended such fee increases io be permissible generally. The fact that the contracts Orkin used before 1966
and after 1975 contain express language permitting renewal fee increases regardless

of whether

structural modification occurred

also

strongly suggests that the contracts at issue are properly read to

provide for a fixed renewal fee. Orkin specifically deleted the clause
that permitted general fee increases when it began offering lifetime

guarantees , and it specifically added the clause again in February,
1975,

The lifetime guarantee is a major feature of the prc 1975 contracts
that consumers were unlikely to overlook. The first page ofthe pre1975 contract contains a series of guarantee options , such as " Lifetime Control and Repair Lifetime (23J Control" or " Control Only,
from which the customer could choose. Each option is accompanied by
a check-off' box for recording the appropriate choice. In choosing a

lifetime guarantee from the available options , the customer necessarily had to focus on the term. Also on the first page , as shown in the
examples quoted above

3D the description

of the

renewal fee provision

often contains a blank space into which the term of the renewable
guarantee was handwritten , once more focusing the customer s attention on the lifetime guarantee. On the second pagc ofthe contract , the
word U lifetime " again appears prominently, this time in the description of the guarantee. In this context , it is generally found in bold
print , capital letters or both , often with the entire description enclosed in a box setting it oITfrom the rest of the material on the page.
Orkin , although conceding the language of the contracts , argues
that they are ambiguous and that extrinsic evidence will reveal factu-

al issues that make summary decision improper. When the language
of a contract is unambiguous,
the operation of the parol evidence rule will preclude the introduction of outside

evidence to dispute its terms and summary judgment is particularly appropriate.
Se,' supra

note 3

See s'"pro

JL Wright , Miler & Kane 2730. 1 at 282. Acnmi Moore & \Vicke,. 1'56. 17(11) at 56- 779; See Sulliuan v. Massac/w611 F. 2d 261 , 264 (9th Cir.1979)

setlsMut. Life Ins,CD.,
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Having found , as a matter of law , that the contracts are integrated
agreements that are not ambiguous, we need not review extrinsic

evidence. Although we believc the meaning of the (24) contracts is
clear , we have examined the entire summary decision record to ascertain whether it reveals genuinely disputed issues of material fact as
Orkin has alleged. We find none. Indeed , to the extent that extrinsic
evidence in the record is reliable and probative, it supports our conclusions based on the contracts themselves.

Orkin argues that the contracts are silent regarding the length of
time that the renewal fee will remain at the stated level and that the
Commission must give weight to extrinsic evidence concerning the
parties ' intentions. Orkin notes the testimony of its vice president
Earl Geiger , that " Inlo one at Orkin who participated in the decision
to oller a ' lifetime ' guarantee intended or even contemplated that the
initially stated annual renewal rate would never be increased for the
lifetime of the guarantees. 32 But subjective , uncommunicated intent
is not relevant to the interpretation o!' a contract. As the courts have
made clear: (25)
It is well-established that intent is relevant to proper interpretation ofa contract only

if it is expressed by one party to the other ,

not if it be kept secret.33

Based on Mr. Geiger s testimony, Orkin asserts that its contracts
should be construed in two isolated " segments : the lifetime guaran-

tee and the annual renewal option with its provision for a fee. Orkin
contends that the second segment does not expressly state for how
long the customer may continue to opt for annual renewals at the
stated renewal fee. Therefore , the argument goes , this part of the
agreement constitutes a perpetual contract , enforceable only for a

reasonable period of time. This argument necessarily implies that

each document that we have treated as a single contract is , in fact

two contracts. Although most ofthe contracts in the record arc more
than one page long, they are imprinted at the top, near the name of
the company, with the words " Retail Installment Contract.

34 The

box indicating that the customer selected a lifetime guarantee is on
the same page as the provision for a specified annual renewal payment. The entire page is surrounded by a continuous geometric bor-

der of the sort often seen on printed form contracts. The integration
I' Geiger AfT. 116 Geiger Oep. at 38 . 40. Orkin also cites thc ufidavit of Kennel.h J. Boudreaux . an economist
Dr. Boudreaux s testimony, however , like that of :vr. Geiger , simply provid s a post hoe mtiooule for Orkin
LOndud. He states , for example , that " the promi.'e of'!n indefinitely fixed arlOual renewal oremium would not be
economicaJly rational
" The testimony ofIk Boudreaux may tell us something about Orkin s business aCllmeo
but it tells us precious little about Orkio s intentions. Companies can make de isions that they liI!.Br regret as

havingheeneconomicallyirratiollal
\:J Gollberg v.Bmm.mn P1Lblishing
Co. , 685 F. 2d
200 comment b; Williston 606 at 373-

II See , P. . CX-

224 , 228 (7th Cir. 1982) (citatiotJs omitted).

, JlA , 12A , 13A . 14A and l6A.

Accord Rcstatp.m",nt

.. .
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clause , most frequently found on the second page, refers to " the comp1ete agrcement between the parties.
We see nothing whatsoever on the face ofthe document to suggest
that it is anything othcr than a single contract , nor has (26) Orkin
aside from its conc1usory assertion , provided any reason for the artificial distinction it proposes. 35 As we understand it , Orkin s position is
simply that ,

although the agreement refers to a specified fixed fee , the

company can raise the fee unilateral1y after a reasonable period of
time has passed. This argument is no more than a partially obscured
articulation of Orkin s apparent beliefthat the company can read any
contract provision out of context if it would be in its interest to do so.
Orkin s argument conveniently overlooks the contracts ' use of the
term " Iifetime -a term conceded to mean the life of the treated
structure. Language making the duration of contractual obligations

dependent on an ascertainable fact or event , such as the existence of
a particular structure ,

is sufficient to render the duration of the

contract definite and certain. Courts have held that contracts " may
be uncertain as to point oftime when (they) will terminate , (so long
as) there is no uncertainty as to the event which wil1 bring about
36 A contract " need not state a period" during
(theirJ termination.
which obligations may (27) be performed provided that " it states that

mode by which the length of such period may be determined.
The mere fact that a contractual obligation may extend for a consid-

erable length of time does not undermine the certainty of its duration
or make its duration perpetual or indefinite. Orkin s lifetime guarantee is no less definite or ascertainable than a life insurance contract
and , since it does not extend beyond any structural modification
probably no longer. Quite apart from principles onaw , common sense
and Orkin s own documents belie the notion that the pre- 1975 con-

tracts are perpetuaJ.
The Commission , therefore , does not agree that the contracts are
silent or indelinite with respect to the period for which the level ofthe
" Our reading of the contracts is consistent with the rule that " (aJ writing is interpreted as a whole and all
writings that are part of the same transaction are interpreted together, " Restatement 202(2). Accord A. Corbin
Corbin on Con/rods 521 (one volume ed. 1952);Hill
Range Songs v. Fred Rose Music Inc. 570 F.2d 554 (6th
Holmgren v. U/oh- ldoho Sugar Co. , 582 P, 2d 856 , 860- G1 (Utah 1978) (rejecting contention that the

Cir. 1978);
see

duration of an assessment for continuation of a water right was severable from the provision of the contract
establishing the duration of the water right)
Hi Fut'h. 0, (Jnded Motor Stogf' C". 135 Ohio SL 509 , 21 N. E.2d 669 , 672 (19:J9); "c""rd , Pollange

0,

Mlwller , 206

Wis. 109, 2i!H NW. 815 (1931); 17 AmJur2d

..780 ALR 1454 , 1473

See Phelps

o. Showprint. Inc. 238 Mass. 352 , 103 N. E.2d

687 , fiR9 (1952); Fuchs MotorS/Of:e

Co. , 21 XE.2d at 672; Pallonge 238 N,W. at 816
Sf'f' gf'nf'rolly
Appleman Insurance /."W rInd Pmdice,
101- 112 (l9fH) See also Burnet v. Wells,289 US
670 , 67fJ (19:)3), qU(Jling New Vork !.fe rnsuronceCo v Slalhom 93 U. S. 24 , 30 (lR76) (holding that a life insurance

policy '" is not an assurance f'Jr a single year , with a privilege of renewal from year to yearby paying the annual
pr!!mium.' It is ' an entire contract of assurance for life , subject to discontinuance and forfeitur!! for nonpayment
of any of the stipulated premiums.'''
)9 Houses du not lasl forever ahsrmt struCtl1ral modification. The number ufpr!!HJ75 guarantees in eH",ct wiJJ
drop natura1!y througb " normal attrition over the years." RX 94C
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stated renewal fee will remain constant. 40 We have concluded that the
duration of the lifetime guarantee and the (28) duration of the fixed

renewal fee are one and the same. Orkin has not suggested the existence of any prior or contemporaneous evidence (written or oral) that
supports Mr. Geiger s assertions to the contrary.
Orkin
has made no
showing that , despite the language ofthe contracts , it gave its customers any reason to think that the duration of the level of the renewal
fee might differ from the duration of the guarantee itself.
To the extent that the record contains credible and reliable extrinsic evidence , it shows that a fixed renewal fee was intended. The only

extrinsic evidence of a contemporaneous representation is the Orkin
12 advertising campaign , which boasts of a yearly premium that
never increases. 42 This constitutes reliable extrinsic evidence of the
company s intentions regarding the meaning of its contracts unlike
Mr. Geiger s or Dr. Boudreaux s unsupported post hoc
assertions.
Orkin has not identified any other contemporaneous representation
inconsistent with those ofthe Orkin 12 campaign. Nor is it significant
that the Orkin 12 campaign lasted only six months , since there is no
suggestion that it made inaccurate representations to consumers.
The campaign clearly promoted the lifetime concept articulated in
the pre- 1975

contracts ,

and the terminology (29) concerning annual

renewal fees in those form contracts remained consistent throughout
the pre- 1975 period.
Orkin asserts , citing the Restatement that even an integrated contract must be construed" ' in light of the circumstances 45 or , more
specifically, " ' in light ofthe relevant evidence ofthe situation and the
relations ofthe parties , . . . usages oftrade , and the course of dealings
between the parties.' " 46 The relevant evidence shows a standard form

contract designed by Orkin to embody an agreement between a commercial establishment and an individual customer not routinely or
repeatedly involved in transactions ofthis nature. The relations ofthe

parties and the likelihood , as reflected by the lifetime guarantee , that

its customers dealt with Orkin infrequently, support our reading that
Orkin should be held to the terms of the contract as drafted.
Orkin apparently attempts to establish a " usage of trade " by stating that it was " common industry understanding of virtually identical
'" The clisesOrkin cite.' in 8uppurt orits position are not .see
relevant.
RAB 23- , ns, 12 and 14. These cases either
proceed On the aS8umptio!1 that the contracts at i.'sue were sile!1t or ambiguou.' with rpg;lrd to their duration Or
that reliance on extrinsic evidence is oth",rwise neces8ary to determine thpir meaning
"A standardized form contract drafted by one party generally willi", m!18trued against that party. Re8tatement

206 , 211 comment b, Sre also Horizon Corp" 97 F, C, 464 , 844 (1981)
See supra PI'. 7-'" IDF 27; Geiger Del'. at 29"Compare
521A

and

RX 3 , 6A andCX

, :11- :J5
429A

withCX

, 4A , 9A , 4()(JA, 414A , 421A , 439A , 468A , 47:JA , 485A, 515A , 520A

554A

' HHE at 12

qlJolini:

" /d. at 12 quo tint;

Restatement
Restatement

212(1) ("mphasis by Orkin)
212(1) comment b

"'"

'"
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contract terms 47 that annual renewal fees could be increased.
common industry understanding " or " usage of trade " may be relevant in interpreting contracts between members of an industry, their
suppliers and customers who engage in (30) frequent transactions in
the industry and so ,

presumptively, have become knowledgable of any
specialized terms of art used. The record evidence , viewed most favorably to Orkin , does not show such a common industry understanding.
At most it shows that one other firm increased its annual renewal fees

on "lifetime " control contracts " even though the contract did not
also says
expressly provide for such an increase. 49 The Restatement
that neither party to a contract " is

bound by a meaning unless he
knows or has reason to know it." 5o Orkin has not shown that its
pre- 1975 customers knew , or had reason to know , that it was Orkin
practice to increase the fees ,

much less that such conduct was com-

mon in the pest control industry. The fact that (31) many customers
acquiesced in the fee increase is not proof that they knew of it in
advance or agreed with Orkin s current reading of the contracts.
The cases Orkin cites in support of its argument are not comparable
to the case at hand. In Gollberg v. Bramson Publishing Co. 685 F.
224 , 227- 28

(7th Cir. 1982), the court addressed a usage of trade

question , but the contracting parties , a publisher and his employee
an advertising space representative , were both involved in t.he publishing business and could be considered conversant with its practices.
The interpretation based on industry usage was also consistent with
the language of the contract. Orkin s customers , on the other hand
had no reason to be familiar with industry practice and the usage of

trade Orkin suggests is inconsistent with the language of the pre1975 contracts.
In
Tymshare , Inc. v. Covell 727 F. 2d 1145 (D. C. Cir. 1984), one of
Tymshare s sales representatives challenged the contract language in
the company s " Compensation Plan " regarding sales quota increases.

" RRB at 15 ,

quo/in,; Restatement

Sep generally

21211) comment b IUrkin s emphasis omitted)

olcn Air; RX 661A-

'" .'olen AfT. 1i7. A careful rt'ading oflh!' olher alIdavits on which O, kin relies to demonstrat" common practice
in the industry showR that they do not SUpp01't the proposition for which they h,lVe been ;!lvanced. Each of the

contracts append..d to those al1(hlVits states thilt the company may raiH,'or renegotiilte its annual renewal fec
(Contracts attached tOilmdavits ofTil1dol , Hroffada 'Jl1d Nolen. Ifanything, thc contnH:ts
of Orkin s competitors t!'nd to emphasize the difTerencp between Orkin s 1'",,- 1975 contracts and cuntracts that
permil fee increases ,md 1.0 confirm our reading. We c"rmol accept RX 661 B- , a bri fmernorandum from an
aller a period ofyeilrsSpp

"ttorm:y in the Georgia Attorney Gt,ncral's OlIce , as evidence for this proposition eithpr. Thc memorandum
cot1tains a g"I1"ral reference to complaints about fee increases in pe t control cuntracls !i- om homcowners who
umed that the cont, racts provided for a fixed price find a cursory diSt:u sion of thc permi sibiljty of such

in(Tcascs. It examines administrative options for addressing t.he problem , reflccts no knowlcdge of particular
contracts does not address th" prop,'r construction of the term " lifel.ime " except. to assume thal contracts using
ilpurpurtOn their face " to continue furever " and conc1udes that it is nnt appropriate " to advise ca1!ers that lthe
author sJ o/Tcp has previously approved the escalation of annual fees" inlifelime contracts Th.. document
simply docs not tell UH "ilher that. Orkin s particular contr"clH Or its conduct were common Or that such conduct
w,, mnsidcred acceptablp ill the industry.
,'I Restat..ment
220 comment b
" RAE flt?7
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In concluding that the contract language permitted retroactive increases , the court accorded "

some weight" to the interpretation

Tyrn

share gave to other employees " as demonstrating the past
interpretation of at least one of the parties , and also suggesting the

reasonableness of that interpretation since it has been accepted by
others. "52 Here , there was no such prior interpretation or acceptance.
From 1966 until 1980 , Orkin (32) accepted the initially specified fee
as the appropriate renewal payment. Even assuming that the pre1975 customers had some common link for communicating with one
another , as sales representatives ofa particular company do , Orkin
customers had no fee increases to report.
Orkin also cites

Acheson v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 523 F. 2d

1327

(9th Cir. 1975), in which the court, in construing a collective bargain-

ing agreement , took into account the language of the agreement
national labor policy " perceived and defined as a matter of federal
law 53 and state law to the extent it was compatible with federal
policies. The court also recognized the " fundamental rule of contract
interpretation that great weight should be given the interpretation of

the contract by parties thereto. 54 Orkin would have us give weight

only to its own latter day interpretation of the pre- 1975 contracts
We find Orkin
arguments concerning the circumstances of the situation or usage of
trade unsupported by the factual or legal authority it cites.
Although Orkin attempts to suggest that the fee increase was justified because of escalating costs in the early 1970' , it has (33) not
shown that it was losing money on the pre- 1975 contracts. We also
note Orkin s objection to the conclusion of the Administrative Law
rather than the plain language of the instruments.

IJ- at 1150

"15:!3 F- 2d at 1329.
,,4 Id. at 1330.

", RAB at 7. We cannot accept the statement in finding 72 iothe Initial Decision that Orkin experienced Josses

on its pre- 1975 contracts. Viewing the evidence must favorably to the respundent , We' agre'e that the cost or
providing te'w1ite' renewal services in 1984 exceeded the amuunL of renewal rees due on the I're- 1975 contracts.
Orkin preSe'nted no evidem:e , however , showing that it lost money on any single pre- 1975 contrad or on t.hose

contracts as a gTOllp iftne initial tre'atmenl fee is included in the analysis- The initial treatment ree and the renewal
premiums should be wnsidered together in ascertaining how much money has been mad!, or lost on an individual
e. !;., RAB 40 , n. 21; RPF 93. What. Orkin has shown is its general concern about

motract on a given date See ,

inflation . not its losses on the pre- 1975 cot"tmcts In any event , neither inflationary pressures nOr demonstrated
losses on binding cont.racts justifies unilateral disregard of the terms of thc contracts. Despite its cuncern with
inf1ation , Orkin showe'd y"ady profits between 1977 and 1984
June 1977June 1978June 1979June 1980-

$22 428 534
$19 258 821
$17 140 842
$23,744 000 (rounded to thousands)
June 1981 - $27 142 000 (rounded to thousands)
June 1982 - Nol in fecord
June 1983- $30 127 691
June 1984- $31 548 071
IDF 6

, .'

.,
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Judge that it did not rely in good faith on the advice ofcounseJ.56 We
do not address the question of good faith. ReJiance by Orkin s offcers
or employees on legal advice is not germane to whether the company
honored its contract obligations or acted unfairly toward its pre- 1975

customers. (34) Such a rule would virtually eliminate a remedy for

unfair acts or practices as long as an attorney recommended the
conduct. 57

Orkin has attempted to demonstrate that setting a fixed fee would

not have been prudent 58 that its fee increase was warranted because
of inflation , 59 that it was a common practice in the industry to raise
fees under these circumstances 60 and that consumers did not consider
the question of fee increases important.
The material on which
Orkin would have the Commission rely is irrelevant because it relates

solely to intent not demonstrated to the customer , speculative because it consists of Orkin s unsupported beliefs and assumptions concerning general customer attitudes and expectations , or immaterial
because , even assuming its truth and validity, it does not show that
the contract permitted a unilateral fee increase. 62 Orkin has presented nothing concrete to suggest the existence of any genuine issue of
material fact that would require development at trial. As the Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit has said rWJhile a (party opposing
summary judgment) is entitled to all (35) favorable inferences , he is

not entitled to build a case on the gossamer threads of whimsey,
speculation and conjecture,

6:3

In considering the merits of a motion for summary decision , the
Commission must draw all factual inferences against the moving
party, Here no factual inferences were necessary.

(I)n actions involving written contracts the parol evidence rule may so operate that
there is no relevant factual issue in dispute , so that summary judgment may be ren-

dered. . under applicable principles of contract law.

The Commission has interpreted the pre- 1975 contracts through a

reading of undisputed contract language with reference to applicable
principles of contract law. We conclude, as did Judge Barnes , that the
n RAB at 1J n7.

"s

Gregg v. Chm,rreurs, Teamsters and Helpers Local 150
'R RAil "t26
-" RAil at 18
';'Jld_

o;Lld

699

2d 1015

1017 (9th Cir- 1983)

at25
at27.

0;" See note 18 supra.
Ii' Ma"f:anaro v. Delaval SeparatDr CD.
309 F.2d 3H9
9.'J (lst Cir. 1962).
Sep also , e. , Ma/sushi/a Electric
lnd,n'tr- ial
Ltd. v. Zpnilh Radio Corp-106 KCt- 1:148
, 1356 (1986) (" opponent mm,t do more thilrl simply show

th..t there is some metaphysical douht as to I.hf' material facts
Celotex Corp- v- Catrett IOIi S- Ct. 2548 (l986);
E=on Corp- v. FTC 663 2d 120 , 126- 27 (D.C Cir. 1980);Marks V. United States Dep t of Justice, 578 F.2d 261

263 (9th Cir- 19781
", Moore & Wicker, f56. 17rl1J at 56-785
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only logical interpretation of the Orkin ' pre- 1975' contracts is that
the company has contracted to provide lifetime protection for treated
premises for a fixed annual renewal fee. "65
III. SCOPE OF SECTION 5

Section 5 declares unlawfill " unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce. " Orkin contends that a (36) breach of contract not aIJeged to be deceptive may not constitute an unfair act or
practice in or aflecting commerce. We conclude that it may.

Plainly, a breach of contract or a systematic program to breach
numerous contracts constitutes an " act or practice " under Section 5.
The remaining question is whether such an act or practice is unfair.
Congress left to the Commission the responsibility to determine what

particular acts and practices are unfair within the meaning of the
statute and provided no exceptions for conduct related to contractual
obligations. As we wil discuss in Section IV , the Commission has

determined that to be " unfair " under Section 5 , an act or practice
must result in substantial and unavoidable consumer injury that is
not outweighed by benefits to consumers or to competition. Some
consumer injury is inherent in any failure by a seller of goods or
services to deliver according to the terms of a contract. The Commis-

sion wi1l examine case by case whether the injury caused by a particular refusal to honor a contract obligation was avoidable , whether the
injury is suffciently substantial , either by its nature or its preva-

lence , to meet the Commission s (37) standard of " unfairness " and
whether the injury is outweighed by benefits to consumers or to competition.
Orkin suggests that the Commission s interpretation of its unfair-

ness jurisdiction should be guided by court decisions construing
breach of contract under state " little FTC Acts " which , like Section

, prohibit unfair acts or practices. The courts have read these state
laws not to reach simple breach of contract. The Commission is not
bound to H)llow judicial interpretations of state " little FTC Acts " in

construing Section 5. It can restrain unfair business practices in interstate commerce " even if the activities or industries have been the
subject of legislation by a state or even if the intrastate conduct is
ex rei. Gliste v. Orkin. Exlermi'wling Co. No. 83-2166 (Dist. Ct. La. , Orleans Parish
1986) (holding Orkin liable for breach of its pre 1975 contract based on the fee increase , having found
that the lifetime term of the guarantee arId its fixed renewal premium were definite and enforceable)
",iThe Commission has previously found liability underSedion 5 on an unfairne85 theory for conduct inconsistent
with the t:ontnlctual obligation,; ofvariou,; respondenL See, e. g., Jay Norris Corp.,
91 FT. C. 751, 848 (1978),
a(rd
598 F,2d 1244 (2,1 Cir.).
cert. denied 144 U. S. 980 (1979) (retentiun ufeustomer payments without perfurming the
, LD. at 59 60See State

Feb. 25 ,

b"rgained for prompt. delivery ofme..:handise);
ShY/elrh Ori/;inC/S, inc.,
1396 (3d Cir

catalogs)

197:!) (f;lilure prompt.ly honor
to

8U F.T. C. 337 , 350- 51 (UJ72). elffd. 475 l"2d

money- back guarant.ee as rcpre

ent"d in "dvertisements and

),
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authorized by state law. "67 Although the state cases are not control-

ling, we would consider their reasoning if those cases more closely
paralleled the case before us. They do not.
The state court decisions Orkin cites stand for the proposition that
private controversies arising out of simple breaches of contract under
certain state statutes do not violate those statutes. 68 This case is not

a dispute between private parties. The requirement under Section 5
that the Commission determine that an enforcement action is in the
public interest (38) provides an essential feature missing in private
actions brought under state laws. The Commission has made that

determination here. Unlike the conduct in Orkin s state law cases , the
conduct at issue in this proceeding is not the breach of a single contract but is rather a widespread , systematic program Orkin imple-

mented to effect a unilateral modification of its own standard contract
terms agreed to by many thousands of consumers69 Under the state

statutes construed in the cases Orkin cites ,

the relief also differs

fundamentally from that permitted under Section 5. The state laws
unlike the federal statute , at least in some instances , provide for
imposition of treble damages in private actions where violations are
found. Neither Section 5 generally nor the complaint in this pro-

ceeding seeks monetary damages.
We need not and do not find that every breach of contract subjects
the breaching party to liability under Section 5. We simply conclude
that the conduct at issue here falls within the scope of the Commission s authority under that statute.
IV. LIABILITY UNDER SECTION 5

Having found that Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts provided for a fixed
annual renewal fee for the life of the treated structure , we turn to the

question whether Orkin s conduct in unilaterally raising the fees is
Again we must
consider the threshhold question whether summary decision is proper. 71 On tbe basis of undisputed facts in the summary decision record
the Commission concludes that summary decision is appropriate and
an unfair act or practice in violation 01'(39) Section 5.

that Orkin s increase of the annual renewal fees on its pre-1975
contracts constituted an unfair act or practice under Section 5.

A finding ofsubstantiaJ unjustified consumer injury is essential to
Ii'

Peerless Prodw,ts u. FTC

284 F.2d 825 ,

827 nth Cir. cerl denied 365 L. S.

844 (1960),
Accord , SpipUel .

v. FTC 540 F 2d 287 , 292-93 (7th Cir. 1976)
See. e, g.. Pepsi- Cola Metropolitan HnUling Co. n Chedwrs , inc" 754 F2d 10 (lsl Cir.
I"/,, v. Colgate- Palmolive Co.. 649 F.2d 985 (4th Cir. cerl. denied '1M U. S. 1O.4 119R1)
Ii" See .upra p, 11
70 See . P. . N. C. Gcn Stat,
See 0.1"0. e. g. Marshall u.

2d 10 (lst Cir. 1985).
l' See supra

pp. 14- 16.

inc.

United Roasler.
1985):

75- 1.l(a). 75- 16 (1985); Mass GeTJ. Laws Ann. Ch. 93A, 2(a), (1J) (Wcst 1984)
0 R"Uling CD. u. Checkers. 1m' . 754
Miller 276 S.K2d 397 (N. C. 1981);Pepsi- Cola ,11'/1'
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a conclusion that a business act or practice is unfair under Section 5.

Horizon Corp.

97 F.

C. 464 , 847 (1981). In considering whether con-

duct is unlawful as an unfair act or practice , the Commission will
consider whether the consumer injury is: (1) substantial; (2) not outweighed by an offsetting consumer or competitive benefits that the
practice produces; and (3) one that consumers could not reasonably
have avoided.
International Harvester Co.
104 F. C. 949 , 1061 (1984);
Amrep Corp. 102 F. C. 1362 , 1669 (1983);
Horizon Corp. , supra
C. at 849- 50.7 (40)
The Commission finds that Orkin s failure to honor some 207 000

pre- 1975

contracts caused actual and substantial harm to con-

sumers. 7:! The harm resulting from Orkin s conduct consists of increased costs for services previously bargained for and inel udes the
intangible loss ofthe certainty of the fixed price term in the contract.

The breach also injured the market more generally by undermining
consumers ' ability to rely on the terms of fully integrated , standard
form contracts used by businesses to simplify and facilitate routine
transactions.
Although the financial injury to each individual customer is relatively small if measured on a yearly basis, Orkin s fee increase was
not for just one year. Repeated payment of the higher yearly fee
imposes a continuing and cumulative monetary burden on the con-

sumer over the period of the contract. As Orkin s figures show , the fee
increases affected some 207 000 customers. We are not concerned

with trivial or merely speculative harms , but an injury may be substantial if it does a small harm to a large number of people. 74 Over
$7. 5 million in increased renewal revenue in an approximately four
year period 75 at the unjustified expense of consumers , is not insubstantial. (41)

The Commission does not accept Orkin s apparent belief that it
could alter the contract obligations unilaterally on the ground that
they were of only " peripheral" concern to the other party at the time

the contract was signed. The undisputed facts show that the level of
the annual fee was of more than peripheral concern to consumers. It

is true that evidence in the summary decision

record suggests that

some of Orkin s customers did not consider the guarantee or the level
of the annual renewal fee to be a factor , or an important factor , in
'1 See also FTC v, -"rwny

Co. 405 U.S. 233 , 244- 45 n,S 11972);Sia/ement of Policy on !he -"""pc
from the FTC to Senatoro; Ford and Danforth , Decemher 17 . 1980
LJnfairness Statement"), reprintcri at Trade Reg Rep. (CCII), Transfer Binder , Current. Commeot J969- 1983
Hatchil!son

of!he Consumer Unfa;rnessJ'ir;sdiet;Dn

!eU, er

nS0,421 at 55 948
"Unfairness cases ,

unlike deception cases , which focus on likely injury, uo;uatly involve actual and completed
104 FT- C- at J061
7; Unfairnes Statement at 5S 94H 0-12- See also Inter- 'mti",wl Harvester'Co. 104 F,T.C. at 1061 055
, IDF 16 , 65 and I.D. at 70.

harms,

Internationul Harves/er Co"
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their decision to contract with Orkin.7 This does not undercut our

finding of consumer injury. As the Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Basic Books , Inc. v. FTC 276 F. 2d 718 , 721 (7th

Circuit observed in

Cir. 1960):

The fact that petitioners had satisfied customers was entirely irrelevant. They cannot
be excused for thc deceptive practices here shown and found , and be insulated from

action by the Commission in respect to them , by showing that others , even in Jarge
numbers , were satisfied with the treatment petitioners accorded them.

The large number ofpre-1975 customers who objected to the compas fee increase amply shows that a great many customers believed

the level ofthe renewal fee was of substantial (42) importance. " Even
if some of Orkin s customers would have chosen to deal with Orkin
rather than its competitors, with or without the promise of a lifetime

guarantee , we need not find , for purposes of determining liability,
that every consumer who could have been injured was , in fact , injured. We need only find that actual , substantial consumer injury
resulted from the company s failure to honor its contracts.
Orkin asserts that there are genuine issues of material fact that

cannot be resolved on the existing record regarding the extent to
which consumers actually relied on a fixed fce and whether they
bargained" for a fixed fee. The materiality of a contract term need
not be shown through evidence of negotiation between the parties.
The Commission has presumed that all express claims are material
and it also has presumed the (43) materiality of implied claims concerning cost.7 We are dealing with express contract terms regarding
cost.

The law creates a presumption that the signatories to an integrated
," Trahant Dep. at 32: AlbcrL on AfT. TI7; Ashcraft AfT. TI7; Hoffman Dcp. at 27- 28: Thompson Dep. at 22; and
see Duley Dep. at record 2316. Nom, oftl1fR" affidavits provides evidence of consumer

Terrebonne Oep- at2t, Bill

intent contemporaneous to execution of the contract .

"Orkin "dmit; to a rate of complaints lodgud by its pre- 1975 customers ofapproximatcly 1- 2% (RX 73 and G
Its figures show that almost 6000 customers actively sought and were gnmted relieffrnm the

RoBins Dep. p,119).

fee increase. IDF 67.
See Q.l. (J IDF

51, IL c!;timate is conservative. Its figure does not count rustomers with contracts

signed in 1968 whose fees were unilateraJJy rolled back because they were patently inconsistent with the Orkin
12 advertising campaign- It dop.s not incJude complaint. mad!' t.o st.ate agencies rather tl,an to Orkin. It does not
include customers who , although perhaps unhappy wit.h the increilse , ilc'luiesced wit.hout complaining Or without
complaining with suffcient vigor to SeCur!' iI roll back. ).or does it account for some percentage ofU,,' apl'rDximilteIy 42 (iDO customers who canceHed th"ir contractsafter the fee increase , SOme or many of whom may have done
Sn because of the increase
International
HaJ"Icster Coo . 104 F. C, at 1057, See ail;o.e.g. MacMilla" I"t. 96 F, C. 208 , 303- 304
(l980)(nondisclosure of facts needed to permit cakllbtion of cost found to be omission of material information).
Peacock R"ick. 86 F,

C. 1531 , 1562 (1975),

a!(d,

5;J F. 2d 97 (4th Cir, 1977)(nondiscloSllre ofadd,'d s"rvicc charge

to price of car found to be a mat.erial omission); letter from Federal Trade Commission to Cungressman John
Dingell (Oct. 14 , 1983), r"prnduced as an appendix to Commission Decision and Order Cliffdole
in
Associates, Inc.
103 F. C. 110, 174- H!3 at 182- !!: and n. 55. Although t.h" presumption inJ"tenwtirJnal Harvester-was stated , as

it most oflen is , in the context of alleged dec"ption rather than alleged unfairness , t.he concept of materiality is
the sam" in either situation, As tbe Commission saidlnl"rnattonal
in
Harvest",- The unfairness therJry is t.he

Commission s general law of consu",,,r protection , 1'01" which decp-plion is One specific but particularly imporlant
application " 104 FTG. at 1064

,"

""
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contract relied on the terms of the instrument rather than outside
understandings. 79 As Judge Barnes said:

Aftcr making a contract , consumers arc entitled to receive everything contracted for
whether it was the primary inducement or sccondHry inducement in the agreement.

Any determination to permit only partial compliance with a contract , or to require
performance of only the primary benefits of the contracts , would make a mockery of
contract law and consumer protection.

Where the contracts in question are not only integrated but are also
standardized form instruments , we do not find it necessary to examine whether consumers actually negotiated over particular terms in
order to conclude that those terms are material to the " bargain
embodied in the agreement. We conclude that no genuine issue of

material fact exists concerning reliance on or bargaining for a fixed
annual renewal lee. A principal reason (44) for using a standard form
contract is to eliminate " bargaining " over terms in agreements in-

tended for mass use. Standardization saves time and money and
leaves the parties free to " focus on meaningful choice among a limited
number of significant featurcs 80 such as, in these contracts , the type

of guarantee and the amount of the initial treatment and annual
renewal fees.
We turn now to whether this substantial consumer injury is " harmInternational
ful in its net effects. BI As the Commission explained in
Harvester conduct can create a mixture of both beneficial and adverse consequences. 82 Our task is to balance these consequences.

Orkin did not purport to offer its customers anything new when it
raised the annual renewal fees. The increase in the fee was not accompanied by an increase in the level of service provided or an enhance-

ment of its quality. The action apparently was intended to enable the
company to compensate for its rising costs, costs that Orkin claims it

had not anticipated at the time it entered into the pre- 1975 con-

tracts .83 By raising the fees , Orkin unilaterally shifted the risk of
inflation that it had assumcd under the pre- 1975 contracts to its
pre- 1975 customers who lost the benefit ofa fixed annual renewal fee.
As Judge Barnes concluded

(aJIl that (45) customcrs have received

from the increase in annual renewal fees is the additional burden of
paying more for Orkin s services than they had originaJly agreed
upon.
, Topic 3 at 114
211 comment a.
flarvesler
Cn_, 104 F.TC. at 1061

See Restatemrml Ch.
"" Restatement
11 (Il/ernu/;o""l

fri.
(see "'''p!"''
"' RAB ..t 6; HYI" 14. As noted already

contracts
", J.D. fit 75.

note 541, Orkin has not 8hown actual looses on the pre- 1975
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Nor did raising the annual renewal fee for these consumers result
in benefits to competition. Information concerning the availability,
nature and prices of products and services plays an indispensable role

in the allocation of resources in a free enterprise system. 85 In a competitive market , one may assume that consumers will choose the
seller who olfers the lowest price for a given level of quality. Normally, in such a market , the seller with the lowest price has the lowest
cost per unit and is the most effcient. The market rewards the effcient seller to the ultimate benefit of consumers.
The market forces that reward effcient competitors would be impaired if a seller is allowed to gain a competitive edge by unilaterally
changing the bargains it has made. Orkin s refusal to perform as
promised under its contracts threatens the integrity of contracts and
reduces the reliability of price information available to consumers in

making their purchase decisions.
Orkin argues that these conclusions are erroneous and that an

order precluding fee increases on the pre-1975 contracts and requiring a roll back ofthe fee increase already in effect would have adverse

effects on its entire customer base and on many of (46) its competitors. s8 Orkin claims that such an order would impose the full
burden of inflation on customers who entered into their contracts
after February 1975. This argument does not change our view. Under
the pre-1975 contracts , Orkin assumed the risk of inflation. Orkin

reassigned the risk to the customer in the contracts it issued after
February 1975 that expressly allowed fee increases not conditioned on
structural modification ofthe treated premises. The post- 1975 , unlike
the pre- 1975 , customer contracted for the risk.
Orkin appears to make two arguments concerning harm to its com-

petitors. First , thc company argues that an adverse ruling would
jeopardize " past fee increases imposed by its competitors and could
endanger their survival.RR Second , as we understand it , Orkin argues

that competition wil suffer if the renewal fees on the pre- 1975 contracts are returned to their initial level , because lower fees would
discourage or prevent customers holding those contracts from transferring their business to the respondent' s competitors. 89 We fail to see
why either argument is relevant to whether Orkin s fee increase
violates Section 5. (47) Orkin s competitors are not before us , and we
"r, See Roles

v. Stole Bor or A,' izona 433 U. S. 350 , 364 (972)
Be RAB at 45.
H7 It is less tJmn clear that ifcompelJed to rull b.,ck the fee incre.,se on the pre- 1975 contracts , Orkin would raise

the fees On contract!; r.ntered into after February 1975. Presumably, the prices on tho!;c contracts were set to
max;mi7.€ profit and minimi7.e the 101m of cu!;torners to competing
firms. In an industry thill , ilS Orkin concedes.
i!; fragmf'nted and compelitive , fee incre"sp.s On the po!;t- 1975 contracts might be unprofitable , b"CClll!;" lhey could

drive awaycuiitorner!; to finnsselling atcompetilive levels
," RABat47
'" RAH at. 47

--.--
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neither know nor have reason to know the nature of their contractual
obligations or the manner in which they bave fulfilled them. Even
assuming the validity of Orkin s factual assertions , any wrongdoing

of other firms would not excuse unlawful conduct by Orkin. The
second argument is perhaps even less persuasive. Indeed , the argument implicitly concedes that the pre- 1975

customers do in fact know
and appreciate the benefit oftheir bargain with Orkin. A fee roll-back
would simply reestablish the original bargain. That competitors
might thrive if a respondent is permitted to flout accepted standards
of commerce is not a benefit to competition cognizable in an analysis
of unfairness under Section 5. We conclude that the injury to consumers and to competition resulting from Orkin s increase of the annual
renewal fees on its pre- 1975 contracts is not outweighed by countervailag benefits.
The next question is whether Orkin s pre- 1975 customers reasonably could have avoided the injury they suffered from the increase of

their annual renewal fees n through

the exercise of consumer choi

ce. "90 Consumers may act to avoid injury before it occurs if they have

reason to anticipate the impending harm and the means to avoid it
or they may seek to mitigate the damage afterward if they are aware
of potential avenues toward that end. As the Commission said in
International Harvester:

(48)

Whether some consequence is ' rea onably avoidable ' depends not just on whether
people know the physical steps to take in order to prevent it , but also on whether they
understand the necessity of actually taking those stcps.

The Commission has determined that neither anticipatory avoidance
nor subsequent mitigation was reasonably possible for Orkin s pre1975 customers.

It cannot be argued seriously that consumers reasonably could have
avoided the injury resulting trom Orkin s renewal fee increase before
it became effective. The pre- 1975 contracts provided consumers no
notice nor even a reason to suspect that the company might raise the
annual renewal fee at will. The respondent used standard form contracts expressly permitting Orkin to increase the annual renewal fee
only under specifically limited circumstances and stating c1early that
only those terms contained in the contract were part of the agreement

between the parties. Orkin s customers and , for that matter , its sales
force were powerless to modify the form contract. Modifications could

be made only by a corporate offcer under the corporate seal.
Nor , generally, could consumers effectively have mitigated the
" Irilenmtw",,1 H,u uesler en , 104 F.T_ C. at lOfD

'''hratl066.

",

uru\.u'O t', Al1'.ltlV111'lJ-\ I

11'1 V L-V. , 11'lL-.

VV'
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damage they sustained from Orkin s action after the fact. Orkin did
not notif'y its pre- 1975 customers that it would consider exceptions to
the fee increase. Orkin granted exceptions only to those customers
who complained and demonstrated to Orkin s satisfaction that they
had specifically relied on express claims that the annual renewal fee
would be fixed for the lifetime of the treated structure. Orkin s (49)

accommodation program was only a limited response to expressions
of customer outrage. The program was not designed to accommodate

all customers but rather to control any particularly strong adverse
consumer reaction and to minimize any consequent loss of customers
and good will. Indeed, it would have been pointless for Orkin to effectuate the fee increase and , simultaneously, to notify its customers
that ifthey preferred not to pay the higher amount , they need not do
so.

Orkin asserts that customers with pre- 1975 contracts could have
refused to pay the increased renewal fee and transferred their business to one of Orkin s competitors that would have assumed the obligations contained in the Orkin pre- 1975 contracts for the original
renewal fee price or " for less than the levels to which Orkin raised
these fees in 1980. "92 The representations of Orkin s own President
Gary Rollns , belie the validity oftbis argument. Mr. Rollins testified
that he " would doubt" that a competing company would do that for
a customer. 93 The record evidence is not inconsistent. Even viewed in
the light most favorable to Orkin , the evidence does not show that
Orkin s competitors assumed or would have assumed the obligations
of Orkin s pre-1975 contracts without imposing conditions that would
have resulted in additional costs to Orkin s customers

94 nor does it

show that they would not subsequently have increased their annual
fees. The competitors ' contracts that Orkin has (50) presented all
provide for increasing the annual renewal fee after a period of time

ranging from four to six years. 95 None of the competitors says , and we
see no reason to suppose , that he would grant more favorable treatment to customers who previously had contracted with Orkin than to

his other customers who had not.
Even if customers could transfer their contract to another firm
that might not be satisfactory. Orkin represents that it is the " world'
largest termite and pest control company 96 and that customers " generally contacted Orkin because of its reputation , stature in the industry, and length of time in business. 97 These claims are borne out by
I. RAB

Clt 44

"" Rollins Dep. at 210; IDF 71
See supra pages 11- 12 and

note 7

1'5 Hromada AfT. , Exs. A and B

lDF 4 and citations to record therpjn
RAB at5 RPF 6 , 92; RClymond Dep at
language slressing aOvClntages of doing business with Orkin)
97 RAB at 39;see also

AfT. TI4; IDF 11; IDF :J2- :J:J (promotionCiI
150; Tindol
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several ofthe consumer affdavits presented by Orkin. 98 The assertion

that customers could have mitigated the injury they sustained from
the respondent' s fee increase by switching to a competing firm does
not account for the harm inherent in compelling those customers to
deal with a smaller company oflesser stature and repute than Orkin.

Nor does it account for the transaction costs to customers faced with
the need to search for a reliable or reputable firm wiling to provide
the same services on the same terms as those in Orkin s pre- 1975

contracts and to complete a new agreement with that firm. The Supreme Court noted long ago L51J that " the public is entitled to get
what it chooses 99 a
The Court has said:

principle that applies to services as well as goods.

Ifconsumers. . prefer to purchase a given article because it was made by a particular
man ufacturer . . . , they have a right to do so, and this right cannot be satisfied by
imposing upon them an exactly similar article, or one equally as good but having a
different origin.100

The Commission finds that the respondent' s pre- 1975 customers
could not reasonably have avoided or mitigated the injury that they
sustained as a result of Orkin s increase of their annual renewal fee,
and it concludes that the respondent' s increase of the annual renewal
fee on its pre- 1975 contracts constituted an unfair act or practice in
violation of Section 5.
THE ORDER
We have concluded that Orkin s actions to increase the renewal fees
in its pre- 1975 contracts constitute unfair acts and practices in viola-

tion of Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, and we hereby
enter an order to prevent the recurrence of the violation. As required
the order is reasonably related to the violation found to exisPOl (52)

The order in this case requires Orkin to cease and desist from the
acts and practices described above. This requirement results in a roll
back , as ofthe effective date ofthe order, of the annual renewal fees
on all of Orkin s pre- 1975 contracts. Under the order , Orkin may seek
modification or novation of its pre- 1975 contracts , but only after a
two- year moratorium on any such efforts. The order also requires
Orkin to send a letter notifying all its customers holding currently
effective pre- 1975 contracts ofthe Commission s order and ofthe roll
back of their annual renewal fees.
See , C.i;- Ad"ms
FTC
FTC
2d 158.
Sec,

AfT,

: Abcn,'itn AfT, i-1

Algum" Lumbcc Co..

291 'C,
S, G7. 78 (1934)

ROJ' ol Mil/ini; Co.288 L' S, 212. 217 ()9331: flcl'o,d

Pep Boys- Jlarln)

Mae

jach , Inc,

FTC, 122

If)113d Ci) 19-11)
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I. ROUTINE PROVISIONS

Several sections of the order require little explanation or discussion. The introductory portion of the order contains definitions , and
Parts III-VI contain routine provisions mandating distribution of the
order throughout Orkin s corporate structure , the fiing of initial and
supplemental compliance reports and notification

of the

Commission

of any changes in that corporate structure. Parts I and II detail more
substantive obligations.
II. ROLL BACK OF ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE
Part I ofthe order requires Orkin to cease and desist from the acts

and practices the Commission has found unlawful and requires that
as ofthe effective date ofthe order , the company roll back the annual
renewal fee on the pre-1975 contracts to their level prior to the 1980
fee increase. Orkin contends that an order should require a fee roll
back , if at all , only with respect to pre-1975 customers who believed
in good faith that their annual fee could not be increased under their

contracts. (53) Like its argument on the merits , Orkin s position here
is simply an attempt to impose on its customers the burden of demon-

s imposition of higher fees resulted in
consumer injury. Such a demonstration is not required. A judgment
of Orkin fee increase is
that consumers sustained injury as a result

strating that the company

inherent in the Commission s conclusion that the fee increase constituted an unfair act or practice under Section 5. 102

Orkin

s suggestion that any roll back in the order be limited to

pre- 1975 contracts where there was a " meeting of the minds " on a
fixed annual renewal rate is just another way of arguing that only
customers who " believed in good faith" that the fee was fixed should

be afforded a roll back. As explained earlier Io:J in the context of an
integrated , standard form contract drafted by the company, customers are entitled to performance of all aspects ofthe agreement. We do
not accept Orkin s position that some of the obligations in the agreement were expendable.
III. NOTICE LETTER

Under Part II of the order , Orkin must notify each of its customers
holding currently effective pre-1975 contracts of the roll back ofthe
1980 fee increase , except those pre- 1975 customers whose fee increases have already been rolled back. The Commission has modified
the language of the notice letter and finds Orkin s proposed alternative letter and questionnaire (54) inappropriate. The questionnaire is
See pp- .37- "upra for further
Lll'!Supra at pp. 40- 41 and 50

discussion of consumer injury in this matter.
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particularly objectionable because it would permit the company once
more to make the pre- 1975 customers (C prove " that they were injured
by the unilateral fee increase that we have determined constituted an
unfair practice under Section 5.
IV. MORATORIUM ON NOVATIONS

The

proviso

AND

PRIOR COMMISSION APPROVAL

clauses following Part I- E

of the order permit Orkin to

seek modification or novation of its pre- 1975

contracts ,

but the com-

pany may initiate no such attempt until any customer from whom
such a modification or novation is to be sought has made at least two
annual payments at the annual fee specified in the pre- 1975

or guarantee. The Administrative Law Judge s

contract

order specified , in

addition , that the respondent would be required to obtain prior Com-

mission approval of " each and every document or representation
which respondent may use or make in any attempt to seek a modification or novation.

We are not persuaded by Orkin that a two- payment moratorium is
unduly burdensome , and we believe that it adds a needed measure of
stability for the affected consumers that will reduce the likelihood of
confusion when , and if, Orkin seeks to modify the contracts. On the
other hand , we have decided that , in light of the other restrictions in
the order , we need not include the requirement for prior Commission

approval of documents Orkin might use in seeking to modify the
contracts. Such a provision could impose an unnecessary restriction

on the company and places an unwarranted administrative burden on
the Commission

s time and resources. (55)

Instead of including this requirement , we order the respondent to
include in the compliance reports required under Part V of the order

documents showing all representations made (whether oral or written) in any attempt to seek modification or novation during the period
covered by the report. We also order the respondent to include in the
compliance reports copies of contracts that have been modified or

subjected to novation as a result of its efforts. The order also requires
Orkin to include in its compliance reports the names and addresses
of any holder of a pre- 1975 contract or guarantee with whom it has
communicated concerning modification or novation during the period
covered by the report. With the inclusion of these materials , we be-

lieve that the compliance reports will provide a suffcient basis on
which to monitor effectively the company s compliance with the order
without the need to burden either the company or the agency with a
prior approval provision.
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V.

CONSUMRR REDRESS AND REINSTATEMENT OF CANCELLED
CONTRACTS

Notwithstanding its order of November 13 , 1985 , directing the parties to briefthe question whether consumer redress should be ordered
in this case if the respondent were found liable under Section 5 and
the briefs fied pursuant to that order , the Commission has decided
not to address that issue in this proceeding.

The Commission also declines to impose the additional reliefsought
by complaint counsel that would require Orkin to ofTer to reinstate

the contracts of all the pre- 1975 customers who have cancelled their
contracts since the 1980 fee increase or at least (56) those customers

who cancelled during the first year after the increase. Complaint
counsel suggest that the failure to include a requirement that Orkin
ofTer to reinstate the contracts ofpre- 1975 customers who cancelled

after the fee increase may have adverse implications. 104 This may be
true , and , had this matter gone to trial , we might have imposed the

relief that they request. We are not persuaded , however , that the
evidence in the summary decision record warrants imposing on Orkin
the burden of ofTering to reinstate contracts cancelled after August
1980 , that mayor may not have been cancelled as a result of the fee
increase. Although the Commission could remand thc matter to the

Administrative Law Judge for trial on this limited issue , we have
decided that a remand would not serve the public intcrest at this time.
CONCLUSION
In addition to the factual findings embodied in this decision , the
Commission adopts the findings offact included in the Initial Decision
except to the extent that they are inconsistent with this opinion. On
the basis of these facts , for the reasons given above , and for the
reasons provided by the Administrative Law Judge to the extent they

are not inconsistent with this decision ,

the Commission has deter-

mined that Orkin s (57) raising of the annual renewal fees on its
pre- 1975 termite contracts constitutes an unfair act or practice prohibited by Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act. The Com-

mission issues an order including portions of the order contained in
imposing certain additional requirements and
modifying others.
the Initial Decision ,

"" CAB i'l19- 23. Complaint counsel's supplemental brief arg-ues that oUr order should not include refunds to
consumers who actually paid the increased renewal charges- arguably a less costly and more reildily ildministrable form of relief tban reinstatement of customers whose contracts are no longer in force. We
it find
unnecessilry
to attempt to rt' concile the apparent inconsistency of these positions

. .
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DANIEL OLIVER

1 concur in the majority s conclusion that respondent Orkin Exterminating engaged in an unfair practice when it unilaterally raised
the contracted- for annual renewal fees in its pre- 1975 contracts. I
differ from the majority, however , in the application of the Commission s unfairness standard to the facts of this case. I write separately
to explain: first , why I believe carefill application of the unfairness
standards is important; second ,

the circumstances that warrant the

Commission s intervention in such disputes; and third, the way in

which I would apply that analysis to the case before us.
I. GUIDANCE OF COMMISSION OPINIONS

The Commission s written opinions do morc than reflect the outcome of a particular matter. They should help in the development of
workable rules and provide guidance that both explains and demon-

strates the reach of the legal principles involved. The Commission

analysis is particularly important in unfairness cases because of the
broad ambit. of Section 5. It was criticism of the Commission s broad
discretion t.o define practices as legally " unfair " that. led t.o adoption
ofthe Policy St.atement on Unfairness in 1980. In that statement , the
Commission promised to " construe its jurisdiction in limited , specific,

and market-oriented terms" and to define it " with (2) suffcient parthe law
is excessively uncertain.
There are a variety
of reasons
underlying the Commission s desire

ticularity to answer criticisms that

and need ,

to provide as careful an explanation as possible for its

conclusions in an unfairness case. First , our opinions provide direc-

tion within t.he Commission. They are the records available for future
Commissioners to ascertain why we acted or failed to act under particular circumstances. In addition , they provide counsel to the Com-

mission staff in its case selection criteria and can thus affect the
analysis employed in many other circumstances. Application of careful reasoning also aids the Commissioners in ensuring that we exer-

cise our discretion carefully.
Second , the patent limitations on the Commission s ability to detect
all law violations suggests that a principal benefit to be gained from
a litigated Commission decision is the assistance it provides to businesses attempting to comply with the law. Reliance on the " Commission s discretion not to bring cases that would be unreasonably
burdensome.
gives no comfort to the seller who is endeavoring to
comply with the law ,

since he cannot tell how the Commission will

Statcmenl of l'oli(y on the Scope ofCon
the lwl. e'. U,!rO;I"ne.

J'II"':sdil.

ti"" lelter frnm tilt vrc to Senators Ford

and Dllnforth , December 17 , 1980 (" Unfairness Sratement ) at 11- Reprinted at Trade Rp.g Rep (CCH. Tnlnsfer
Bindel' , Current Comment 1969- 1983 Pa,. , 50,421 al 55 918).

""

!!.
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exercise its discretion . " (3)
949 1060 n. 40

International Harvester

Co. , 104 F.

(1984). Ifwe do not explicate carefully the rationale in

a given case , we either forfeit the possibility of providing useful guidance for business or encourage excessive precaution. In both instances

consumers ultimately bear the costs.
Third , the states , almost all of which have their own " Little FTC
Acts " look to Commission decisions for guidance interpreting those
Acts. Several of these statutes specifically incorporate the Commission s case law. 2 With a large number of states there is , of course
potential for great diversity in applying the law. This could be exacerbated if the courts reach inconsistent results on similar facts. Again

such a result is unlikely to aid consumers and should be avoided , if
possible , by careful action on the Commission s part.
This problem is compounded by the fact that many states provide

private rights of action and frequently allow treble damages as a
remedy in such private disputes. ' State courts have repeatedly struggled with litigants ' attempts to use those (4) statutes to provide increased damage awards for contract breaches. It is apparent from a
review of such cases that the couris have had diffculty distinguishing
unfairness cases from breach of contract actions. At times they have
resorted to a " bad faith" standard , or have sought other methods of
providing some distinguishing features in order to prevent these state
statutes from swallowing the common law. ' To the extent that the

Commission can clearly articulate its rationale for reaching a result
it can also aid these courts in interpreting their own state statutes.
II. BOUNDARIES OF THE UNFAIRNESS JURISDICTION

Given the enormous number of private contracts operative in the
economy that are negotiated , performcd , or brcached without thc
involvement ofthe government (excepting the courts , on (5) occasion)
it seems to me apparent that regulation ofthe great majority of these
private agreements was never intended to fall within the jurisdiction
of the Fcderal Trade Commission. However , I have concerns that the
See , e.g.
Gen, Laws Ann. eh. 9. , Section 2(b)(" Tl is the intent of the legislature that tht' "ourts wil
be fiirJ,'d by th" interpretations given by the Federal Trade Commission and the Fed",.1 Court to el"tion 5Ia)(1)

of I.)", Federal Trade Commi sion Act. . "
'See. e,
Mass, Gen. Laws Ann. ch, 93A , Section 11 (providing priv"te rLghts of action and treble darnage ); N.
Gen. Stat. Section 75- 16 (same)
'Sce Murshall v. Miller,276 S, 2d :J97
, 401 ( c. 1981), w\wrf' the Court " expressJy overrules
any I'Dssible
implicalion " tl1at " a party must show bad faith in order to )' ''cuver treble daIT1iges " for violation of the State little

FTC Act The sCime case aJso rejected the Jower court' s determination that intentional wrongdoing had to be
estahlished.

at402, Similarly, in
United RrJUsters v. Colgate- Palmo/ir:l' Co..
649 F, 2d 985 (4t.h Cir. 1981), the Court
rt'cngnized that in int"rpr"ting the North C"J'olina statute
the"ourts had not limited it to cases where there
ti!t.e

was injury to conRumers fd. at 991 . but concluded that thetaLutory terms "
t mean something mOre than "n
ordinary cont.ract breach, Id. at 992.See also I'ep C"lfj Metropolitan Bolt/ingCo, u. Cheche!'" . Inc
V2d 10
17- 19 Ost Cir. 1985), where th,' "ourt upheld a treble damage award under the Ma achusetts little FTC Act.
because of a " calculated ,' cfusal to pay a clearly owC'd indebtedne " in fj dispute betwe"n two businesses , finding
t.h" actions" wiJful violation
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majority opinion does not provide readily apparent standards that

explain why our jurisdiction is properly invoked in this case. It may
prove helpful to explain the rationale and analysis that I believe

underlie the Commission s determination that the actions of Orkin in

breaching the contracts at issue here constitutes an unfair act or
practice.

The analytic tool the Commission bas applied to circumscribe its
unfairness authority is the tripartite test laid out in the Commission

Policy Statement on Unfairness. The focus of this test is consumer
injury. Determination of whether that injury is " unfair " as a legal
matter requires consideration not only orthe quantum of injury, and
any countervailing benefits that the practice produces , but also ofthe
economic forces at work. The Commission s Policy Statement on U ll-

fairness incorporates this economic inquiry of market failures in its
discussion of whether injury is reasonably avoidable, stating that:
Normally we expect the marketplace to be self correcting, and we rely on consumer
choice-the ability of individual consumers to make their own private purchasing (6)
decisions without regulatory intervention- to

govern the market.

Put differently, " In making this determination (that a practice is
unfair), the FTC and the courts should examine whether any market

failure justifying government intervention actually exists; what economic justifications , if any, support the practice; what costs would

result from FTC intervention; and finally, whether the remedy is
likely to be cost eflective or efIcient. " Gellhorn Trading Stamps
S&H and the FTC's

Unfairness Doctrine

1983 Duke L.J. 903 , 955

(1983).

I have no diflculty agreeing with Orkin s proposition that a breach
of contract , without more , does not violate Section 5. It is normally not
our role to become involved . in breaches of contract because private

enforcement of private agreements is generally more effcient than
governmental intervention. The appropriate question , however , is
whether other circumstances apart from simple breach of contract
bring this case within the Commission s unfairness jurisdiction. 6 In

other words, is there a market failure present in this case? (7)
The only market failure that I perceive on the record presented
here is the fact that private actions for damages were not likely to be
effective. The Unfairness Statement itself recognizes that in those

circumstances injury may not be reasonably avoidable by consumers.
'Statement on Unfairness

supm.

at7

"Orkin is correct that many of the Commi88ion s past cases involwd 80me defect in the information avaiJable
to parlip.s when entering contracts , either through misrepresentation , dur . mercion , or tJle like- Scp Unfairness
Statement at. 7; Craswel1 The idcn/irimtiun of Unfa,,. Art nnd Pmctices By the Fedeml Trade Comm;s.,,;on , 1981
Wise. L. Rev- JOT This docs not meCln , however , that the Commi8sion s role is limited to those situations
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ln some senses any injury can be avoided-for example , by hiring
independent experts to test all products in advance , or by private legal
actions for damages-but these courses may be too expensive to be
practicable for individual consumers to pursue. " Unfairness Statement , n. 19 at 7. In this case some , perhaps many, Orkin customers
were unable or unwilling to avail themselves of their private remedies

because the individual losses are so smalJ. When that is the case the
normal incentives provided by the common law of contracts do not
operate in the same fashion that they would in most instances.

The common law provides a framework within which parties can
structure private agreements. Contracts are entered against the background ofthe existing rules that define obligations and remedies. The
common law generally does not require that parties perform under
their agreements. To cite Judge Posner: " it is not the policy ofthe law
to compel adherence to contracts but only to require each party to
choose between performing in (8) accordance with the contract and
compensating the other party for any injury resulting from a failure
to perform. " R. Posner Economic Analysis of Law
88 (2d ed. 1977)
(hereinafter Posner). 8 The knowledge that the alternative to performance is compensation provides an incentive not to breach except in
situations when the party breaching a contract is better off after
paying damages to the other party.
If compensation for breach can be avoided ,

however ,

there is a

breakdown in the normal incentive systems created by the common
law of contracts. This not only encourages inefficient breaches , but
also alters the underlying agreement by shifting costs or risks from
the party who voluntarily assumed them to the other , nonbreaching
party. As explained more fully below , then , an unlairness analysis of
this record reveals a situation different from the " mere breach of

contract" that Orkin posits.
This analysis is hardly unprecedented. It explains many previous
Commission decisions. Common law causes of action would have been

available in many other Commission cases. But Commission intervention was appropriate because those actions were unlikely to supply an
effective remedy. The Supreme Court recognized this early in the
Commission s history, when the Court (9) found that something more
than a mere private dispute was needed to justif'y an action " in the
public interest.

FTC v. Klesner,

280 U. S. 19 28 (1929). In a decision

written by Justice Brandeis , one of the key actors in the Commission
71 am not suggesting that this is the only market failure lhat could justify an unfairness action whcn a urcach
of contract is involv..d

, The R"RtCitement (Second) of Contr"ct
o ren"cts this policy " The tradition"l go,,1 uf the law of contract
remcdi.. hils !lut been compulsion uf the promisor to perform his promise but compensation of the promisee for
the lo s resulting from breach" Introductory Note , Chapter 16 , at 100.
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creation " the Court noted that it may be in the public interest to bring
an action " because , although the aggregate of the loss entailed may

be so serious and widespread as to make the matter one of public
consequence , no private suit would be brought to stop the unfair
conduct , since the loss to each of the individuals alfected is too small

to warrant it. Id. In my view , the Commission s
matter must rest on precisely this basis.

decision in this

III. APPLICATION 010' UNFAIRNESS TO THE FACTS OF THIS CASE

The focus of the Commission s unfairness analysis is consumer in-

jury. In considering whether conduct is unlawful as an unfair act or
practice , the Commission determines whether that injury is: (1) substantial; (2) not outweighed by any offsetting consumer or competitive
benefits that the practice produces; and (3) one which consumers
International Harvester Co. , 104
could not reasonably have avoided.

C. 949 , 1061 (1984). (10)
A.

Substantial Injury

The injury to consumers resulting from Orkin

207 000 pre- 1975

s breach of some

contracts resulted in actual and substantial con-

sumer injury. The harm resulting from Orkin s conduct consists of
increased costs for services previously bargained for , and would be

equivalent to the contract damages to which consumers would

be

entitled.
The Commission s requirement that consumer injury be substantial rests in part on the practical diffculties that would ensue if the

Commission were to bring cases based on trivial or speculative harm.
Without this anchor the Commission would be able to determine that

any injury, such as an offense to the good taste of an audience for an
advertisement , was actionable. It would be possible to develop many
theories of consumer injury that were intangible or wholly subjective
or that would be based simply on the personal perceptions of a majority of the five Commissioners.
Moreover , the requirement that consumer injury be substantial
makes good practical sense because it is one component of the cost!
benefit analysis upon which the Commission s unfairness jurisdiction
is based. In some cases the Commission must , of course, make its best
estimate oflikely (11) consumer injury. The Commission s deception
cases , a subset of unfairness, provide a ready example.
In this case , however , a large part of the consumer injury is complete and readily quantifiable , and I agree with the majority s conclu"See p"xposilion Press. fne v. vrc. 295 F.2d 869 . 877 (2d Cir. 1961), Friendly, J. , dissenting. (" It is deeply
significant that the Klesner opinion was wrilten LJy Mr. Jus!,;ce Brandeis. For ' , more than any other man , was
the begetter ' of the Federal Trade Commissiun
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sian that it is substantial. Consumer injury consists of the increased
fees they are subject to because of Orkin s breach. They have paid at
least $7. 5 million in increased renewal fees as a result of Orkin s fee
increase.
B.

The Injury Is Not Outweighed by Countervailing Benefits

The next step in analyzing this case is to determine whether the
consumer injury is outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. On the lacts ofthis case, I can see nothing that
consumers gained from Orkin s breach of these contracts. Similarly,
Orkin s contentions that its actions benefited its competitors , and
thus competition ,

is unpersuasive. Simply put ,

Orkin drafted con-

tracts assigning to itself the risk of inflation. It later sought to impose
that risk on consumers. There is nothing

in

the record indicating the

presence of any offsetting benefits from that action. (12J
C.

The Injury Was Not Reasonably Avoidable by Consumers

The next element of the unfairness analysis is inquiring whether
the injury could be reasonably avoided by consumers. If consumers
can choose among competitors or are otherwise able to protect themselves it is not the Commission s role to second- guess the wisdom of
their decisions. A central focus of determining whether the injury was

reasonably avoidable, therefore , is ascertaining whether there is some

impediment preventing consumers from protecting themselveswhether there is a \\ market failure.

The issue in this case , therefore , is whether there were any steps
that consumers could reasonably have taken to avoid the injury stemming from Orkin s breach of contract. Thus it is necessary to inquire
whether consumers could have acted before entering these contracts

whether they could have avoided the injury after breach by mitigating their damages , and whether they could have reasonably pursued
legal action for compensation. (13)
1. Avoidance Prior to Contracting

The first question is whether Orkin s pre-1975 customers reasonably could have avoided the injury they suffered from the increase of

their annual renewal fees at the time of contracting. There is nothing

in the record indicating that consumers could or should have known
that Orkin would unilaterally raise its annual renewal fee. Moreover
the contracts themselves are quite explicit in providing a fixed annual
'" A6 the Commission stated in its discu6sion of this element in its Policy Statement: " ),ormally we expect the
market place to he self-correcting, and we rely on consumer choice- the ability of individual COn6UmerS to make
their own private purchasing decisions without regulatory intervention- to govern the market, We anticipate that
consumers will survey the available alternatives , choose tlJOse that are most desirable , and avoid those that are
inadequate or onsatisfactory, " Policy Statement at 7

-_. -"--
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fee. As a result , there was no reason for these consumers to anticipate
Orkin s actions and they could thus not have avoided them prior to
entering the contracts.

2. Avoidance Through Mitigation

Similarly, mitigation was not a reasonable alternative for consumers to have pursued in this case. Neither the Orkin accommodation
program nor the possibility of attempting to get one of Orkin s com-

petitors to assume these contracts provided an effective avenue for
avoiding injury.
Orkin asserts that customers with pre- 1975 contracts could have
simply transferred their business to one of Orkin s competitors , and
that those competitors would have assumed the obligations contained
in these Orkin contracts for either the original renewal fee or for less
than the amount that Orkin (14) increased them to. To the extent that
this was a possibility for Orkin customers , however , there is at a
minimum injury resulting from the transaction costs expended by
Orkin consumers in locating another company and entering a new
con

tract. II

Moreover , even granting Orkin all reasonable inferences it has not
raised genuine issues
of material
fact necessitating trial on this issue.
The affdavits of Orkin s competitors state that they have assumed
Orkin contracts at the same annual renewal fee promised by Orkin.!2
However , none ofthe competitors identified in these affdavits state

that they bad a fixed renewal fee that did not go up. As a result
consumers who went elsewhere were still subject to the risk of inllation. It was that risk that Orkin agreed to assume in these contracts.
Moreover , there was more to these contracts than the cost of the
annual renewal fee , and the affdavits offered by Orkin do not indicate that the competitor s services were comparable to Orkin s. There
is no indication , for example , that treatments used by other companies were as effective as those of Orkin. This matters because the
annual inspections that were performed (15) after the annual renewal

fee was paid also included any necessary retreatment.
Complaint counsel has demonstrated that Orkin s breach deprived
consumers
of the
benefits from a fixed annual renewal fee. Orkin has
provided no indication that consumers had any alternative means of
obtaining that feature ,

and has thus failed to raise a genuine issue of
material fact on this point.
" It is possible that the most efTective means of mitigation under the circumstances was to pay the increased
fecs subject to later legal action for damages, S"p Restatement (SHCDnd) of Contracts
350 , comment e , at 130 ("
the party in breach offers to perform tbecontract fora differenlpri Cl', this may amount to a suitabk alt, tcrDative
"See
affdaviL of IIromada (Terminix), Murphy (Radar) and Tindul (T!'A)

...
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3. Avoidance Through Legal Action

There is no allegation that Orkin intended anything other than
performance when it offered a fixed annual renewal fee. It is effcient
for parties to be able to plan for future events and contingencies by
entering contracts for performance at a subsequent time. Such agreements are only practical , of course , when they can be enforced.1 The
enforcement mechanism for breach of contract has been developed

through the common law. The rules developed through the judicial
system provide a framework for private agreements , and in most
cases provide the (16) appropriate incentives for parties to either
perform or breach and pay damages.!4

With a large number of small contracts , however , the cost oflitigat-

ing an individual loss may be greater than the expected individual
recovery. In such situations themarket may not provide an adequate
disincentive for contract breach. Thus , the question for purposes of
this element of the unfairness test is whether actions for contract
damages are an economically feasible method of damage avoidance.

This type of market failure underlies many of the Commission
enforcement in itiatives- In deception cases common law rights of ac-

tion are frequently available to consumers , but the individual dam-

ages are normally too small to justify the necessary litigation.
Similarly, the Commission s Mail Order (17) RuleI5 tends to encourage compliance with what are fundamentally contract rights.
When these principles are applied to the instant case it becomes
readily apparent that this is more than a simple breach of contract,
and that Orkin s actions in unilaterally raising the annual renwal
fees in these contracts is an unfair act within the meaning of Section
5. Individual private actions for damages would not have been effective in this case , given the small dollar amount of the increase in the
'3 Without some enforcement mechanism for contractual relations , parti..s would have diffculty determining in
advance which companies would abide by those agreements. If consumers have no assurance that the other party
wil either perform , or provide the monetary equivalent of performance , they would be unable to make rational
decisions about whicb party to conlract with. In this case , for example, !:nSUmerS might well have chosen to deal
with a different company had they known that Orkin would subsequently repudiate a material term of these
contracts.
It is 110t. necessary that parties always perfurm. In fact , it is sumetimes mure effcient for parties to breach
ifit costs less to compensate the other party than it does to perform. An example may help illustrate the point
The Arctic Earmuff Company contracts to sell 1000 earmuff to the Boston Earmuff Emporium for $50 a pair
The Boston Emporium plans to reseH tbem for $1.00 a pair. Unfortunah,ly, AEC has old machinery that breaks
down and is irreparable. If AEC must perform , it would be rf'1uired to obtain new machinery at substantial cost
Tbe Arctic F:armuffCompany might pref"r to pay damages and not buy more marbinery, and exit this declining

, it is
il1dustry. The Boston Emporium would probably bejust as bappy with the lost profits ($. 50 x 1000= $500). Il"so
indifferent between performance and breach. Requiring Arctic to perform could result in a substantial societal loss if it
could not recover the costs for new machinery from other business
\ 16 C. R. Part 135 (1986). CCII para. 38 010. This is made explicit in the Stiltement of Basis and Purpose of
the Rule , 40 FR 51582 , 51585 (1975). " Th.. h;gh costs of going to court 8S well as jurisdictional limitations prevent
conf;llmers from seeking remediallega! action. ' l"rom the consumer s point of view in many cases the amount
ofmuney invoJved is sig"nificant , but not enough to make it worthwhile to the consumer to force the s1'ler to fill
the order , or to try to recOver his money lhroug"h the llseoflegal rem",di..s. In these situations, tbe individual is
simply at. th" mercy uf themail- orderm..rchandiser ld. at 37.
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annual renewal fee charged to each consumer. 16 Moreover, class actions are often not effective vehicles for obtaining relief1? In addition,
01'18) course , it is unlikely that Orkin customers realized that they
wcre being deprived of a legally enforceable right.
I thercforc conclude that the respondent' s pre- 1975 customers
could not reasonably have avoided or mitigated the injury that they

sustained as a result of Orkin s increase of their annual renewal fee.
I conclude that the respondent' s increase of the annual renewal fees

on its pre- 1975

contracts constituted an unfair act or practice in

violation of Section 5 ,
by the majority.

and I concur in entry of the order18 proposed

CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONERS
Tlo:RRY CAlNAN! AND ANDREW STRENIO , JR.

The Commission today has determined that Orkin has been acting

in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act by
unilaterally changing the terms of agreements with some 200 000
customers. These violations have increased Orkin s revenues by over
$7. 5 million thus far. While the Commission declares Orkin s acts to
be unfair , its order allows Orkin to reiain the money. We concur in
the Commission s decision but do not think that it goes far enough.
Restitution is appropriate herel Indeed , restitution may be the only
LO;
Even whe'- e private actions are brought under state Little ITC Acts for breaches of contract like the present
one this mfl1"ket failure may still be involved. Consumers in situations like the current one might well contend that
tile problem was that the company breached the contracts in circumstances wfICre they knew or should have known

thalirLjividual breach oft:ontract atlions were not lik,.ly.
,7 " The rbss "etion remains a very troublesome proce,iure "
fit 507 (2d ed 1977).See Pitofsky,

Beycmd Nader:

ConSlimer

V ,James & G. HaZRl"l, Cit'ill',' ocedttrc
10.
Protection (wd the Rel ttl(ltion of Advcrlisitlg. 90

Harv L.Rev 661 667 68 (1977) (" consumer class suits often are impossible to bring because of decisions in the
fi:,d,m.!l syslem making it impossible to "ggregalr, separate claims in order to satisfy the $10 000 jurisdictional
amount and oeCllus,' of the imp,aetic"tity in many st"tes of maint.aining a class action.
'" The fin,,1 ord..r requires Orkin to roll back the contract price to its nmsumers with t.he Pre- 1975 ront.n'cts

and wait at least two years before seeking modifications of the contracts This is. in essence, a requirement of
specific performance. As such , it raises the usual issues that courts have considered regardiogwhether t.hat remedy
is appropriate, In such orders the courts- and in this ease the Cornmission--onfront the diffculty of determining
wl",tllIr firms subj..ct t.o specific perfi'rmance m"ndatl's are . living up tu all t, he t.(;rms of their agreeml'nt.s. As a
general matter , I believe that the Commissioo should avoid placing itself in such sitllatiuos
Possibly t.he most effect.ive remedy that could be provided io this matter would be monetary compensation for
t.he consumers involved. Specific performance is normally g-ranted only when t.he remedies at. Jaw are inadequate.
Allhough I understand the d..sire ufCummissiuners Calvani and St, ren;o lO requin. Orkin 1.0 pay dmnages in t.his
proceeding J do oot sllare their confidence that. such a remedy is available in the Cummission s enforcement
arsenal. Given those circumst.aoces , I supportent.ry OrU,e finsl order induded in the msjority opinion
, The Commi sion has lung held t.hat it. hilS t.he p"wer to order restitut.ionary
Mar:Mil/un
relief. , Inc. et ul.
FTC 208 (l980); Ruymond Lee O"gonization 98 FTC 481 (1978); Credit Curd Servir;e Corp. 191 (UJ73);Curtis
Plthlish;ng
Co" 78 FT. C. 147211971). !Jut sp,' lIeu/n u. FTC, 503 F.2d 321 (9th Cir, 1974).
Accord, Barrett Carpet
Mills . Tne. u. CPSc. 635 F2d 299 . 3Ui (4t.h Cir. 198DI; Congo!elLm
/'"iIL. " Inc. u. CPSC,602 F, 2d 220 (9th Cir. 1979).
(However , t.he Commissiun h"s cons:stenlly assert.ed its disagreement wit.h Heuter.
See,
I!, Fmncis Ford, Inc.,
94 FTC. .'64, 622- 23
1:.

999 (1982).

iD95 (i975))

(979), rcv

nesc(), I"l". 89 F.

s!tn nom. Ford Motor CO. U. FTC 6731"2d 1DD8 (9th Cir. 1981),
cal, denied,459

C. 45i ,

478 (1977); Eledronic Comp,.rer
PI"Jil"mming Il!sti/llte,
86 F. T.C,
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elTectivc remedy. ' We would have ordered Orkin to refund iis illgotten gains.

FINAL ORDER
This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeals

ofthe respondent, Orkin Exterminating Company, Inc. (" Orkin ), and

complaint counsel from the initial decision , and upon briefs and oral

argument in support of and in opposition to the appeals. For the
reasons stated in the

accompanying opinion , the Commission has

determined to deny the appeals of both Orkin and complaint counsel

and to aflrm the initial decision

of the administrative law judge.

Accordingly,

It is ordered That the findings of fact and initial decision of the
Administrative Law Judge be adopted insofar as they are not inconsistent with the findings of fact and conclusions of law contained in
the accompanying opinion.

It is further ordered That the following order to cease and desist be
and thc same hereby is , entered:
The following delinitions shall apply in this order:
A.
Customer
means any consumer or business owning or holding a
pre- 1975 contract or guarantee , as delined below , cntcred inio or
issued by Orkin and any successor in interest to such a consumer or

business.
B.
Contract
means any agreement entered into by Orkin to supply
services to control termites , wood- infesting organisms , moisture , or

wood decay. (2)
C.

Guarantee

means any guarantee extended by Orkin in connec-

tion with a contract.
D.
Pre- 1975 contract
means any currently efiective contract entered into by Orkin during the period from January, 1966 , to February, 1975 , that includes the tcrm " lifetime " and that does not provide
for adjustments to or increases
of the
annual fee except and unless the

treated premises are structurally modified , altered or otherwise

changed after the date of initial treatment.
E.
Pre- 1975 guarantee
means any guarantee extended by Orkin in
connection with a pre- 1975

contract.

It is further ordered That Orkin , a corporation , its successors and
assigns , and its officers , agents , representatives , and employees , di, Credit Curd Sen!ice Cow_

82. V.

r: 207 (197.
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redly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribu.
tion in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , of any product or service to protect a house
building or other structure from termites , wood. infesting organisms
moisture, or wood decay, shall forthwith cease and desist from:
A. Charging, requesting, collecting or accepting under any preguarantee any annual renewal fee that is
greater than the fee specified therein except in accordance with any
1975 contract or pre- 1975

clause in that contract or guarantee that applies ifthe treated premises have been structurally modified , altered or otherwise changed
after the date of initial treatment.
B. Refusing to accept the amount of the annual fee stated in the

pre- 1975

contract or pre- 1975

renewing a pre- 1975

guarantee as payment in full for

guarantee.

C. Refusing to perform the services specified in any pre- 1975 contract or guarantee upon timely tender ofthe annual fee stated therein.
D. Charging, requesting, collecting or accepting under any contract

or guarantee any annual fee that is greater than the fee specified
therein unless the contract or guarantee clearly and conspicuously

discloses that such annual fee may be increased at Orkin

s option. (3)

E. :vodifying, changing, altering or attempting to modif'y, change or

alter , the amount of the annual renewal fee or the duration of the
level ofthat fee in any contract and/or guarantee unless the contract
or guarantee clearly and conspicuously discloses that such a modifica-

tion , change or alteration may be made at Orkin s option.
Provided , however That nothing contained in this order shall prevent Orkin from seeking modification or novation of its pre- 1975
contracts and pre- 1975 guarantees that would permit inter alia

change in the annual fee to be paid or the services to be rendered
provided further that Orkin may not seek such a modification or
novation until after the second anniversary of the renewal of any
pre- 1975 contract or guarantee that is renewed after the date this
Order becomes final;
provided further that in any attempt to seek
modification or novation of a pre- 1975 contract as provided in this
order , Orkin may not represent , directly or by implication , that a
customer is required to agree to the modification or novation being

sought. Orkin shall include with the reports on compliance required
by Part V of this order:
(1) documents showing each and every representation , whether oral
or written , made during the period covered by the report in connec-
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tion with each such attempt to seek a modification or novation of any
prB-1975 contract and/or prB-1975 guarantee;

(2) the names and addresses of any holder of a pre- 1975 contract or
guarantee with whom the respondent has communicated concerning
modification or novation during the period covered by the report; and
(3) copies of each contract that is modified or subjectcd to novation
as a result ofthese communications during the period covered by the

report.
II.

It is further ordered That , within 60 days after the date this order
becomes final , Orkin shall send a notice in the form prescribed below
to each customer (except those customers for whom Orkin has previously rescinded its 1980 fee increase). The notice shall be sent by first

class mail to the billing address provided for each such contract or
guarantee and , where the address of the treated structure is different

from the billing address , to the address ofthe covered structure. The
notice shall be sent no latcr than two months before the anniversary
(4) date ofthe initial treatment under such contract or guarantee and
shall read as follows:
Dear Customer:
This letter contains important information about a
ree.

Please read it.

decrease in the annual renewal

Beginning in 1980 , Orkin increased the annual renewal fee for lifetime guarantees
atTered in certain or its termite and related pest control contracts , including yours. The
Federal Trade Commission has ordered Orkin to rescind this fee increase and to roll
back your annual fee to the amount stated in your contract or guarantee. Under the
terms of the Federal Trade Commission order , you will continue to receive the lifetime
protection that Orkin has guaranteed as long as you pay the annual fee specified in the
con tract.

The Federal Trade Commission s order does not alter Orkin s right to terminate the
guarantee or increase the fee under the terms of your original agreement if you have
structurally modified the treated property. Absent such a structural modification

Orkin may not now or in the future increase that fee without your consent.
If you would like to continue your guaranteed protection , please submit your annual

fee in the amount specified in your contract along with the enclosed invoice. We suggest
you check the amount of the annual fee stated in your contract or guarantee with that
of the enclosed invoice. If there is any discrepancy or you have any other questions
please call your local branch.

Sincerely yours
President of Orkin
(or other Orkin offcial1

Each envelope containing the foregoing notice shall bear the follow-
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ing legend in red , 14 point print on its face: IMPORTANT NOTICE
OF ANNUAL FEE REDUCTION ENCLOSED. (5)
III.

It is further ordered That , within 30 days after the date this order
becomes final , Orkin shall distribute a copy ofthis order to each of its
offcers , directors , district managers and branch managers , and to

each person who assumes any of these positions during each of the
first two years of the date on which this order becomes final , and that
Orkin shall secure from each of these persons a signed statement
acknowledging receipt of said order.
IV.

It is further ordered That Orkin shall maintain for a period of five
years after the date on which this order becomes final records show-

ing the manner and form of Orkin s compliance with this order and
shall make them available for inspection by the Commission within
30 days of receipt of a request for an inspection.

It
is further ordered That Orkin shall within 60 days after the date
this order becomes final and every 180 days thereafter for a period of
three years , fie with the Commission a written report setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which it has complied and is complying with this order , and shall fie such other reports of compliance as
the Commission may from time to time require.

VI.
It is further ordered,
That Orkin shall notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the respondent
corporation , such as dissolution , assignment or sale (6) resulting in
the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

